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"Knowledge will forever govern ignorance,
and a people who mean to be their own
governors, must arm themselves with
the power knowledge gives. A popular
government without popular information or
the means of acquiring it, is but a prologue to
a farce or a tragedy or perhaps both."
- James Madison
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Abstract
In the United States, there is a widening gap between a citizen's
ability to monitor his or her government and the government's
ability to monitor a citizen. Average citizens have limited access
to important government records, while available information is
often illegible. Meanwhile, the government's eagerness and means
to oversee a citizen's personal activity is rapidly increasing. As the
government broadens internal surveillance, and collaborates with
private institutions to access data on the public, it is crucial that
we maintain a symmetry of accountability. If we believe the United
States should be a government "of the people, by the people, and
for the people" it is of central importance to provide citizens with
the power to oversee their government. At least as much effort
should be spent building tools to facilitate citizens supervising their
government as tools to help the government monitor individuals.
In this thesis, I discuss the motivations, design, and
implementation of Government Information Awareness, a citizen
run database on our government. Fundamentally, this system
relies on an organizational structure that accepts information from
an anonymous population, stores it, and represents it with enough
context to maintain legibility. My work in this thesis is offering a
framework for a system that could help citizens pool their collective
knowledge, and through this process, create a more informed
public capable of self-rule.
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1 - Introduction
Since January of 2001, the United States has
seen a dramatic increase in government secrecy,
decreased access to public records, and the most
ambitious effort to build a centralized intelligence
agency since J. Edgar Hoover's FBI under the
McCarthy era.
Between February and May of 2001, Vice
President Dick Cheney held meetings with as
many as 400 people from 150 corporations, trade
associations, environmental groups and labor
unions, to devise a new energy policy. The task
force report recommended a dramatic increase
in drilling for oil and gas, construction of many
more power plants, and reviving the nuclear power
program. In May of 2001, the General Accounting
Office (GAO), the auditing and investigative arm
of Congress, requested to know who was involved
in the meetings, and what were their criteria for
determining the nation's energy policy. Cheney's
response has been that he requires secrecy to be
able to solicit council from the country's most
important individuals and organizations, while
the GAO argues that they need access to this
information in order to assess accountability
- particularly considering the ENRON scandal
and Cheney's former post as the CEO of the
Halliburton Corporation. All requests have been
denied. Eventually the GAO sued Cheney, but the
case was thrown out of court.
On October 12, 2001, Attorney General John
Ashcroft issued a memorandum to the heads of
all departments and agencies that overrode the
Department of Justice Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) policy instituted in 1993. In this
memo, he urges agencies to carefully consider
"institutional, commercial, and personal privacy
interests that could be implicated by disclosure of
the information" [Ashcroft, 2001]. Later he states,
"When you carefully consider FOIA requests and
decide to withhold records, in whole or in part,
you can be assured that the Department of Justice
will defend your decisions unless they lack a sound
legal basis or present an unwarranted risk of
adverse impact on the ability of other agencies to
protect other important records" [Ashcroft, 2001].
The Freedom of Information Act was passed in
1974 in the aftermath of the Watergate scandal.
It provides a mechanism for any American to
investigate the government's actions by allowing
access to government documents and records.
This access is essential for journalists, newspapers,
historians and watchdog groups who help keep the
government honest. Ashcroft's policy limits the
ability of average citizens to hold their government
accountable.
In January 2002, John Poindexter returned to
government and established the Information
Awareness Office (IAO). John Poindexter had left
the Navy after being convicted of lying to Congress
during the Iran Contra scandal. The IAO is a
research group within the Department of Defense's
prestigious Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA). The mission of IAO is to develop
innovative counter-terrorism technology. IAO's
central program, "Total Information Awareness,"
(TIA) is an ambitious effort to collect all personal
data - business transactions, relationships,
travel, etc. - on citizens and foreigners alike,
in an effort to spot suspicious activity that may
precede a terrorist attack. Regardless of whether
this type of system could ever deliver accurate
or timely terrorist alerts, such a system will offer
unprecedented chances for the government of the
United States to collect, consolidate, and process
detailed information about its citizens. This will
result in a dramatic imbalance of power between
the people and their governors. The parallels
to historic domestic surveillance initiatives
such as the NKVD in Russia, the Stasi in East
Germany, and COINTELPRO in the United
States are obvious. In every case where powerful
government forces are allowed to act unchecked, it
has led to abuse.
The United States was founded on the basic
principle of balancing power between citizens and
their governors. We are living with a government
that wishes to work in secret, does not trust
citizens, and believes the solution to defeating
an unknown enemy is a centralized police state
- unaccountable to public concern. It is difficult
to imagine how this government mutated from
the governments I learned about in 4t grade civics
class.
Undoubtedly, the events of September 11* deeply
affect the government's perception of the most
appropriate path. In signing the US Patriot
act into law, our government forfeited many
individual rights hoping that these sacrifices could
preserve our safety. Meanwhile, TIA was offered
as the technical salvation. It was a technology
that will soon protect us from all the terrible nasty
people who want to hurt us, foreign and domestic
alike. Privacy is a small sacrifice for such safety.
From the beginning, TIA was sold as a technology
that would eventually prevent future terrorist
attacks. The basic premise is that terrorist activity
leaves a trail that can be followed. For example,
in their investigation of the September i1* attacks,
the FBI discovered: Large sums of money were
transferred from the United Arab Emirates to the
hijackers joint bank account; The men took flight
lessons in a variety of aviation centers all over
Florida and Georgia; One man tried to purchase
a crop duster; A single credit card was used to
purchase five one-way tickets for three different
men on three different flights; All of the men were
Arabs. [Mueller, 2003]. If TIA works according
to plan, computers will automatically detect
suspicious behavior and notify authorities before a
terrorist attack.
This vision may be appealing to a nation still
stunned by its vulnerability to such an attack;
before accepting it, it is important to examine the
program's fundament assumptions. This system
requires a definition of "normal" behavior in order
to detect "suspicious" behavior. This is not a new
goal - many other technologies attempt to make
this sort of distinction. TIA is not remarkable
for its process, rather for its scope. The FBI
already has systems in place that attempt to detect
suspicious behavior. Specifically, they monitor
large financial transactions and investigate
suspicious activity. When the FBI director,
Robert Mueller, described the events leading up to
September 11 th to Congress, he lists many examples
where more the $1oo,ooo was wired to an account
through a variety of aliases, and notes: "None
triggered suspicious activity reports (SARs)"
[Mueller, 2003]. Considering that the FBI does
not have model that accurately detects suspicious
financial transactions, we should be suspicious
before extending this plan to even more subjective
connections.
Historically, there have been many attempts to
define models that could spot criminals. One
notable example is Cesare Lombroso who studied
the link between the practice of tattooing and
criminality. In 1896, he published an article
in Popular Science titled The Savage Art of
Tattooing. In this article, he proclaims that tattoos
are the best indicator of criminals: "Certainly these
tattooings declare more than any official brief
to reveal to us the fierce and obscene hearts of
these unfortunates" [Lombroso 1896]. From his
observations of a few prisoners: "Among eighty-
nine tattooed persons, I saw seventy-one who had
been tattooed in prison." Lombroso makes the
general claim, "Tattooing is, in fact, one of the
essential characteristics of primitive man, and of
men who still live in the savage state." Virtually
all of his conclusions were based on studies
performed only on convicted criminals. His
assumptions fall apart when we realize that non-
criminals may also have tattoos. This example
may seem ridiculous - it is easy to condescend the
past. But as Lombroso' s ideas were considered
reasonable in his day, it is possible our future
will find our actions equally misled. This history
is worth remembering as we consider systems
that would look for criminal suspects by finding
patterns in ones travel and veterinary activity. (See
original TIA system diagram on page 21)
DARPA is remarkably upfront that this is "out
of the box" thinking. In a paper they released to
dispel public fears, they explain that automated
terrorist detection is a "multiyear effort," and "it is
doubtful that any automated system will identify
terrorists" [IAO, 2003]. While their effort may or
may not accurately identify terrorists the almost
certain side-effect is a surveillance system ripe for
abuse.
One example from the not-too-distant past is the
FBI program, "COINTELPRO." Between 1956-
1971 the FBI ran a program called "COINTELPRO"
- for counterintelligence program. In the
atmosphere of the Cold War, the American
Communist Party was seen as a serious threat to
national security. According to FBI researcher
Brian Glick:
"FBI headquarters set policy, assessed progress,
charted new directions, demanded increased
production, and carefully monitored and controlled
day-to-day operations. This arrangement required
that national COINTELPRO supervisors and local
FBI field offices communicate back and forth, at
great length, concerning every operation. They did
so quite freely, with little fear of public exposure.
This generated a prolific trail of bureaucratic paper.
The moment that paper trail began to surface,
the FBI discontinued all of its formal domestic
counterintelligence programs. It did not, however,
cease its covert political activity against U.S.
dissidents" [Glick, 1970].
Although COINTELPRO began as a program to
eradicate Communism, it became a means to
persecute and disrupt any dissident behavior. It is
a good example of how unchecked power can lead
to abuse that erodes fundamental values such as
free expression.
The laws set in motion by the US Patriot Act are
reminiscent of the sweeping powers the FBI had
under Hoover. Two years after September 11,
more people are wondering if this situation is
appropriate, but it is difficult to ascertain. A key
problem in understanding how well our anti-terror
efforts are working is that the non-existence of a
terrorist attack is not proof that the system is or
is not working. Since Sept 11, there has been no
major terrorist attack. Are we to believe that the
US Patriot Act has saved us? In a recent debate,
former Attorney General Viet Dinh says yes:
"Overwhelmingly I think the number-one statistic
that illustrates the success thus far of the campaign
is a non-statistic. Nothing has happened in the
last 24 months. And every single day that nothing
happens, that all is well in America, everybody's
bored on their drive home, is a momentous
achievement for law enforcement, for the
Department of Justice, for all the state and local
partners and for John Ashcroft personally" [CBS,
2003].
While ACLU representative, Laura Murphy,
remains unconvinced:
"If I say I have an elephant gun in my office and
there are no elephants in my office, therefore, the
gun has been successful. We cannot protect the
American people by military might and increased
law enforcement powers alone. We also have to
protect our values, and the attorney general is not
being as mindful as he should be and is repeating
the mistakes of history in sacrificing some of our
civil liberties in the war on terrorism"[CBS, 2003].
It is good to remember James Madison's warning:
"The means of defense against foreign danger
historically have become the instruments of
tyranny at home."
As an individual citizen, it is easy to feel powerless
in the current political landscape. I propose a
system to work within this environment that aims
to increase citizen participation. In this thesis, I
lay the foundation for Government Information
Awareness (GIA), a system that takes TIA's
structure, and inverts the power dynamic: U.S.
citizens will scrutinize their government.
GIA will exist alongside the TIA (or whatever
replaces it) in a hope to maintain a balance of
power. Perhaps this is a program of assured
mutual destruction. I confess, even I am
uncomfortable with some of the implications of a
system like GIA - just as I am uncomfortable with
the implications of TIA.
As the government broadens internal surveillance,
it is crucial that we maintain a symmetry of
accountability. If we believe the United States
should be a government "of the people, by
the people, and for the people" it is of central
importance to provide citizens with the power to
oversee their government [Lincoln, 1863]. At least
as much effort should be spent building tools to
facilitate citizens supervising their government as
tools to help the government monitor individuals.
My goal with this project is to address a deep
political problem with our nation through a
particular technology. I hope this will provide a
useful forum for individuals to gather and share
essential data about their government. In chapter
2, I examine related political theory, projects and
technology. In chapter 3, I discuss my particular
design and implementation for this system. In
chapter 4, I evaluate how well the system meets its
goals. In chapter 5, I discuss the future work, and
offer a brief conclusion.
Total "Terrorism" Information Awareness
Government Information Awareness
2 - Background
Delivered-To: contribute o engov.us With GIA, I have tried to design a technology to
From: Fro address a wide range of concerns surrounding an
To: <cont ute@opengov.us> individual's role within a free society. Obviously
Subject: GIA the body of related work is extensive - people
Date: Sat, 16 Aug 2003 22:59:18 -0400
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook 8.5, Build have been trying to understand relations between
4.71.2173.0 each other and their government for millennia. In
Importance: Normal
X-virus-Scanned: byma this section, I will examine some of my personalX-Viis-cannd~b amaisdnewinfluences. First I will look at the underlying
Dear GIA group,
I was excited to stumble onto your site, via polti motivat f apnome citizey
the article in Wired.com .As a longtime
Libertarian political activist, I have often individuals read the moder political landscape.
been stymied by logistical difficulties in
obtaining job-performance information
about elected officials. I'm enthused by I draw upon in my implementation. Again, this
the promise that GIA offers, to ease such is not an exhaustive survey; it is a small sample
searches by constituents.However, I of what I was thinking about, looking at, and
noticed that searches on my US legislators
turn up a lot of prominently-displayed reflecting upon as I designed and built this system.
personal data (e.g. religion, schooling) and
campaign-finance data, but no prominent
information about voting records,
bill-sponsorship, or expenditures (of 2.1 - Lessons from Madison
taxpayer funds). I believe that the latter
categories are essential to evaluating the
job performance of a legislator, and to The rhetoric of the revolutionary politicians
establish accountability. Judging from the
prominence of these categories in your we have come to call "The Founding Fathers"
"Inspiration" diagram, I imagine you share Caries a timeless authority. Who could argue
my appreciation of their importance. I with the Constitution's authors when they weigh
know that some of that info can be
obtained from the Project Vote-Smart site, in on the fundamental issues of democracy?
but your link to that site is inconspicuous. Dropping names like "Madison," "Jefferson," or
I hope you're considering, or already "Washington" grants an air of patriotism and
working, to rectify this omission.
Also, for the sake of clarity, it would be credibility to those who wield them. The GIA
useful to indicate the election
year for the "Campaign Contribution" and
"Industry Support" columns, as well wanted to ensure that people would read the
as the source of the figures (I believe it's project as patriotic, rather than malicious or
opensecrets.org). vindictive. Without really needing to understand
Thanks for your efforts toward better the arguments, one can quickly pull quotes from
democracy! the founding fathers - keeping useful sound bites
R d and ignoring disagreeable ones.
With a lihale research, you discover that these
definitive statements were often radical and
contested arguments. Patriotic excerpts offer core
samples into the founding fathers' discourse, but
it is crucial to remember context. One central
concern for architects of this nation was how to
prevent the government that they were creating
from eventually becoming tyrannical. A problem
with governments is that they have leaders, and as
Madison explained, "Wherever there is an interest
and power to do wrong, wrong will generally
be done, and not less readily by a powerful and
interested party than by a powerful and interested
prince" [Madison, 1788].
The US Constitution establishes an organizational
framework that was crafted to minimize the risk of
a consolidation of power, or the misuse of power.
It is based on Madison's concept of Federalism:
power is to be distributed among all levels of
government; this weakens the central government
and thereby protects citizens from each other.
The three branches of Federal government, and
states' rights, are an attempt to make sure no
single party could become too powerful - even if
they represent the majority. In other words, when
a president wins an election with 52% of the vote
(or in our case 49%), the other 48% should not be
condemned.
The Constitution provides a governmental
structure that could support liberty, but that
alone was not seen as sufficient to maintain a
free society. Thomas Jefferson wrote, "The most
effectual means of preventing the perversion of
power into tyranny are to illuminate, as far as
practicable, the minds of the people at large, and
more especially to give them knowledge of those
facts which history exhibits, that possessed thereby
of the experience of other ages and countries, they
may be enabled to know ambition under all its
shapes, and prompt to exert their natural powers
to defeat its purposes" [Jefferson, 1779]. Madison
insists, "the people ought to be enlightened, to
be awakened, to be united, that after establishing
a government, they should watch over it... It is
universally admitted that a well-instructed people
alone can be permanently free" [Madison, 1792].
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
From:
To: <info@opengov.us>
Subject: Date: Fri, 15 Aug 2003 19:24:10
-0400 X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO,
Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2911.0)
Importance: Normal X-Virus-Scanned: by
amavisd-new
Umm, I don't want to be rude in any
way; and I cannot believe how awesome
and honorable your concept and idea is,
but.. .you say this is a research project -
does that mean the site will come down?
I hope not. Also, if you're really serious
about giving us an ability comparable to
what the government has, then government
employees actual addresses should be right
there. Now that's what I'd call information.
That's just the beginning of what they know
about us; why shouldn't we know the same
about them? I don't know if it's legal, but
it should be.You want to get famous, and
advance the cause of liberty? Remember,
there IS NO right to privacy anywhere in the
Constitution. The Supreme Court was
wrong. It's property rights we need to be
defending; they will easily cover any issues
left over after protecting our lives and
liberties.
Go for it, you crazy zany brilliant MIT
people.
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
niu(ovopenguv.us>
Subject: emergency warning
Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2003 09:57:47 -0400
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express
5.00.2919.6600
X-Virus-Scanned: by amavisd-new
I author the following website
you because of your activism may be
targeted for elimination using direced
energy or microchipped covertly to cause
you to be incapacitated or killed, I will add
my info today or this week as to the human
garbage that runs the govt.
From:
To: <opengov@me 1a.mit.edu>
Subject: Thank You!
Date: Thu, 3 Jul 2003 10:16:56 -0400
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express
6.00.2800.1158 X-Virus-Scanned: by
amavisd-new
Wonderful!!! I'm sending the link to all my
family and friends. It helps me feel a bit less
powerless in these disturbing times.
Delivered-To: info .us
To: "'info@opengov. us"' <info@ opengov.us>
Subject: Your TITLE code
Date: Thu, 3 Jul 2003 13:35:27 -0700
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653. 19)
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 03 Jul 2003 20:36:
55.0813 (UTC) FILETIME=[D7D5DB50:
01C341A2] X-Virus-Scanned: by amavisd-
new
Not to be picky, but the word Government
is spell wrong in the TITLE section of your
HTML for your home page. You are spelling
it Government (missing the "n"). Thanks.
The founding fathers never imagined that the
government alone could be sufficient to maintain
liberty. These revolutionaries naturally believed
that citizen participation and awareness is
essential. The fact that a population votes does
not mean that they live in a democracy. In fact,
the United States is not a democracy: it is a
constitutional republic - one constitution unites
many independent states, each with its own
power. The ability to vote is a means to regulate
the government. For a population to regulate
its government effectively, it must know what
its government is doing: a free society requires
an informed public. In the 1790's, this role was
carried out through public assembly and'the
press.' As technologies and society change,
the methods and locales where citizens "arm
themselves with knowledge" also change.
2.2 - Political Action
In this section, I examine projects that help
to increase clarity of or access to information
essential for an informed citizenry. These projects
all aim to elucidate this web of complexity. Their
motivations are varied - some artistic, some
commercial - but all are political. In every case
credibility is essential. I will examine how these
projects's author position themselves in relation
to the data they offer, and how this affects the
project's presentation and reception. My main
objective is to explore the diversity of successful
approaches.
2.2.1 - Mark Lombardi (1951-2000)
Mark Lombardi was an artist who depicted
complex interconnections between corporations,
political organizations, individuals, financiers,
politicians, and governments. Using only the most
optimized circles and lines, he diagrams flows of
money, events, and associations, outlining the
shocking patterns of exchange in a transnational
global network. The drawing "George W. Bush,
Harken Energy and Jackson Stephens c. 1979-
90, 5th Version, 1999" illustrates some of the
connections between then-governor of Texas,
George W. Bush, Cayman Islands business fronts,
failed oil ventures, cocaine, and Osama bin Laden's
younger brother. I examine Lombardi's work for
its depiction of political content, his technique,
and his use of information in the public domain.
In 1997, Lombardi explained, "I am pillaging the
corporate vocabulary of diagrams and charts...
rearranging information in a visual format that's
interesting to me and mapping the political and
social terrain in which I live" [Richard, 2002].
Lombardi was an obsessive character fascinated
with the complexity and malevolence of global
capital and power. His diagrams attempt to
make sense of the surprising scope of modern
conspiracies. In his work, he would learn
everything possible about an immense criminal
conspiracy, scouring the news and collecting all
relevant facts, saving them on 3x5 note cards. He
did not conduct primary investigations, but culled
his information exclusively from the public record.
Everything he tied together is published elsewhere
- nothing was conjured or guessed. In every
drawing he used a uniform representation system;
red lines for one type of event, broken lines for
another. The result is a complex but legible
diagram depicting key players and events of major
political scandals. As the Williamsburg Art Review
puts it:
"For those who followed the BCCI scandal - or
the Harken Energy/insider trading scandal, or the
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro scandal, or the Lincoln
Savings & Loan scandal, or any of Lombardi's pet
juggernauts - these diagrams summarize rather
than amend available knowledge" [Richard, 2002].
"James R. Bath, it turns out, is a Texas
businessman, a sometime aeronautics broker
whose firm, Skyway Aircraft Leasing, LTD.,
was a Cayman Islands front amassing money
for use by Oliver North in the Iran-Contra
affair. Bath also served as an agent minding
American interests for a quartet of Saudi
Arabian billionaires, one of whom was Sheik
Salim bin Laden, the oldest son and heir of
Sheik Mohammed bin Laden, father of fifty-
four children including Osama. According
to reports by the Houston Chronicle, the
Wall Street Journal, Time, and others, Bath
did business in his own name but with the
Saudis' money; tax records indicate that he
collected a fee of 5% on their multimillion
dollar American investments. In 1979, Bath
contributed $50,000 to Arbusto Energy, a
limited-partnership controlled by George
W. Bush. As Bath had little capital of his
own, oil insiders trace the funds to his silent
partners, specifically Salim bin Laden. Such
cash infusions from Bath's client sheiks and
George H.W. Bush's cartel cronies could
not, however, prop Arbusto up. The venture
collapsed in 1981 and merged into the
Spectrum 7 Energy Corporation. Spectrum-
still with W. at the helm-evolved through
more near-failures and mergers into Harken
Energy, which, in 1990, embarked upon a
sweetheart deal to drill oil wells in Bahrain-
this regardless of the fact that Harken had
never drilled an overseas well, nor a marine
well of any kind. Oil industry cognoscenti
again assume that the Bahrain contract was
orchestrated as a favor from the Saudis to
the American chief executive and his family.
The favor paid. On June 20, 1990, George
W. Bush sold two-thirds of his Harken stock
at $4 per share. Eight days later, Harken
finished the second quarter with losses of
$23 million; the stock promptly lost 75% of
its value, finishing at just over $1 per share.
Two months later, Iraq invaded Kuwait, and
the Gulf War began. All these events are cited
in Lombardi's drawing" [Richard, 20021.
When we read the newspaper, we are constantly
confronted with scandalous snippets. When
newspapers report on government and financial
scandals, readers are often left feeling that they've
had only a glimpse into the murky world of insider
trading, sweetheart deals, and influence peddling.
The Enron meltdown, for example, revealed
a dizzying array of connections to the Bush
administration. In addition to the well-publicized
personal relationship between George W. Bush
and Enron CEO Ken "Kenny-boy" Lay, the
Administration included no fewer than 35 officials
who held Enron stock, several members who
served as paid Enron consultants [BBC, 2002],
and senior officials ties to Enron through such
as Arthur Anderson and Halliburto [Wetherell,
2003]. The number and complexity of these
relationships is overwhelming to professional
analysts and lay readers alike. Lombardi's
artistry is in shrewdly organizing these snippets to
maximize surprise, discontinuity, and humor, and
making them visually legible. Even the intelligence
community appreciated his work - soon after
September 11, the FBI requested permission to
examine one of Lombardi's drawings from the
Whitney museum [Richard, 2002], an instance of
art appreciation that Lombardi would, no doubt,
have found amusing. Lombardi committed suicide
in March of 2000, just as his art career was taking
off.
I cite Lombardi's work because of its political
nature, his technique, and his use of information
in the public domain. His works depict the
modern political landscape, but as Frances
Richard explains, "his work is 'mystic rather
than rationalist' in that it seeks to comprehend
incomprehensible scope, to graph in condensed
form the power that quite literally rules the
world. His drawings satisfy because they address
a human need for coherent order drawn from
chaos" [Richard, 2002]. With a palpably human
approach, Lombardi is able to neatly express
the complexity of this chaos. His work is not
hindered by complex technical gadgetry. It is
interesting to note that while he drew connections,
he did not cite sources for his facts. Interested
viewers can easily find references to most facts
he invokes: A search for "Bush, Bath, Bin Laden"
reveals countless accounts of this story, most from
established news sources.
2.2.2 - They Rule
They Rule is a website where visitors can create
maps illustrating connections between the boards
of directors for the top 100 US companies in 2001.
I examine this website for its subject, technology,
and the way in which it leverages community
involvement to produce its rich content. They
Rule opens with a straightforward message:
"THEY SIT ON THE BOARDS OF THE LARGEST
COMPANIES IN AMERICA"
"MANY SIT ON GOVERNMENT COMMITTEES"
"THEY MAKE DECISIONS THAT AFFECT OUR LIVES"
"THEY RULE" [http://www.theyrule.net]
Once this Flash application launches, the viewer
can load a map - for example "Microsoft & HP
shake hands." The screen fills with icons of little
men and women in dark suits. A line connects
each person to all the boards he or she sits on.
One can recognize individuals who sit on more
boards because the icon that represents them is
fatter. In the "Microsoft & HP" example, we see
that Raymond V. Gilmartin sits on the board of
both Microsoft and Merck. Carleton S. Fiorina
is on the board for Merck and HP. Visitors can
arrange icons to display connections between
companies and their board members. Visitors
can save the maps, vote for other maps, or post
comments. This forum seduces people into
building interesting maps and sharing them. With
very simple data and a straightforward (although
tedious) interface, the site solicits users' labor to
help discover interesting stories within the thick
Date: Thu, 3 Jul 2003 18:03:41 -0400
Subject: GIA Websit rom:
opengov@media.mit.edu
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.552) X-Virus-
Scanned: by amavisd-new
I love the idea of this website. but lets make
it more widely useful by supporting more
formats of information. for instance the
video's i saw seem to be Real Video, how
about supporting Quicktime which i find far
superior to RV and such. File formats for
documents should be multi-platform as well,
instead of word does, use pdf, plain text, rtf,
etc
thanks for a nice site to explore!
To: .into@opengov.us'" <into@opengov.us>
Subject: Question Date: Thu, 3 Jul 2003 15:
10:44 -0700 X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service
(5.5.2653-19) X-Virus-Scanned: by amavisd-
new
Why do you not mention any of the Native
American Tribes on this site. These
tribes are sovereign nations as well but they
reside in the state boundaries
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Subject: Reagan Quote Date: Fri, 4 Jul
2003 09:03:46 -0700 X-Mailer: Microsoft
Outlook, Buld 10.0.4510 Importance:
Normal X-Virus-Scanned: by amavisd-new
Interesting site but unless this is just another
left-wing, anti-Republican, anti-Conservative
enterprise, please tell me the source of
Reagan's quote so I can look at it in the
context it was said.
"Facts are stupid things..."
I can't help but think this is taken out of
context.
Sincerely,
'.George R-.
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network. It may not be terribly useful to know that
someone on the board of directors for Microsoft is
also on a board of directors with someone on the
board of directors at HP, but it is certainly enough
to get you thinking.
One obvious flaw of They Rule is that it is based
on static data from 2001. It is now 2003, many
of the top companies from 2001 are not solvent,
and their boards of directors turn over rapidly
- Enron, WorldCom, and Tyco - to name a few.
Other projects like They Rule have developed
newer and more sophisticated implementations of
the same idea, but avoid this problem by accessing
real-time data directly from public sources. A
good example is FatCat, a program that grabs
records directly from Edgar, the US Securities
and Exchange Commission's (SEC) financial
database. Although FatCat may use more accurate
and up-to-date information, it is remarkably less
compelling. Unlike They Rule, there are no maps
that depict complex relationships, and there is no
way to share these relationships with others.
2.2.3 - OpenSecrets.org
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The Center for Responsive Politics (CRP) is a
research group that tracks money in politics. They
maintain the website www.opensecrets.org, which
gathers, consolidates, and clearly depicts campaign
contributions, and provides detailed analysis of
these contributions. I examine their work because
they use public data and simple technologies to
directly expand citizens' understanding of what
is perhaps the most influential factor in politics:
money.
The CRP describes itself as a "non-partisan, non-
profit research group based in Washington, D.C.
that tracks money in politics, and its effect on
elections and public policy. The Center conducts
computer-based research on campaign finance
issues for the news media, academics, activists,
and the public, at large. The Center's work is aimed
at creating a more educated voter, an involved
citizenry, and a more responsive government"
[http://www.opensecrets.org/about/index.asp].
All political contributions more than $200 must
be reported to the Federal Election Commission
(FEC), an independent regulatory agency
charged with administering and enforcing federal
campaign finance law. All contributors are
required to provide their name, occupation, and
employer. This dataset is publicly available, but
it is difficult to extract any useful information,
as it is essentially a table of millions of small
contributions. OpenSecrets takes data provided
from the FEC, organizes it, and presents it on their
website.
For example, CPR will group together
contributions from different people with the
same employer. When they classify data, they
aim to make it legible from a functional, rather
than a bureaucratic or organizational, stance.
For example, if multiple people from the same
family make contributions, the income-earner's
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
Date: Fri 04 Jul 2003 12:54:41 -0400
From:F
Subject: canada To: info@opengov.us
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express
6.00.2800.1106 X-Virus-Scanned: by
amavisd-new
In the age of FTA and NAFTA is this tool
useful for canadian pols and bureaucrats
as well? I am disgusted with the revolving
doors between the regulated and the
regulators in my country and this looks like
a "smokin"' tool.
We (the Canadian health freedom
movement) would love to work with you. In
our experience big pharma just flits around
the globe changing laws in one jurisdiction
and then using WTO "harmonization"
mechanisms to change them by default in
others. If one country puts up a big stink,
they just shift focus to another and then
sneak stuff in the back door. (note the
current kerfuffle about cGMPs as they relate
to DSHEA in your country).
I look forward to hearing from you.
I fear the real picture is far larger and uglier
than even I in my "paranoia" think.
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
X-Originating-IP: [204.39.211.169]
X-Originating-Email: solitudefour hotma
il.com From:
ii"j: info@opengov.us
Subject: Bravo
Date: Fri, 04 Jul 2003 17:06:34 +0000
You are to be commended for the
development of this brilliant concept and
the service it provides. It's about time
a resource of this genre was available
to promote accountability in our public
servants. The potential of this site is
enormous and expect its success to exceed
your wildest expectations. Poetic justice for
those in power to feel the pinch of walking in
our shoes. Sign me up as a charter member!
Of course, I'm now likely to be on some
governmental monitoring list as well.
From:
Delivere- 1o: contRlbUte~pengovus
Date: Fri, 4 Jul 2003 14:07:45 EDT
Subject: I'd like to volunteer
To: contribute@opengov.us
X-Mailer: CompuServe 2000 32-bit sub 107
X-Virus-Scanned: by amavisd-new
Hello,
I heard about your project on WBUR
yesterday.I think this is a
wonderful idea.It's getting to the point where
most people don't even try to
figure out how government works and just
sit back and don't ask questions.I would
like to help in any way I can. I have free time
on the weekends and some
nights.I have a pretty good grasp on how the
government is structured and read the
monthly GAO reports for fun. Thanks.
occupation and employer are assigned to all non-
wage earning family members: "If, for instance,
Henry Jones lists his employer as First National
Bank, his wife Matilda lists 'Homemaker' and
12-year old Tammy shows up as'Student,' the
Center would identify all their contributions as
being related to the 'First National Bank' since
that's the source of the family's income" [http://
www.opensecrets.org/politicians/methodnote.asp?CID=
N00005892&Cyle=2004&Ref=contrib].
The CRP works from an official data set, and they
maintain clear rules about how they classify and
represent data. In every case they are explicit
about their process and make no assumptions
about what the data means. From the FEC filings,
it is impossible to know the economic interest in,
or motivation for, individual contributions. When
an employee from Bechtel donates $2,000 to Tom
DeLay, it may be a payoff for a recent government
contract, or it may be for of his tough stance
against gay marriage. In some cases, a group of
contributions from the same organization may
indicate a concerted effort to pool contributions
for a candidate. In other cases, the reason may
be completely unrelated to the organization.
Regardless, the patterns of contributions provide
critical information that can help create a more
informed citizenry.
It is interesting to recognize that the CRP's
credibility is not necessarily dependent on the
accuracy of what they publish. They make no
claims about the data's. accuracy, as they use the
FEC's public data. The CRP posts data regardless
of whether the FEC has made mistakes or
intentionally misrepresented something. In fact,
when people contact the CRP to report mistakes,
CRP redirects them to the FEC, and will only
correct republished data on OpenSecrets after it
has been fixed in the public record [as told to the
author during a phone conversation with Steve
Weiss, July, 2003]. Although Lombardi and They
Rule are not as explicit about their sources as
OpenSecrets is, it's important to note that they
all use a similar model. None of these projects
purport to have any direct knowledge of their
subject, nor do they purport to do investigative
work. Instead, they rely on the public record to
provide facts and, if necessary, back up those facts.
Nonetheless, FEC errors may be far more visible
when viewed through the OpenSecrets lenses,
just as corruption may be more obvious through
Lombardi's perspective.
2.2.4 - FirstGov.gov
FirstGov.gov is the official web portal of the United
States government, developed by the US General
Services Administration (GSA). I reference this
site because it is the most widely known source for
government resources online. FirstGov provides
access to official federal, state, local, and tribal
web sites, with the stated aim of providing up-
to-date information and increasing access to
government services online. The portal hopes
to be a comprehensive source for government
information on resources, services, funding, etc.
Operating under the mandate of 'connecting the
world to US government information and services,'
FirstGov.gov represents the largest federal effort
to assemble all service-related information online.
Specifically, it claims that:
"On FirstGov.gov, you can search more than
186 million web pages from federal and state
governments, the District of Columbia and U.S.
territories. Most of these pages are not available
on commercial websites. FirstGov has the most
comprehensive search of government anywhere on
the Internet" [http://www.firstgov.gov/About.shtml].
In addition to their portal development, FirstGov
employees advise other government agencies on
web development. They aim to build web access
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
X-WebTV-Signature: 1
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From:
Date: on, 14 u 2003 12:5b:05 -0400
(EDT) To: info@opengov.us
Subject: GIA
This is an urgently needed program, as our
government becomes less and less open
and more and more authoritarian. I hope to
contribute, but still do not know how; maybe
after the first few weeks of use are over.
I believe the American Civil Liberties Union
is the most concerned group that seeks
freedom and justice, so I would suggest
making their program available to people in
general.
Date: T - 1u 2O e : .:2 +0200
From:
<ryantxu@media.mit.edu>
Subject: Re: Are You Being Blocked?
Sender: sousar@web.de
X-Virus-Scanned: by amavisd-new
If it makes you feel better, THEY are out
to get us all. We just have to live happily
until they do (other people being happy and
free, drive THEM crazy). Or as the "Moody
BLues" wrote:
Face pile of trials with smiles. It riles them
to believe you perceive the web they weave.
And keep on thinking free.
So wait I will until I can join your 'web.'
centered on audience and functionality, not on the
providing agency's internal logic. For example,
they help develop resources like disabilityinfo.gov,
a portal to services for people with disabilities,
rather than sites like ncd.gov, which is the website
for the National Council on Disability.
In the three previous examples, the essential
work is to curate information - the authors are
not responsible for the final accuracy. However,
FirstGov takes direct responsibility for ensuring
that everything they publish is the official stance
of the US government. I am not suggesting that
they actually verify every fact published on .gov
websites; rather their core function is to maintain
the credibility of an online government. They
provide standards and accreditation for official
online information.
FirstGov is a valuable resource that provides useful
government information and increases access
to public services. At the same time, it should
be understood as only representing a fraction
of the complete story, told from the particular
perspective of a strongly vested interest. In the
most direct sense, FirstGov is state-sanctioned
media. Only the established government's
point-of-view is visible. Contested views are not
represented. Controversial programs like "No
child left behind" are presented as the solution, not
just one option.in a range of potential solutions to
child development. FirstGov is a laudable effort,
but should-also be recognized as just a small
subset of "Government information." Unofficial
and unsupported information can be equally or
more valuable in helping citizens to understand
their government.
2.2.5 - The New York Times
The New York Times (NYT) may seem less like a
media technology than the perfect complement to
Sunday morning's bagel, orange juice, and coffee,
but it is actually a complex assemblage of people,
capital, practices, and reputation. I discuss
the NYT specifically to assess the relationship
of individuals, an institution, information,
and credibility. The New York Times has been
publishing newspapers for over 100 years. Its
credibility is derived from its behavior throughout
this history, combined with the quality and
reputation of current journalists. As it expands
to new media ventures such as nytimes.com, the
paper's web version, it borrows credibility from the
pulp version.
Arguably, the most important industry in shaping
the public's understanding of their government
is the media. When this nation was conceived,
the press has been understood as essential to
building an informed citizenry capable of self-
government. The First Amendment calls for a free
press, because its authors recognized the need
for a strong, non-government point of view. To
what degree the modern media - by no means a
homogenous set of organizations, technologies, or
practices - fulfills this role is open to debate. But,
we can agree that the media plays a central role
in providing citizens with information about their
government. The New York Times is a newspaper
that is widely recognized as the definitive news
source. Again, it is debatable whether it deserves
this reputation, but it is worthwhile to explore how
and why it does.
The paper's individual journalists have their
own reputations, as does the paper itself. But
their relationship is closely linked. The paper
has credibility because it takes responsibility for
choosing insightful journalists, and maintaining
standards of practice, while the journalists gain
credibility from the institution as well as on
24-0400
To: <ryantxu@MIT.EDU> Subject: Open
Government Awareness site X-Virus-
Scanned: by amavisd-new X-MIME-
Autoconverted: from quoted-printable to
8bit by imap.media.mit.edu id KAAo8895
I have read about your Open Government
Awareness site and am anxious to see it.
One of the articles I read in the Chronicle of
Higher Education indicated the abilitiy to
post personal information about government
figures including things such as where their
children attend school. I find this type of
information rather disturbing. Why is it
necessary to include personal information
regarding government officials children?
This is the sort of reason that good potential
candidates are less inclined to run for public
office. I hope you will discourage that type
of personal information on your site.
Delivered-To: contribute 
ngov.us
From:
To: <contribute@opengov.us>
Subject: Volunteer for Project
Date: Sun, 6 Jul 2003 16:25:42 -0700
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook IMO, Build
I would like to help with the project. In
the course of my investigative reporting
activities, I have accumulated data files on a
number of public officials and, in particular,
California state judges.
Let me know how I can participate.
X-Originating-IP: [67.200.155.184]
X-Originating-Email: cflo38@hotmail.com]
From:
To: <info @opengov.us> Subject:
Date: Sun, 6 Jul 2003 21:15:45 -0400
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express
6.00.2800.1158
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 07 Jul 2003 01:11:0
Under local information for West Virginia
there is no mention of Gov. Bob Wise.
This wife-cheating graduate of "The Bill
Clinton School of Ethics" should at least
be mentioned. He's the governor for Christ
sake!
their own merit. While journalists often rely on
their sources for credibility, they can also lend
anonymous sources credibility. When Jayson
Blair is discovered as a fraud, the organization's
reputation is hurt, but provided it responds swiftly
and publicly, it can survive [Barry et al, 2003].
The New York Times has also earned credibility
because it has fought and won many lawsuits
seeking to limit what it can print. The most
notable example is the key libel case of the 2 0 th
century: "New York Times v. Sullivan." The case
involved an ad placed by civil rights activists,
including Rev. Martin Luther King. The ad
described resistance to the civil rights movement
in the South, but contained minor inaccuracies.
The police commissioner, Louis Sullivan, sued. He
sought to invoke the state's libel law, maintaining
that the ad's inaccuracies implied his department
had made life difficult for demonstrators.
Sullivan won the case in Alabama, but it was
later overturned by the Supreme Court. The
unanimous court ruled, "Debate on public issues
should be uninhibited, robust and wide-open,
and that it may well include vehement, caustic
and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on
public officials" [Brennan, 1964]. For a public
official to successfully sue for libel, he or she
would have to prove "actual malice," which the
court defined as knowingly publishing something
false, or the reckless disregard for the truth. It
may seem strange to say The New York Times
increases its credibility by defending its right to
publish inaccuracies. Of course, we hope it will be
accurate, but it is more important that it defend
the right to discuss controversial issues. Political
commentary could become extinct if it were
pinned beneath too rigid a standard of accuracy.
Although The New York Times may fight to
publish some stories, they suppress others.
Like every news source, it is biased - it is an
unavoidable attribute of storytelling. In editing
"all the news that is fit to print," it simultaneously
decides what is not fit to print. In 1961, The
New York Times bowed to federal pressure and
suppressed a detailed story about the imminent
US invasion of Cuba - a decision that President
Kennedy later regretted.
2.2.6 - Conclusion
This list of examples could well continue. For
instance, I would love to include MoveOn.org,
a political action committee "working to bring
ordinary people back into politics" [http://
www.moveon.org/about/]. Similarly, Project
Vote-Smart is a notable organization working to
"provide Americans with accurate and unbiased
information for electoral decision-making" [http:
//www.vote-smart.org/program about-pvs.php].
There are many other innovative projects hoping
to build an informed public capable of regulating
their government. Nonetheless, in analyzing
the few examples I've provided, one can notice
assemblies of people, labor, technique, institution,
and reputation working to generate critical
discourse about government. Perhaps the most
interesting example is The New York Times, not
just because it is the most influential, but rather
for its history of adaptation to political landscapes,
new media, and new technologies.
2.3 - Technical
I did not cite the previous examples because of
their use of information technology - pencils,
SQL, Apache, or the printing press. I argue that
the most impressive technology in each example
is the information process - how information is
handled so that it becomes more legible through
the system. Obviously the mechanics are essential
- without the Internet, FirstGov.gov is irrelevant
- but their real contribution is an organizational
From
To: info@opengov.us X-EXP32
00002964 Subject: thank you
To the people making this site possible;
I read an article on www.cnn.com about your
site's debut and your mission. In
these hard times of unprecedented and
"unchecked" power by our federal
government, our citizens need to focus on
awareness and education, rather than
succumbing to the "blind patriotism" fueled
by the "fear of fear itself" and
indifference to policy making.
Thank you and I look forward to frequenting
your site.
Sincerely,
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
Date: Su 6 Jul O 1.: -o60
From:
To: info@opengov.us
Subject: Bob Graham
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express
6.00.2800.1158
X-Virus-Scanned: by amavisd-new
Dear Sirs:
I love your site and hope the gov will let you
keep it up, but don't count on it.
Could you possibly prominently display on
Bob Graham's section the fact that he is the
co-author of the Patriot Act. He is trying to
downplay this info wherever he goes and it
would be nice if everyone knew who it was
who has tried to destroy their rights and gut
the constitution..
Thanks,
system. In this document, I take the existence and
importance of these fundamental technologies as
a given. Without TCP/IP, Apache, and Java, this
project would be impossible.
In this section, I examine technologies that could
contribute to unprecedented information trading
systems. Specifically, I look at the Semantic
Web because it is an attempt to build a shared
vocabulary that could represent 'knowledge.' In
a realistically complex world, 'knowledge' is not
absolute; it may vary depending on individual
values. Computational reputation systems could
offer a way to augment 'knowledge' representation
so that it remains legible and relevant even as
the scope of 'knowledge' exceeds an individual's
values.
While it may seem as if I focus excessively on some
technical details, the specifics become important
as I justify my particular implementation.
2.3.1 - Semantic Web
Currently, when I look for information on
the Internet about California's gubernatorial
hopeful Michael Jackson, I can find his
campaign contributions at followthemoney.org.
VoteSmart.org provides a biography. Edgar.sec.gov
shows all corporate filings. In many cases, it may
be difficult distinguish the candidate from the pop
star with the same name. The Semantic Web is
an effort to define information by its context, not
just its label. Semantic Web technology would
automatically unite relevant information and filter
the irrelevant data. As Tim Berners-Lee describes
it, "The Semantic Web is an extension of the
current web in which information is given well-
defined meaning, better enabling computers and
people to work in cooperation" [Lee et al, 2001].
Fundamental to this problem is developing a way
to represent complex relational data. Computer
scientists have converged on a model that I find
remarkably similar to Lombardi's drawings. In
their scheme, a connected graph can represent
an arbitrary body of knowledge. Nodes represent
subjects or properties, and edges define
relationships between them.
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
Date: Sun, 06 Jul1,2003 23:21:14- -000
From:
User-Agent: M la/5.o (Wndows;U
Win98; en-US; rv:i.o.2) Gecko/200302o8
Netscape/7.02
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en
To: info@opengov.us
Subject: Worst case scenario
What if GIA accelerates TIA?
The W3C Semantic-Web Working Group is
developing formats, standards, and tools so
that multiple organizations can pool their
development resources to collectively enjoy the
benefits of a shared vocabulary. Their activity
statement explains:
"The goal of the Semantic Web initiative is
as broad as that of the Web: to be a universal
medium for the exchange of data. It is envisaged
to smoothly interconnect personal information
management, enterprise application integration,
and the global sharing of commercial, scientific
and cultural data. Facilities to put machine-
understandable data on the Web are quicldy
becoming a high priority for many organizations,
individuals and communities. The Web can reach
its full potential only if it becomes a place where
data can be shared and processed by automated
tools as well as by people. For the Web to scale,
tomorrow's programs must be able to share and
process data even when these programs have
been designed totally independently" [http://
www.w3.org/2001/sw/Activity].
The semantic web represents the world as
relationships between objects. RDF (Resource
Description Framework) is a format to represent
these relationships. This format relies on
an ontology to define the scope of possible
relationships. An ontology is "an explicit
formal specification of how to represent the
objects, concepts, and other entities that are
assumed to exist in some area of interest and
the relationships that hold among them" [http:
Worst case outcome: TIA ends up being
implemented using GIA-developed
technologies. GIA project is impeded or
shut down on legal grounds and government
funding threats, just when its capabilities are
sufficient for a real TIA. So the vaporware
announcement of the TIA plan makes it a
feasible program much earlier than expected
(just the low development cost of copying
the work of minds opposed to its presence).
How will the GIA team be protecting its
technology? Will it be open source... or will
it be open source with a restriction on use
by any government agency or organization
doing work on behalf of the government?
From:
Delivere-To: inf @opengov.us
Date: Mon, 7 Jul 2003 06:41:26 -0400
Subject: Window OS To: info@opengov.us
X-Mailer: Apple Mail (2.552) To CodeOrange
Download CodeOrange allows you to save
and run a secure application that checks
to see if there's any activity you might be
interested in, even if you aren't logged on
to the GIA site. Currently, the application is
only avaliable for Windows OS.
This runs so against your concept of
inclusion that excited me... I would have
hoped that you could have avoided requiring
the end user to participate in the use of an
operating system that owes its existence
to abusive monopolistic practices... The
incredible beauty and effort of your/our
project will be tainted until you remove any
Microsoft requirements...
I hope to continue exploring your site in
spite of the pain I feel from your decision to
limit my access.
Sincerel
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
Subject: Sen. Byrd's Age
Date: Mon, 7 Jul 2003 07:41:40 -0500
X-MS-Has-Attach: X-MS-TNEF-Correlator:
Thread- e ' A
<info@opengov.us> X-Virus-Scanned: by
amavisd-new X-MIME-Autoconverted:
from quoted-printable to 8bit by
imap.media.mit.edu id IAAo8253
Please check his birthday as displayed. It's
not 2017 yet and he is not -15 years old.
Thanks,
//dictionary.reference.com/search?q=ontology]. Within
a well-defined semantic space, knowledge is
represented with a collection of statements called
an "RDF Triple." Each statement contains three
parts: the subject, a predicate, and an object.
For example: {John Ashcroft, University, Yale
University}, {John Ashcroft, Religion, Assembly
of God}. These simple statements can be added
together to define an enormously complex data
space.
RSS is the most prevalent use of RDF currently
in use: depending who you ask, it either means
"Really Simple Syndication" or "RDF Site
Summary." RSS feeds use RDF to annotate web
content. They offer brief introductions to recently
released news articles, changes, or postings. These
feeds can be read by automatic "news aggregators,"
which "personalize" the output. For example,
when Howard Dean posts a message on his
website, the message is written to an RSS file that
aggregators can read. I can write an aggregator
to constantly poll this feed and post Dean's most
recent message on my website. RSS feeds are a
good way to automatically monitor updates to
information stored on the web.
I must confess I have always been a bit skeptical of
Semantic Web rhetoric. It is so often positioned
as a revolutionary technology that has solved
the problem- of "knowledge representation" once
and for all. Every time I begin a new project,
I think, "maybe I should use RDF." Then, as
I struggle through the crazy specifications, it
inevitably becomes clear that I can quickly
brew up something faster and more elegant to
solve my particular problem. RDF is a general
representation scheme that aims to represent
all knowledge, and all applications. As such,
it does not solve any particular application
particularly well (many will argue with me on this
point). RDF's strength is in cross-organization
compatibility, not in simplicity, clarity, or speed.
Depending on the application, the benefits of a
shared vocabulary may make the Semantic Web
worthwhile.
2.3.2 - Trust systems
In a system that traffics information,
understanding who defines information is as
important as the data itself. In every example of
a political technology I have discussed, credibility
is essential. Organizations dealing with sensitive
information must carefully construct and maintain
their credibility - or run the risk of irrelevance.
In section 3.2.5, I discussed how reputation is
essential for The New York Times; it has spent
over a hundred years defining its reputation
so that its individual articles can have vested
credibility. One of central challenges in GIA's
success is formalizing credibility relationships in
a specific information technology. These formal
systems couldn't possibly supplant the regular
social systems of credibility; instead they run
in parallel to them, and interact with them. I'll
explore how a few such relatively new systems
seek to provide technical systems for "containing"
credibility.
The traditional way to build reputation is through
word of mouth. When I tell my friends I trust
someone, they are probably more willing to trust
him as well. This model can be extended to a
computable form for online communities that
require some method to gauge fellow participants.
While spoken word-of-mouth networks deteriorate
with scale (remember the game 'Telephone'?),
Internet-based reputation systems become more
To: <comments@vote-smart.org>
Cc: <contribute@opengov.us>
Subject: Democracy
Date: Mon, 7 Jul 2003 07:46:48 -0600
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook, Build
In the very first sentence of your
introduction to your site, you discredit
yourself. "The gap between the ideal of
democracy as intended by our country's
founders and the reality of how today's
political process works..."
First, this country was never founded as
a democracy. In fact, the founders were
most fearful of that particularly insidious
form of government, so they founded a
Constitutional Republic.
http://www.semperliber.org/Glossary#D
So, what is it to be? Are you spreading
misinformation, are you an "operator",
working to undermine our form of
government by spreading the lie that we're a
democracy? What?
robust because they can accumulate, store, and
(presumably) flawlessly summarize unlimited
amounts of information at relatively very low cost.
Perhaps the best known of these systems
is the reputation system used on eBay, the
world's "largest online marketplace" [http:
//pages.ebay.com/community/aboutebay/
index.html]. It functions as an online auction
house where individuals place items up for sale,
others bid on them, and the highest bidder pays
for the goods. eBay users who buy and sell goods
only know each other through online screen
names, and contact each other through email.
Since it is easy to create anonymous, free email
accounts, the system is essentially anonymous,
yet somehow people confidently use it to trade
over $15 billion a year [http://pages.ebay.com/
community/aboutebay/overview/index.html].
Central to the system's success is eBay's reputation
mechanism. Although users begin as anonymous
pseudonyms, the system logs their individual
behavior over time. After every transaction, the
buyer and seller can enter feedback about their
experience dealing with the other. They rate the
"overall experience" as "positive," "negative,"
or "neutral." Additionally they can post a more
descriptive comment. This feedback gets worked
into a user's rating and displayed in an "eBay ID
card". The rating (in the figure above: 399) is the
sum of positive ratings received by unique users
minus the number of negative ratings received
by unique users during that member's entire
participation history with eBay. The "eBay ID
card" displays the sum of positive, negative, and
neutral ratings received during the past six months
and further subdivided into ratings received
during the past week and month. Although the
"66shelbymustang" is completely unknown to me,
I can feel reasonably confident my transaction
would go smoothly because it has for others
thousands of times before.
ID card 66shebmustN% (399 *> e- =
Member since: Thursday, Nov 10, 199 Locaion: United Stmes
Summary of Most Recent Reviews
Past 7 days Past month Past 6 mo.
Positive 11 46 160
Neutral 0 1 1
Negative 0 0 0J
Total 11 47 161
Bid Retractions 0 0 0
View 66shebymustarg's eBay Stor l Iters for Sale I ID HistoryIFeedback About Others
eBay's reputation system is one example of how
people can understand each other even without
any idea who the other person may be. Other sites
have developed similar methods to help members
understand each other. The following table chronicles
a few such systems:
Considering the high stakes of these systems, it is
not surprising economists have flocked to study
them. The majority of these studies examine how
changes to existing systems affect their utility. Is
"positive," "negative," or "neutral" enough? Should
it be on a scale of 1-10? Should users be required to
leave feedback? What is the incentive to maintain an
account over time?
Still, when we consider applications where "positive"
42
Website Category Summary of reputation Format of solicited Format of
mechanism feedback feedback profiles
Ebay Online auction Buyers and sellers rate one Positive, negative or Sums of positive,
house another following transactions neutral rating plus negative and neutral
short comments; ratee ratings received
may post a response during past 6 months
Elance Professional Contractors rate their Numerical rating from Average of ratings
services satisfaction with 1-5 plus comment; received during past
marketplace subcontractors ratee may post a 6 months
response
Epinions Online opinions Users write reviews about Users rate multiple Averages of item
forum products/services; other aspects of reviewed ratings; % of readers
members rate the usefulness of items from 1-5; readers who found review
reviews rate reviews as 'useful,' 'useful'
'not useful,' etc.
Google Search engine Search results are rank ordered How many links point No explicit
based on how many sites to a page, how many reputation profiles
contain links that point to links point to the are published; rank
them (Brin and Page, 1998) pointing page, etc. ordering acts as an
Slashdot Online Postings are prioritized or Readers rate posted implicit indicator of
discussion board filtered according to the ratings comments reputation
they receive from readers
Freproduced from [Dellarocas, 2002]
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and "negative" are meaningless because they
could mean exactly the same thing depending on
one's point of view - for instance in a politician's
voting record on abortion - an eBay approach to
reputation seems inappropriate. One technology
that could help interpret subjective information is
called collaborative filtering. These are techniques
based on the assumption that human communities
consist of a relatively small set of "taste clusters"
- groups of people with similar viewpoints for
similar things [Resnick et al, 1994]. Perhaps
the most well-known implementation of this
technology is Amazon.com's recommendation
engine. Unlike eBay's approach, there is
no reduction of credibility to 'positive' or
'negative;' instead, the system simply explains
that "customers who liked this title also liked."
Although neither approach could map directly
to GIA, I believe that a combination of these
strategies could facilitate a forum where people
have enough cues to understand who each other
are and act accordingly.
2.4 - Conclusions
In this section, I explored a number of projects
that help increase access to and understanding of
information critical to an informed citizenry. In
each example, the organizational structure - how
'information' is gathered, culled, and displayed
- is crucial. Behind every project I discussed (or
any other project that traffics information) is an
organizational structure that defines what is and is
not information. Overtly or not, it is only through
understanding these structures that individuals
can discern relevant information.
The credibility in every system I discussed relies
on understanding that somebody is directly
accountable for what is said. In each example,
it is eventually possible to find a physical body
responsible for specific data. With GIA, I
hope to build a structure that is not limited by
this constraint. GIA will accept information
from sources that become invisible as soon
as it is entered. Hopefully this will engender
more participation from individuals who
would otherwise be too scared to share crucial
information. However, without a physical body
willing to verify specific data, the system runs
the risk of becoming irrelevant. In this section, I
examined existing technologies that may be useful
in developing ways to represent complex data and
strategies to computationally maintain reputation
so that anonymous information can remain legible.
3. Implementation
The fundamental technology in GIA is an
organizational structure that accepts information
from an anonymous population, stores it, and
represents it with enough context to maintain
legibility. My work in this thesis is offering a
framework for a system that could help citizens
pool their collective knowledge, and through this
process, create a more informed public capable
of self-rule. For many people, the most jarring
aspect of GIA is that no central authority takes
responsibility for the information's accuracy. The
assumption is that a database with no author will
inevitably become saturated with libel and render
itself useless. I make no claim to have solved this
massive problem - I present a design for how such
a system could work, and an implementation that
allows for exploration.
My basic approach is to define clear database
ethics and guidelines that give viewers a context
to personally judge what they find relevant and
interesting. To support this system, I break the
problem into various components. The central
component is a DataStore that contains all
information and provides standard methods to get
data into and out of this repository. Next to the
DataStore sits the CitizenDB - a device whose role
is to maintain information about contributors and
individuals interests. While these two components
establish a standard backbone and attempt to be as
general and neutral as possible, extensions shape
the system's content to meet individual needs.
Through a diversity of extensions, the system can
present different viewers with a wide range of
interests, all from the same dataset. I have built
example extensions that attempt to be as neutral
as possible (again, an impossibility), that I hope
lay the foundation for future work.
GIA's design and implementation has been a
thoroughly iterative process. I began with notions
of what is necessary to make the system work.
My past experience shaped how I thought such a
system could work. It was only through building
specific components that I discovered the real
system requirements. Through this cyclic process,
a reasonable solution emerged. My current
implementation is extremely broad, in places
a bit shallow. I lay the foundation for a large
system with many distinct parts, and developed
a full prototype of every component. For every
decision, I tried to imagine how it would work
in a production environment, but only focused
on a rudimentary solution that could easily
be improved if it became necessary. The code
contains many comments that begin with: "//
TODO - this could be improved...." On July 4h
I quickly discovered that many components that
'could' improve 'must' improve if the system was
to become viable. In this section, I first establish
the system's overall design and discuss the specific
implementation prior to July 4h. Next, I discuss
the subsequent technical developments.
3.1 - System Ethics and Guidelines
With this data source, I am complicating many
typical attributes of information repositories.
Most notably, I will not verify, or even care, if
information is, or is not, true. My design relies on
a strict and transparent approach to data collection
that will hopefully facilitate an individual's
ability to get useful data out of the system. Data
verification is essential. However, who is in a
position to determine what is relevant or true?
Numerous groups who rely on a database's
integrity, such as FirstGov.gov, the Department Of
Motor Vehicles, or the FBI, employ many people
whose entire job is information verification. This
model is inappropriate for GIA, not only because it
is expensive and unrealistic, but more importantly,
because it values a single group's opinion over
others. A database for all citizens must include all
points of view; it cannot privilege a single voice or
position.
Information is as much about who says it as what
is said. GIA will be a database built by many
distinct people with diverse values, opinions, and
versions of truth. Just as users on eBay can build
reputation within their community, contributors
to GIA will develop a profile that will help others
decide whether or not to trust their contributions
- but it is a rich profile, not a single index.
My strategy for data verification is not about
weeding out "incorrect" information; rather
it focuses on providing context that will help
individual citizens decide what is and is not valid
or relevant. To this end, I adhere to the following
set of database ethics and guidelines:
1) All data goes into the database - citizens
will individually decide if it is relevant.
2) All data is annotated with a contributor
- who entered it?
3) All data is annotated with a source - where
did the information come from?
4) If the data pertains to an individual, the
person will be notified and asked to verify the data.
5) Every effort will be made to minimize the
number of honest mistakes inherently involved
with massive data collection.
6) GIA will actively look for system misuse. It
will monitor usage behavior and call attention to
practices that potentially disrupt other citizens'
ability to use the system.
Citizen OpenGIA Politician Citizen OpenGIA
The figure above sketches the information flow
through the data acquisition process. The first
two columns are essential, while columns 3, 4, &
5 are only executed if the data is about someone
who can be reached by email. I understand this
model has flaws, but these flaws will be worked
out as the system matures. For now, it is useful to
examine this process as a goal. Currently I have
only implemented the first two columns.
The contributor who enters data is responsible
for getting it through the verification process. If
data is not properly handled, it is deleted from
the system. This process should help to limit
the number of genuine mistakes and discourage
thoughtless data entry.
To enter data into the database, citizens construct
data packets and send them to the DataStore. The
packets can be built using a variety of methods
including online forms, writing a parser, or
handwriting a valid XML file. These packets
contain information about who wrote them
and where the information came from. The
DataStore makes sure the packets are well formed
and contain all the required information before
continuing. Before continuing, the DataStore
checks if the new data conflicts with anything
already in the database. If the system finds any
conflicting information, the citizen is notified and
asked to double-check the new data. Once there is
a valid data packet with only intentional conflicts,
the data will be sent to all relevant public figures
for verification. These officials receive an email
containing the new information, and instructions
to correct, deny, or confirm this data. This process
intends to add another layer of information to
each bit of data in the repository. Additionally,
it provides members of the government with a
chance to participate in the process.
3.2 - Data Model
Central to any database is a description of what
it contains. "Anything" is a difficult concept to
map into computable form. I struggled with
various models; trying to build one that contains
everything I imagine is necessary and could extend
to concepts and relationships that I have not yet
considered. While explaining this problem to a
friend, he suggested I consider a graph, where
nodes represent 'entities' and the links determine
the relationships between them. This model is
ideal because it provides maximum flexibility and
has a discrete computable form. The drawback
is complexity and speed because information is
defined relatively and requires more context to
extract meaning.
[ diagram - man, religion, university w/ relational
table ]
[ diagram - man, religion, university w/ graph
representation ]
The other central design consideration is that this
database needs to support many conflicting views
on the same topic and provide some way to discern
what is credible (using your particular criteria).
From the beginning, my plan has been to annotate
everything with who entered it into the database -
a contributor, and the source - and with where the
information comes from. This plan maps well to a
graph implementation because every relationship
is explicitly defined in a unique location. When
every node and every link is annotated with a
source and contributor, it is straightforward to
filter a database perspective based on whom you
choose to trust and from what sources.
3.3 - Circle of Trust / Area of Concern
Given the mass of possibly conflicting data, it
will be necessary to filter relevant from irrelevant
information. Since each citizen has his or her own
notion about what to trust and what to investigate,
there cannot be a global index. While I do not
believe a mechanical system can accommodate
the full range of a human's interest, I introduce
two constructs to help citizens distill useful from
useless information: the 'Circle of Trust' and the
'Area of concern.'
Circle of trust:
What sources are worth looking at? Perhaps a
citizen is only comfortable studying data published
on .gov websites. Others may want to consider
data entered by individual citizens who list their
congressional district. Many people will ignore
data entered by people that other citizens have
flagged as untrustworthy. Others will want to use
the entire database and personally decide if each
source is trustworthy. The 'circle of trust' filters
database queries so that each citizen examines
only information they feel is appropriate.
Area of Concern:
What information requires attention? Where
does one focus the microscope? What should
one keep an eye on? Maybe a citizen wants to
monitor all the issues that the "Patriots for the
2 nd Amendment" support. Perhaps they want to
scrutinize and find links between all information
that their elected representatives have denied.
Others may look for similarities between all
representatives that won their election with less
then 5% margin. Perhaps a citizen will want to
track every court ruling that contains the word
"abortion". The circle of concern is a flexible
construct that helps direct computational inquiry.
3.4 - Components
In my design, I break the project into three
components: the GovDataStore, the CitizenDB,
and Extensions. The GovDataStore physically
contains all information, and offers an interface
to get data into and out of this repository. This
interface defines a way for machines to access the
data, it is not intended to be human readable. The
CitizenDB is a system that contains information
about all contributors and maintains a record of
their transactions. Additionally, the CitizenDB
stores citizens 'Circle of Trust' and 'Area of
Concern.' My current implementation is limited,
but will be essential in building a more robust
reputation system. Extensions comprise the
majority of the system.
Extensions are applications that use the DataStore
and CitizenDB and interface to the rest of the
world. While the DataStore and CitizenDB
are designed to be as unbiased as possible, the
Extensions are a means for individuals to build
their concerns into the system. It is through
a multiplicity of complex views that informed
citizens emerge.
3.4.1 - GovDatum
GovDatum is the basic information currency.
Everything in the DataStore - entities and links
alike - is derived from a GovDatum. This class
provides the essential attributes necessary to
reference and filter relevant data, including:
DBID - a unique identifier
name - a name (does not need to be unique)
class - how the data is represented in memory
type - description of what it is
contribID - unique identifier for the contribut
sourceID - unique identifier for the source
status - verification status
addedTime - when it was added to the database
dates
note
- when is the information valid
- contributors note.
In addition to these fields, Links contain
references to the Entities they connect:
toID - unique identifier for 'to' entity
fromID - unique identifier for 'from' entity
The Entity and Link classes represent the abstract
concept for a 'thing' and 'relationship.' They do
not contain any particular information specific
to the type of 'thing' or 'relationship.' Each class
can be extended to represent essential fields. For
example a Congressional district exists in a state
and has a number. The 'CongDist' class extends
Entity with the following attributes:
state - which state
num - the district number
Campaign contributions are a connection between
two entities involving the transfer of money. The
class 'MoneyLink' represents all links that entail
money, such as 'Industry Support, ''Campaign
Contribution,' or 'Gave Money To.' MoneyLink
extends Link with the following attribute:
amount - dollar value
or
As the scope of data becomes more complex, it
quickly becomes important to articulate how
relationships are defined. The W3C advocate
developing an "ontology" with specifications like
DAML (DARPA Agent Markup Language) or OIL
(Ontology Interface Layer). I considered this
approach, but opted for a simpler format. I write
an XML file that lists all anticipated "types" and
what class should represent each type.
All data in this project is built on top of a Java-to-
XML data binding system that I have developed
over the past two years. It is a system that
automatically handles XML serialization with
minimal effort. A developer only needs to define
variables and the system handles the rest.
3.4.2 - DataStore
The DataStore is the backbone to the entire
system. It physically contains all the information
and provides a framework to extract meaningful
data. From the beginning, I imagined the
DataStore could exist in a variety of formats and
should be easy to distribute. My original plan
was to include a SETI@home approach to data
processing. [SETI] For this to work, it would
have to be possible to have individuals hold small
portions of the entire data set, but treat it as a
unified body. As I realized the scope of the project,
I dropped this distributed plan, but kept it in mind
as I continued to build the system.
In designing the DataStore, the three
implementations I considered were a standard
relational database like MySQL, an XML database
such as Xindice,' or a RAM-based graph network.
Initially, I thought Xindice was the best option,
but after building a simple prototype, I realized
the structures became too complex and it was
incredibly slow. I decided against MySQL because
it requires specifying a rigid table structure,
and considering my hope that it could be easily
distributed it seemed unreasonable to rely on such
a large package.
I chose a RAM-based graph network because it
provides maximum flexibility and dramatically
faster speeds. Because there are no moving parts,
a RAM-based approach can be thousands of times
faster than SQL. The most decisive reason is that
a RAM-based approach offers instant access to the
complete expressiveness of a graph network. It
is not forced to fit within a predefined table, nor
limited to SQL constructs. I decided not to use
RDF because it is overly complex, and I thought
it would be much faster and easier to develop a
system from scratch. These decisions now haunt
me daily, but at the time it seemed like the best
approach. In the long run, I still believe it is, but
it requires a lot of work that is already solved with
standard tools such as MySQL.
Interface - GovDataSource
Java offers an "interface" construct that allows
developers to define how components should
talk to each other without needing to know the
specific details. GovDataSource defines how to get
information into and out of the DataStore.
Implementation - HashDataSource
HashDataSource is a RAM-based implementation
of GovDataSource. The HashDataSource uses
Java reflection to build a separate hashtable for
every field in the ontology. With a hashtable,
applications can quickly map between identifiers
and objects. I used this data structure to achieve
maximum speed and flexibility.
3.4.3 - CitizenDB
The CitizenDB provides a mechanism for
individuals to contribute to the DataStore. Its
role is to authenticate contributions and maintain
contributor information essential to a robust
reputation system. Central to this process is
creating contributor accounts and maintaining
unique identifiers.
I built the account management component
using a toolkit I have developed and tested with a
variety of previous applications. In the past, it had
only been for applications with fewer than 1000
concurrent users. This became a problem, but
again, it seemed like the best choice at the time.
To create an account, users need to enter a screen
name and a valid email:
Once this form is filled out, the system generates
Select a screen name
[DyantxU __
Enter a valid email:
ryanixu@media.mit.edu
Sign Up~ >
an account and sends an activation code to the
entered email address. When users returns with a
valid activation code, they fill in settings that will
help others understand who he or she is.
Persona: what other people see
Screen Name:
Public URL:
Show Email:
ryantu
@media.mit.edu
(hidden)
.edu
ate
ryantxu@media.mitedu
Update Your Email Address:
Email: ryantxu@media.mit.edu update
note:
your account will be disabled untill this address is
verrified. type carefully.
Change Password:
Old Password:
New password:
Re-Enter Password:
change
Forgot your passvord?
Users can choose how much of their email
they want visible. For example, my email is
ryantxu@media.mit.edu. I have the option
to display my email as: 'hidden,''.edu,'
'@media.mit.edu' or 'ryantxu@media.mit.edu.'
Users can also share a URL that may help others
understand who they are. I have received many
suggestions about more information that would
be appropriate to add, such as party affiliation
or hometown. As the system matures, this
component will become more informative.
3.4.4 - Extensions
There are three types of Extensions: Perspectives,
Aggregators, and Listeners. Perspectives
provide a human readable data view such as
text or images. Perspectives use their internal
logic to format data for human use - my hope
is that many Perspectives will develop, with
each providing a unique view on the same data.
Aggregators are applications that get information
into the DataStore - they may be real-time or
not. It could be an application that constantly
polls the Whitehouse.gov website and adds
new nominations as they appear, or it could be
an online form where individuals directly add
information. The last type of Extension is a
Listener. Listeners are applications that "listen" to
changes in the DataStore and respond whenever
something is added or updated - it may send you
email every time new information appears on your
senator. I have implemented a working prototype
of each component in this system. These
implementations have helped to clarify the overall
design and provide a framework to improve upon.
With this project, I attempt to maintain a non-
partisan, unbiased, objective approach. For
as much as I want the system to be neutral,
everything I have ever learned tells me technology
is never neutral. Technology is the mechanization
of a process - it is always embedded with politics.
In some cases this connection is widely accepted
(consider anything developed for the US Defense
Department). In other cases, the connection is
more obscure. GIA could never be 'neutral' - it
is deeply embedded with the assumption that
individuals need access to information and are
mature enough to read it for its own veracity.
Although the system's core aims to be non-
partisan and unbiased, the extensions should
focus on specific concerns, driven by individual
politics. Just as the database's strength is that it
can contain multiple conflicting viewpoints, I hope
Extensions will develop to support a diversity of
concerns.
While I hope others will develop partisan
Extensions, I have tried my best to be non-partisan
and unbiased in developing these first examples.
This is difficult given that Extensions deal with
human communication - every decision about
what to show and how to show it carries strong
political consequences.
3.4.5 - Perspective: Web Interface
The DataStore contains a computational
representation of the graph network. Its interface
returns information that is not terribly useful
for human consumption (unless you like to read
XML). Perspectives are the interface between
people and the raw data. They provide a human
readable view of the systems data. This may be
images or text. My implementation provides a
web interface to the data. Visitors can explore the
data through a web browser. This perspective is
implemented with Java Server Pages running on a
Resin web server.
A web interface is only one example of
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possible Perspectives. I began implementing
a visual representation of this system based on
TouchGraph. As the full scope of this project
became clear, I dropped this aspect. Hopefully
someone will pick it up soon.
3.4.6 - Aggregation
The DataStore is only an information repository; it
requires an aggregation extension to gather more
data. Aggregators come in a variety of flavors, all
of which need to abide by the guidelines set out in
table section 3.1. Aggregators could be an online
form, an offline parser, or a live media reader.
Online Form
The GIA website, contains a "contribute" section
where people could add information to the
database. Essentially it is an interface to create
new Entities, set their attributes, and make links
between existing Entities.
Offline Parser
The majority of information in the current
database was collected from parsers that convert
data in an existing data source into an easily
translatable format. For example, I wrote a parser
that reads HTML from the OpenSecrets website
and generates an XML file.
With data in XML format, the aggregator easily
creates a 'MoneyLink' for each contribution in the
list. I wrote parsers to collect information from
a variety of sources including: Votesmart.org,
Whitehouse.gov, House.gov and many more.
Live Media
The media provide an enormous body of relevant
real-time data. I wrote an aggregator that
constantly watches CSPAN and adds everyone
it sees to the database. CSPAN is an invaluable
service in the United States. It provides citizens
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
From:
To: <info@opengov.us>
Subject: ERROR
Date: Sun, 6 Jul 2003 08:14:06 -0500
You have the wrong picture of jim leach.
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
Date: Wed, 09 Jul 2003 13:22:49 -0400
From: Rick <
To: info@opengov.us
Subject: love your site
but one of my local guys has the wrong
picture shown.
he is Jim McGovern, but you show Jim
McDermott in the picture.
http://opengov.media.mit.edu/DBD/
CACHE/oooo/000/400/263/
thanks for all your hard work
Rick
Delivered-To: info@opengov.us
From: "basora" >
To: <info@opengov.us>
Subject: picture of Ron Paul M D of Texas
Date: Wed, 13 Aug 2003 13:50:02 -0700
you have the wrong picture on Rep. Ron
Paul,M.D. of Texas.
Cordially.
with a live broadcast of events on the House and
Senate floor. CSPAN also covers Whitehouse
briefings and Pentagon press conferences, and
host a variety of political talk programs. As the
CSPAN Aggregator watches television, it builds a
large face database of everyone who has appeared.
Additionally, this program stores the closed
captioning information for later analysis.
I chose CSPAN because it offers wide coverage of
specifically'political' events. I hope others will
write similar applications to extract data from
other sources such as FOX or CNN.
3.4.7 - Listener - CodeOrange
One of my central goals is to build a self-sustaining
community where citizens share their collective
knowledge and maintain a massive database
of government information. Although it is
valuable if someone visits the site, contributes
his or her knowledge and never returns, it is far
more interesting if this process builds a vibrant
community.
To encourage constant vigilance and offer a
framework for long-term participation there is a
"Listener" interface to the DataStore. A "Listener"
can register a "callback" for any Entity or Link
in the DataStore. This-enables developers the
ability to-build interfaces that notify users when
something changes. For example, an application
could send you email every time new information
is entered about your mayor. I developed a sample
application, 'CodeOrange,' that allows users to
listen for changes to specific Entities. Additionally,
it had a direct link to the CSPAN feed, so users
could set up alerts to be notified whenever the
word "Abortion" was spoken on the congress floor.
The application is installed as a windows service
and constantly monitors the DataStore. An icon
appears in the user's system tray to indicate
selected events. When a registered event occurs, a
window pops up to notify the user.
3.5 - July 4t h (oh my)
From January through July, I worked nonstop
building all aspects of this system. Each
component required a complex technical
implementation. I focused on building a
functional version of each, not necessarily the
most robust, solution. My biggest concern
was how the overall system felt. Only through
a complete working version could I see what
was worth pursuing. In June, I felt like all the
components were in place, so a 4 h of July launch
seemed appropriate.
In the final days before the 4t of July many people
helped pull the project together into a more
cohesive understandable unit. With extraordinary
help from Chris Csikszentmihily and Simon
Greenwold, the site seemed ready. On July 2 nd, we
sent a press release through the MIT press office
announcing the site's release. On the 3 rd a story
was published on the AP news wire. On the 4h the
site was posted on CNN.com, Slashdot, and the
Drudge Report simultaneously. As more people
visited the site, it ground to a halt. Meanwhile, I
was receiving email about every minute - some
offering congratulations, help, or money. Some
reported bugs, or complained that the site was
too slow. In this time I frantically fixed bugs
hoping to keep things running. Making changes
to the server required restarting the process
- essentially kicking off anyone who had logged
into the system. Every time I restarted the server,
I watched the connection log. In less then five
minutes, more then 3500 unique people would
connect to the system. It became painfully clear
that my implementation was not sufficient. The
system I imagined 'could' scale needed to scale
immediately.
Everyone with experience offered the same
advice: "make everything static and use Apache."
I abandoned the idea that the system would
dynamically generate personalized pages and set
to work making a static cache of the entire site.
With gracious help from Jim Youll, (I cannot stress
enough what a savior he was) we worked to get
a static version mirrored on as many computers
a possible. By Monday the 6 th, an entirely static
version of the site was mirrored on five computers.
Even with this distribution, content was still slow,
but at least it was accessible.
Obviously it is not necessary to design a system to
handle Slashdot, CNN, and Drudge Report traffic
levels if that level of interest is an anomaly. But
even in the aftermath of the initial frenzy - and
without any of the features I hope will make the
site truly interesting - people continue visiting in
large volume. Since the 4 th I have been working
unhealthy hours to bring the system back to its
original functionality with a more robust, scaleable
backend. Before the 4th, I did not think more
then 3000 people would want to use the system
concurrently. I now realize even that may be a low
estimate. So, I have been developed a new system
architecture capable of serving a much large
audience than I originally expected. Specifically,
I am distributing the components across many
machines to take advantage of load balancing.
To increase performance and stay within
resource limitations, caching is now central to
the web server. Finally, I am transitioning many
components to standard technologies such as SQL
and RSS.
3.5.1 - Caching
Dynamic page generation is the most
computationally expensive process for the Web
Perspective. In building a page, the program
cycles through all linked entitles from a given
entity discarding content that does not fall into
the users 'Circle of Trust.' Through this process,
I hope the database can stay relevant even as it
fills up with contested information. However,
the resource requirements of building an entirely
dynamic page for an arbitrarily large audience
are not feasible. Instead I am building a system
that will dynamically filter content for a limited
number of concurrent users, say 3000. Additional
users will access content from a variety of cached
perspectives, each with different 'Circle of
Concern.' With this balance of static and dynamic
page generation, the system will be able to fulfill its
role as a filter and operate within resource limits.
3.5.2 - Load Balancing
The most fundamental error in the pre-July 4t
implementation is the fact that the system ran
entirely on a single computer. While the modular
design theoretically allows the computers to
be anywhere, they all ran within the same Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) on a single computer. As
traffic increases, web sites typically add additional
web servers and servlet engines, thus distributing
the traffic across the servers and coping when a
server restarts. This process is known as load
balancing. In order to harness the benefits of load
balancing, the conceptual circles need to run in
separate memory space on separate machines.
The following diagram illustrates the required
change.
3.5.3 - Network Data Source
A robust network protocol is necessary for
the conceptual circles to migrate to different
machines. I had implemented a simple networked
DataStore interface for CSPANWatcher to talk
with the central DataStore. This interface worked
by sending XML packets over HT'P between
the client and the DataStore. However, I only
implemented the portions required for their
specific interaction. While I could have continued
development on this portion, it seemed smartest
to use standard technology that other people
could help develop and maintain. Jon Ferguson
helped me set up MySQL, design appropriate
tables, and write SQL statements to support the
DataStore interface. The database core is two
tables: Entities and Links. The Entities table
contains all the GovDatum fields and an additional
column containing an XMLish representation of
any additional fields. The Following table shows
examples from this table:
3.6 - Conclusions
Through building a working version of all
components, I hoped to be able to focus on the
central technology - an organizational structure
that accepts information from an anonymous
population, stores its, and represents it with
enough context to maintain legibility. The specific
technical implementations are essential, but it
is important not to mistake them for the core
problem.
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4- Evaluation
To assess the success of the project component
of this thesis, it is important to revisit its major
goals. I began GIA as a way to address deep
political problems within our nation through a
particular technology. I hoped that creating a
citizen-oriented system to exist alongside TIA's
would provide a useful forum for individuals to
gather and share essential data about government.
The success of this component may be roughly
assessed by whether individuals were able to
submit and retrieve information. I wanted the
system to be politically neutral, serving all ends of
the political spectrum. To evaluate this, I designed
a survey that I hoped would provide information
about the type of people drawn to the system.
Additionally, I hoped this process would prompt
discussions around public access to government
information, the appropriate balance of power,
and the limits of domestic surveillance. The
success of this component may be judged from
numbers and distributions of visitors, and from
media and public debate.
When I designed the evaluation, I imagined
it would focus extensively on how well the
system met its technical requirements, and if
that mattered to anyone. I planned to ask: Can
anonymous visitors build a shared database? Can
it deliver real time alerts? Who cares? About
What? Why? I planned to evaluate the technical
questions by logging the system behavior and
making sure it did what it was supposed to do. I
designed a user survey to explore who found this
interesting and why.
As I have mentioned before, not much went
according to plan. As soon as I released the
project, the system was immediately crushed. In
the first week, technically very little worked. One
could say that the project's technical success was
inversely linked to the success of its concept, as its
immediate popularity caused traffic more similar
to eBay than the Media Lab's servers. The system
could not accept posts from anonymous visitors,
nor could it deliver real-time alerts. I could have
attempted to evaluate the existing technology
with a smaller audience, possibly revealing ways
to improve new development. However, that
would have required maintaining two versions
of the software - one for public consumption, the
other for evaluation. Given my resource and time
constraints, this was impossible. Every computer
I could get running was used to host the live site,
and all my effort was devoted to making more
features scaleable, bringing it back to the level of
functionality it displayed on July 3rd. Although
the technical evaluation does not reveal much, I
gathered lots of data that helps explore the less
trivial question, "Who cares?"
4.1 - System Logs
When I say the technical evaluation failed, it is
a bit of an overstatement. Many things I hoped
would work did not. However, I was able to get
a static version running that did not allow for the
rich interaction I had imagined, but that many
people were able to access. It is difficult to say
exactly how many people visited the site and from
where, because the system underwent dramatic
changes through the whole process, and its logs
are fractured between apache logs and resin logs
between six different machines. In the frenzy to
set them up, I did not keep a standard log format.
- 2743 Accounts were created between July 2nd and 6th
- over 1500 emails have been sent with "email a friend"
4.2 - User Survey
I designed a survey to learn who used the site,
understand their politics, and see if this program
had any influence on them. Mainly, I hoped the
survey would provide feedback that could help
me articulate the important features for further
development. The survey was divided into three
parts: demographics, political awareness, and
feedback. My plan was to give the first two surveys
(demographics and political awareness) when
people first used the site. After two weeks of use,
I would ask them to return and fill in parts two
and three of the survey - political awareness and
feedback. Possibly, I could see changes in the
political awareness answers, and get valuable
feedback on works and what does not. Given the
software's reduced functionality, it did not make
sense to have people return for the second half.
On July 2, I posed the survey. Between the 2 nd
and the 4 th, about 2000 people filled out the
survey. Between the 4* and the 6th, the survey
was inaccessible. On the 6 th, I was able to put the
survey back online, but only one of the five mirrors
contained the survey. I removed the survey on
July 24t. Overall, it was filled out 6258 times.
1772 of these surveys were blank, leaving a total of
4486 usable surveys.
Personally, I hate online surveys. I am always
shocked that so many services require you to fill
them out - perhaps I am alone in my distaste, but
I have never filled out an online survey accurately.
I have trouble imagining how such data is useful,
but enough people value it that I suppose it must
be. In an effort to avoid completely fictional data,
and to differentiate myself from the beast, I posted
the following disclaimer above my survey:
y survey:
"Only take this survey if you really want to. Our
intent is only to learn about our users in the
abstract. Any information you fill out will not
be associated with your use of the system, your
account, "screen name," IP address, or your future
use of the site in any other way. We ask nothing
of users in any way, and we are not using the
information for marketing, profile building, or
anything else nefarious. We simply wish to know
some very basic facts about the sorts of people who
are using GIA.
Leave blank any fields you do not feel comfortable
answering, do not know, or have no opinion."
As I examined the survey results, it is important to
remember that the results are from a self-selected
group who visited the website and voluntarily
filled out the survey. This context influences what
is, and more importantly, what is not represented
in the data. For starters, only people with Internet
access could fill in the survey. Additionally, it
seems fair to say most people who visited the site
were already at least marginally interested in the
idea before they even saw it. To get to the site,
they must have seen a reference elsewhere and
cared enough to check it out. The sample seems
even more marginal when you consider that people
voluntarily took the time to complete the form.
Thus, the surveys represent a highly motivated,
self-selected group, rather than a cross-section of
the general population.
This is the first survey I have designed and
administered. When I wrote it (with gracious
guidance from Dan Ariely), I did not have a clear
idea what I would do with the results, or how many
responses I would receive. I promised myself that
at least 100 people would fill it out even if it took
begging, and in any case envisioned a sample small
enough that I could easily do qualitative analysis; I
did not expect to be dealing with more then 4000
results. The survey contains a few multiple-choice
questions, but the majority of the fields are open-
ended because I hoped this would lead to richer
responses. Personally, I do not have a simple
response to "Do you consider policemen your
employees?" When I designed the survey "yes,"
"no," and "other" seemed insufficient. As I stare
at 4000 explanations that essentially say "yes,"
"no," and "other," I finally understand the merits
of standardization.
There are established methods to code subjective
answers into a statistical form. One method
involves defining a standard code for a range of
answers, then having multiple people read each
answer and assign a code. One can then analyze
the statistical similarities of different coders to the
same sample, and judge the statistical significance
of their analysis. I did not use this method
because it requires more time and manpower then
I had. Instead I used statistical analysis of the
text to extract the most frequent words, phrases,
and descriptions. Specifically I used the "klepmit"
system [Whitman et al, 2002]. I recognize that
this method is not ideal, but I hope that it provides
some insight into the most common responses.
Overall, it is safe to say that I have learned a lot
about surveys, gaining knowledge that I wish I'd
had when I wrote it. See appendix E for the complete
survey.
4.2.1 - Demographics
This section was designed to help understand
where users were coming from, geographically
and ideologically. I was curious to know if this
was a project that only liberals and libertarians
would find interesting or if it appeals to a more
diverse audience. In addition to the political
demographics information, I was also concerned
with technical demographics. What systems were
the most invested users using, and what types of
communications did they feel most comfortable
with? In this analysis, I will focus on the political
demographics and quickly glance over the
technical ones.
Political Party
Democrats filled in about one-quarter of the
surveys. Republicans filled in another quarter,
and the rest are from a variety or other parties. I
asked this question as an open-text field where
people could write in their party. With 4500
answers, the diversity of replies was shocking -
even when the intended reply is straightforward.
(For instance, almost a quarter of Libertarians
misspelled "Libertarian") All answers that did
not clearly map to a single party were coded as
"other." For example (sic) "rep, EXCEPT for
BUSH" and "whichever parties candidate is the
least idiotic" are coded as "other." These results
clearly demonstrate that many people from a
variety of parties - liberals and conservatives alike
- found the project interesting enough to fill out
the survey.
Liberatarian
8%
Green 4%
Other
11%
None/Unaff
11%
Independent
18%
Democratic
Republican
Independent
None/Unaff 435
Other 378
Liberatarian 274
Green 127
Democratic
24%
Republican
23%
875
795
633
Age distribution
Every age between 14 and 87 (except 86) appeared
in this survey. I asked people to enter their year
of birth, and ignored all values earlier then 1900
and later then 2000. About 75 people filled out
the survey for every age between 20 and 60.
There is a small spike at 25 and 35, while the most
representation is from people in the mid 50's. 107
people aged 57 filled out the survey. The mean and
median age were both 50. The standard deviation
was 21.25 and average deviation was 18.25. I
did not imagine this project would have as much
interest for the middle aged.
0 25 50 75 100 125
75
State distribution
Every state in the Union is represented in the
survey. User distribution is similar to national
population statistics. The largest states in the
Union are: California, Texas, New York, Florida.
The top representation for the survey is California,
Texas, Florida, New York, and Massachusetts.
Local media attention probably accounts for the
relatively high representation from Massachusetts.
CA 513
TX 278
FL 220
NY 184
MA 167
WA 133
VA 132
OH 124
GA 119
IL 118
PA 116
MD 94
MI 87
NJ 5
CO 78
OR 7
AZ 73
WI 6714
NC 66
MN 65
TN 64
MO 62
IN 51
LA 45
KS 44 6%
NM 43
SC 40
Status
Almost everyone who filled out the survey was
a citizen or resident. 9% were government
employees.
citizen
resideit
gov contractlrs
gov emplogee
Profession
Wide variety of answers for profession. I did
not ask a question that that easily derives any
statistics. Using the"ldepmit" system [Whitman et
al, 2002], the following words appear most often:
0.08316 retired
0.06602 student
0.04647 engineer
0.02379 computer
0.01807 software
0.01733 consultant
0.01641 programmer
0.01586 sales
0.01512 manager
0.01328 teacher
Background Knowledge
In an effort to get a measure of how much
individuals know about politics, I asked them
to name a variety of politicians: their governor,
congressmen, mayor, the secretary of the interior
and the director of the FBI. I hoped this could
provide a measure of political awareness, but
I believe it felt more like a grade school test to
most. Many responses resembled: "you have got
to be kidding me" or "this is stupid." Additionally,
scoring these results was even more difficult given
the varying difficulty in spelling some last names
versus others. For example, in California, almost
everyone lists "Boxer" correctly while many miss
"Feinstein." I tried to allow for some error by
correcting the survey with an approximate string-
matching algorithm that marks answers within
a "similarity distance" as "correct". Given the
inherent flaws in this series of questions, I do not
present them with much confidence, however they
may be useful in understanding the participants.
[score chart]
Political Quotient
To get an understanding of participants'
involvement in politics and a general measure of
their knowledge of politics, I asked a variety of
questions of varied specificity. I asked a series of
'yes,''no' questions that began "Have you ever:"
attended a city hall meeting? 53%
worked on a campaign? 34%
donated money to a campaign? 52%
sent email to an elected official? 81%
written a letter to an elected official? 74%
These results provide insight into just how self-
selecting the survey participants are. I do not have
any solid statistics to compare these responses
to the national average, but I imagine this is not
representative. As an example, of the 250 million
people in the United States, less then 900,000
(one-third of one percent) made contributions
of $200 or more - the only ones reported by the
FEC [Raskin et al, 19941. 1 did not ask how much
money they donated, so it is unreasonable to
compare these numbers, however, I feel it provides
a useful context as we consider who these results
represent.
Empathy
Next, I asked a series of question to see if people
felt like the government represents their values
and their interests. The most notable (I did not
say "ground breaking") finding is that many
people feel members of congress and the Supreme
Court represent their values even though they
do not share similar economics. Sadly, I do not
have any data for whether or not people feel the
president shares their values - in my haste to finish
the survey, I neglected to write this field to the
database.
presideni 4%
court
congress
Ueconomy Uvalues
18%
20%
15%
Do's and Donuts
Out of curiosity, I asked if people consider
policementheir employees. This question threw
a lot of people for a loop, generating varied
responses and dozens of separate emails. Again, it
was an open-ended question, and I have included
the often-interesting answers in appendix L. In
order to graph the results, I coded everything
that begins with "Yes," "Yup," or "Yeah" as "yes"
and everything that begins with "No" as "no."
Everything else was coded as "other" - including
"of course," "I'd like to, but I don't," and "hell no."
There is a surprising balance between "yes" and
"no."
other
21%
yes
46%
no
33%
The Lewinsky Quotient
I do not believe there is a clear answer to what
information citizens should have access to.
Rhetorically it makes sense to say "everything they
have on use," but who is "they?" Daily, I debate
with myself about what is and is not appropriate,
and my intention is not to oversimplify the
problem. Through the following questions, I
hoped to get a sense of what others believed is and
is not appropriate.
The quantitative portion of this question was a
form with checkboxes asking what information
about a politician should be available to citizens,
and specifically whether it should be available
from their whole life or just from when they
took office. As I examine the responses, (and a
variety of disgruntled emails) it is difficult to find
clarity in the results. Is the question referring
to a senator's voting record in local elections or
how they voted on proposed laws? It is hard to
imagine someone reasonably arguing that citizens
should not have access to how their senator voted
for a particular bill, so the fact that only 93%
say citizens should have access to voting records
suggests the following chart should be read with
some incredulity. However, the results' direction
is not surprising: more people suggest that citizens
should have access to professional and financial
information and fewer believe citizens need access
to intricate personal details such as vacation plans.
affiliations and
memberships
voting records
personal finance
personal
relationships
vacation plans
9
939
74%
39%
23%
Half-Life
When asked if this information should be available
from a politician's whole life or just from when
they take office, 65% said whole life. Again, many
people were justifiably confused by who was
included in this question (only elected officials or
any public official) and it is unclear where the time
limit applies.
entering office
35%
whole life
65%
Extended Answers
The responses I found the most interesting are
the most difficult to quantify. It may be possible
to generate more significant statistics for the
following questions, but there is a certain beauty
is in the diversity of intricate, well-considered
responses to non-trivial questions. I do not have
space to publish all these replies (at 8pt, single
spaced with no margins, it spans more then 100
pages), but some are in appendix G-L
Why didn't you vote?
0.04981 local
0.02874 absentee
0.02299 political
0.01724 lesser
0.01724 worth
0.01341 interested
0.01341 busy
0.01149 late
0.01149 overseas
0.00958 bad
Important News Sources?
0.03618 cnn
0.02317 times
0.01965 drudge
0.01961 internet
0.01921 fox
0.01802 bbc
0.01741 online
0.01565 radio
0.01442 google
0.01226 post
0.01191 report
0.01033 washington
0.00980 local
0.00958 npr
0.00892 york
0.00884 msnbc
0.00857 newspaper
Most important Influences?
0.09722 money
0.01603 media
0.01253 power
0.01152 corporate
0.01090 big
0.00994 groups
0.00943 political
0.00932 lobbyists
0.00881 corporations
0.00875 business
0.00779 special
0.00700 interest
0.00638 people
0.00621 campaign
0.00508 influence
0.00401 greed
0.00395 contributions
0.00378 government
0.00367 pacs
0.00350 news
0.00344 lobbying
0.00327 process
0.00327 opinion
0.00322 right
Most important information?
0.07870 political
0.05981 personal
0.03987 honest
0.03463 past
0.03358 public
0.01049 religious
0.00839 moral
0.00839 criminal
0.00839 current
0.00735 potential
0.00735 individual
0.00525 willing
0.00525 beholden
What should citizens have access to?
0.01746 much
0.01647 about
0.01644 should
0.01619 everything
0.01562 information
0.01527 all
0.01000 government
0.00986 employees
0.00947 personal
0.00898 elected
0.00827 public
0.00827 know
0.00767 job
0.00710 available
0.00633 officials
0.00633 but
0.00629 any
0.00612 what
0.00551 possible
0.00548 depends
0.00509 records
0.00509 anything
0.00488 citizens
0.00488 level
0.00477 private
0.00424 political
0.00396 than
0.00378 employee
0.00368 privacy
4.2.2 - Correlations
Given the mass of data, it is interesting to look for
patterns within it. Is there a relationship between
people's age and whether they feel the Supreme
Court represents their values? Or, does one's
party affiliation affect the likelihood they will vote?
While such correlations are interesting, given the
context of this survey I would be reluctant to draw
many general conclusions.
The following figure explores a correlation
between party affiliation and people who feel
that policemen are their employees. Many such
correlations could be made, but are not within the
scope of this evaluation.
Respondents agreeing that Cops are Employees
(by party affiliation)
Other
Libertarians
Green
Independent
Republicans
Democrats
20% 40% 66% 1o0%
employees DEM REP IND GRE LIB OTH NNE blank TOTAL
TRUE 208 184 154 29 64 80 102 108 929
FALSE 154 123 114 21 54 68 77 65 676
Other 89 78 65 20 33 53 41 53 432
NoAnswer 424 410 300 57 123 177 215 741 2447
TOTAL 875 795 633 127 274 378 435 967 4484
TRUE
SFALSE
flother
8o%
4.2.3 - Survey conclusions
This survey proved useful because it shows the
diversity of people interested in this project. To be
clear, not everyone who took the survey supports
the project - but they did find GIA interesting
enough to look at it, and take a voluntary web
survey. I designed the program to be as non-
partisan as possible -'neutral' is impossible - but
I did not know if it would be read as such. From
my email and conversations I recognize that I have
been talking to people from many backgrounds,
but it is difficult to judge the big picture from a
series of small interactions. This survey provides
a large sample space where I can make more
objective claims about who the audience is.
Looking at the charts and graphs, I am happy
with the user diversity, this data points to wide
representation of political views distributed across
the nation including people from all ages - exactly
the breadth of audience I hoped to reach.
4.3 - Dialog - Media, Coverage
One of my original goals was to raise issues around
the problematic balance of "information power"
in our nation, and promote dialgue about how to
fix it. The media offers a powerful channel for
discourse, and from beginning, I knew this was
media-friendly project. It seems like an easy story
to push: "Concerned with increasing government
surveillance, researchers at the world's premiere
technical institution offer an alternative." Since I
began working on the project, I kept asking myself,
"am I ready to tell the press?" In early June, I
felt close to finishing, so July 4th seemed like an
appropriate date to announce the site. Working
with the Media Lab Press Office, we drafted a press
release and sent it out through the MIT press office
July 2nd.
On July 3rd, 9am, Justin Pope, a writer from
the Associated Press, came to the Media Lab for
an interview. I showed him the system and we
talked for over an hour. It was a surprisingly
casual conversation; the most frequent question
was "is there anything else you want to say?" He
published an entirely sympathetic article: "MIT
aims to provide government search engine." The
next major interview was with Hiawatha Bray
from the Boston Globe. In contrast to Pope, Bray's
questions were aggressive. He was skeptical of a
system that did not directly verify the information
it published. His article was more polemic:
"Website turns tables on government officials."
As soon as Pope's story ran in the AP news wire
we were immediately inundated with interview
requests. My first radio interview was with
National Public Radio for "All Things Considered."
I spoke with a technician who recorded my
telephone response to some straightforward
questions: "What is it?" "Why did you make
it?" "How will it work?" Every time he asked a
question, the line went blank while I answered. It
felt strange talking to a dead line - I kept asking
"are you there?" I suppose the interview went ok,
but I came away feeling like I hadn't said anything
worthwhile.
Later that night, I was on the "The Drudge
Report" radio show. Fortunately, I was joined by
my advisor, Chris Csikszentmihilywho can speak
articulately even after three sleepless nights.
Matt Drudge is an old fashioned muckraker. He
is often referred to as "Washington's Interinet
hooligan" [Sidney Blumenthal on "The Daily
Show", June 11, 2003] or "an independent voice
who is willing to take on networks and presidents"
[Paglia 2003]. He loved this project. He liked
that we were sticking our necks out to say there
is a problem, and citizens should be able to trade
the same information the government does. He
looked forward to seeing what problems we'd run
i--w_ - -MP- iw - - - -- W- --
into with the site. Mostly, he wanted to know the
specifics of what we would publish. "Will you
publish Social Security Numbers?" Neither Chris
nor I offered a direct answer to this. I explained
that I didn't find Social Security Numbers
terribly interesting because they don't seem to
help citizens understand our governors better.
Publishing social security numbers is not my
priority. Still, he pressed us to declare we would
publish public officials social security numbers:
"how can you claim to be rival the TIA if you won't
say on national radio that you will publish Diane
Feinstein's Social Security Number?" Finally,
Chris capitulated and offered that we'd publish
Social Security numbers of politicians who were
directly involved with legislation involving the use
of Social Security numbers, a response provided to
us pro bono by the ACLU [Bray, 2003].
Soon after, we received a request to appear on
a FOX morning television program called "FOX
and Friends." I was terrified. Obviously I had to
accept -- it is an amazing opportunity to talk to an
audience I don't usually have access to. But I was
afraid I would discredit the project if I could not
clearly articulate myself. If the NPR telephone
interview was enough mediation to rattle me, TV
production seemed daunting. Furthermore, I
knew I did not have an answer to the most basic
and problematic question: "What are the limits?"
I did not want to be stuck on national television
arguing whether or not I would publish Social
Security numbers.
Chris urged me to take the day off from
programming and develop strong talking points.
When you face the media, it is good to know
exactly what you want to say. It is not great to be
stuck making up an answer to a simple question
with a large audience, and as you can't be sure that
journalists will understand the most interesting
points, you have to manage them. A media
appearance is a chance to deliver a message, so
one should seek to be in control of that message.
I spent the day trying to concisely articulate my
points.
With these points, I felt more comfortable in the
limo on my way to the interview. In the end, I
was pleased with the show. I looked like a scared
sheep for the first minute, but eventually gained
confidence and argued my points reasonably well.
The most difficult interlocutor was Dan ("FOX
and Friends" is on a first name basis) and he
asked the toughest questions. He was concerned
with how I would stop someone from saying "I
saw Senator Kerry check out 13 porno flicks last
night." He seemed unconvinced with my response
that individuals must decide for themselves
what is credible information: "like the Internet,
newspaper, or cable television, this system
requires a mature audience."
Media attention is a perpetuo mobile: The more
reporters talk about your project, the more
reporters want to talk about your project. I
imagined that as this cycle continued the questions
would become more complex and nuanced.
Perhaps journalists would find conceptual flaws
in the system and discuss them. This was not
the case. After the first three articles, the rest
were mostly rehashed from the first three. Most
of the time journalists quoted me directly from
other articles without ever talking to me. If I was
interviewed at all, journalists were mostly fact
checking the original three articles. My favorite
example of this was when one hack asked me:
"the Washington post says you are careful not to
disparage the war on terror. Are you careful not
to disparage the war on terror?" I said "yes."
She published, "McKinley is very careful not to
disparage the war on terror."
The initial media frenzy lasted about a week.
There were far more interview requests that
I could possibly handle. The overwhelming
Delivered-To: dev@opengov.us
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2003 14:47:22 +o6oo
From:
To: dev@opengov.us
Subject: Government Information Awareness
Dear Sirs. We are one of the Russian
unions of young democrats. From the mass
media we have learnt about your product
that provides the citizens with clear and
structured information concerning the
representatives of public agents and big
business. We believe that the product you've
created is a major breakthrough within
our information field. In Russia, where we
have rather poorly structured information
fields, citizens can't always access opportune
and full information concerning the people
they've entrusted the ruling of the country.
Furthermore most of the mass media stands
up for the interests of particular finance-
product groups. That's why too often all
and the same materials are elucidated very
differently by different mass medias.
Therefore we consider the most part of our
country not to have an opportunity to access
clear information concerning the ruling class.
We have also learnt that you provide your
product with an open license. In the name of
young and politically active citizens of Russia
we ask you to provide us, if it is possible
in any way, with this product of yours to
develop this project within the information
field of Russia. We believe that using your
products we'll make a notable step to
establish a democratic society in Russia.
Please contact us in any case to discuss
possible variants of cooperation.
Best re
coverage crippled the server, and I spent most of
my energy trying to get the system working again.
I walked a line between working insane hours
and trying to stay coherent to respond to press
coverage.
One month later, the coverage continues but at
a slower rate. Every week since the 4th of July, I
have been on at least two radio programs a week
and interviewed for some publication. In many
ways the continued coverage is more valuable then
the initial frenzy. Every time the story appears
in the media, I get a round of responses from the
public. Initially I received 700+ emails a day. It
was impossible to respond to 700 people. Now I
receive about 10-15 emails a day.
Many of these emails are simply expressing
interest, some offer money, some inform me of
a perceived conceptual problem with the site, a
few are from key players in the lunatic fringe, and
others have the potential to be genuinely helpful.
For instance the day after I spoke on a Canadian
radio station, someone contacted me and offered
to help gather data on the Canadian parliament
- "a powerless subsidiary of the United States
government."
4.4 - Condusions
I had ambitions goals for this project. I am sorely
disappointed with some of the results, but the
positive feedback has been overwhelming. With
the release of this project, it took on a life of its
own, and it soon became clear that my original
implementation was not sufficient. As I raced
to build something more robust, interest in the
project only increased, making improvements even
more necessary. With the current implementation,
I am unable to evaluate if this approach has
an impact of building an informed citizenry. I
have, however, engendered a significant dialgue
on issues of power and information. And the
estimated 2 million users in the first two weeks
clearly answer the more important question, "who
cares."
5 - Future Work
Members of my committee have explained that
the standard rule for a "Future Work" section is to
keep it brief, as no one really believes you will ever
actually do the work. I will try to heed this advice,
but given the response to what I have done so far, I
feel compelled to follow this project to the end. No
less an authority than the Washington Post wrote,
"[McKinley] pledged to stay with the project until
it is self-sustaining."' Even off the record, I am
committed to working on this project until it either
becomes autonomous or proves to be complete
waste of time. In this section, I attempt to
isolate ways to make the project self-sustainable.
Fundamentally, these are techniques for wider
development participation, an architecture that
distributes risk between willing participants, and
wider representation of diverse issues.
5.1 - Development Community
To date, I have been closely involved in every
aspect of this project. Obviously this is not a
sustainable development approach. However, in
the process of building this prototype and testing
it with millions of users, I have learned a lot about
how such a system should work. Although the
application's core can be implemented with some
freedom, the external interface needs to embrace
widely used standards. Specifically, the DataStore
interface should use RDF. This standardization
will immediately allow access to every developer
already familiar with RDF (a sizeable community)
and will make data aggregation straightforward
for many sources. Additionally, this would
remove the necessity to use my particular Java
implementation - a constraint many will find
inconvenient. This project has direct appeal for
many developers because it offers a technical
solution to deep political problems, and has an
immediate audience. I have already received 37
requests for the source code from people in 12
different countries.
5.2 - Distribute Risk
GIA is currently implemented as a centralized
database and server. From the beginning, I was
uncomfortable with this because it is conceptually
inconsistent with the project's spirit, and resource
needs become unrealistic as the project scales
to its full potential. I implemented GIA as a
centralized server because it is faster and easier
to develop. This process has been invaluable
in flushing out key design issues, but a more
decentralized approach will be necessary for the
project to become autonomous.
A core concept in GIA is that all data is accepted
- individuals decide if it is relevant. No individual,
no party, no organization should be able to limit
the scope of represented views. A database that
aims to be able to represent anyone's interests
must necessarily contain many conflicting
views. Some of these views may be popular, but
many will be deemed abusive, uncomfortable,
or inappropriate. MIT has been enormously
generous in supporting this project, but there is
undoubtedly a limit to what they are willing to
host. Rather than rely entirely on the hospitality
of a single organization, it is better to consider
a design that can distribute the inherent risk
between many willing parties.
One notable example of the power of distributed
systems to resist coercion is the widespread use
of peer-to-peer (P2P) music trading networks,
which do not easily surrender to legal threats.
Individuals have access to anything anyone else
in the global network makes publicly available on
their local machine. As more people participate,
individual files are duplicated throughout the
network. This process makes files computationally
'closer,' and thus more accessible to every point
in the network. In contrast, when information in
a centralized model becomes popular it becomes
a resource drain, and distribution slows down, as
more people want to see it.
In proposing a P2P solution for GIA, it is useful
to briefly examine two exemplar P2P networks:
Napster and Gnutella. Napster was a P2P hybrid
- a centralized server that maintained an index to
files distributed throughout the network. When a
Napster user requested a song, Napster's servers
returned a link to another user's shared file. This
model worked well, but the entire network fell
apart when Napster was coerced and its index
servers were removed. Gnutella was developed as
a replacement to Napster without its vulnerability.
It is a "pure" P2P network, where clients connect
directly to other computers. Although it works,
and has not yet been shut down, Gnutella is
incredibly slow, and its searches are limited to a
local subset of the entire network. Since many
people have NSYNC, it is easy to find, while it is
almost impossible to find music from obscure
bands such as Local Fields, even though it may
well be the most valuable information in the
network.
GIA is not a forum specifically designed to trade
copywritten material, so it should not have
the same legal problems as Napster. Thus,
I propose a Napster-like system where large
organizations such as MIT host an index to data
stored throughout a distributed network. I
feel safe arguing that MIT it is not responsible
for data stored elsewhere. After all, Google is
not at fault when it indexes a site that contains
child pornography. I imagine the vast majority
of information in the DataStore will be well-
organized public records. In addition I am sure
that there will be information that could be
interpreted as libelous. Rather then hold a single
source accountable for the implications - just or
unjust, it is better to distribute this risk through
a network of supportive individuals. The same
way people individually decide if it is appropriate
to share Madonna's new album in Gnutella, they
will be able to decide if they will share the Justice
Department's internal phonebook (which I have).
Although this may seem like an overly ambitious
design change, it fits cleanly into the current
implementation; you might even think I planned
it that way. For instance, in the system's current
SQL tables, all the fields in GovDatum are
represented with independent columns, and the
final column contains all the specific data for
that particular type. Moving to a P2P-hybrid,
everything will stay as is, and this final data
column will be distributed in the P2P network.
5.3 - Data Gathering Campaign
Beyond the initial media frenzy and subsequent
discourse, GIA will be worthwhile if it actually
provides access to an unprecedented level of
information. Currently it shows information
that people can easily find elsewhere; although it
illuminates connections hidden in other sources, it
does not provide anything revolutionary. For good
data to emerge, it will require citizen participation.
Obviously, this can only happen when the data
entry interface is more robust.
When the data entry system is stable, I plan to go
on a data gathering campaign across the United
States. In the past month I have received many
emails suggesting I set up "satellite operations."
I will take this advice, and go on the road. This
fall, I will set up a series of workshops where I
will meet with small groups and figure out how
to get their local information into the database.
With face-to-face communication, I will be able to
understand local concerns and quickly augment
the system framework to support a diversity
of previously unimagined needs. Through this
process I will almost certainly meet people willing
and able to help maintain the project. I know
the dream of a networked world is that electronic
communication can facilitate such rich social
exchange. That may be true, but I don't have
to like it: I look forward to meeting many of the
people who have written in the last month - it will
undoubtedly be exciting.
5.4 - Conclusions
GIA is my response to the overwhelming
sensation that our government is out of control.
Our governments increased levels of secrecy,
reluctance to allow access to crucial information,
and the desire to develop an omnipotent
centralized intelligence force is troubling. As the
government augments its strategies to maintain
control, citizens must likewise develop new ways
to keep the government in check. GIA is directly
inspired by Total Information Awareness - but
it is not meant as just a critique of a problematic
technology. Like TIA, GIA represents a dramatic
effort to build collaborative tools that monitor
personal behavior. When applied to help citizens
increase their knowledge of, access to, and
participation in our government, the tools are
ultimately appropriate. Given the diversity of
supportive feedback from a broad population, it
clearly is a problem worth pursuing. GIA is still
a work in progress - its real impact, utility and
sustainability remain to be seen.
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6 - Appendix
A - MIT Press Release
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.--In an attempt to provide American citizens
with digital tools for participating in the democratic process,
researchers at the MIT Media Lab will unveil the Government
Information Awareness web site on July 4.
The site, which utilizes new software and a database developed at
the Media Lab, collects information from the general public, as
well as from numerous online sources, to provide powerful online
resource about our government.
"Democracy requires an informed public," said graduate
student Ryan McKinley, the designer of the Government
Information Awareness (GIA) site who developed this system
under the direction of Fukutake Assistant Professor Christopher
Csikszentmihailyi (pronounced cheek-sent-me-high-ee) in the
Media Lab's Computing Culture group.
"In the United States there is a widening gap between the
government's ability to monitor its citizens, and citizens' ability to
monitor their government. While the government is dramatically
increasing its surveillance of Americans, the average citizen has
little information about who in government is making key decisions,
and who influences these decisions," McKinley said.
To help address this gap, GIA relies on the collective intelligence
of the American people to submit information, judge credibility
and make connections using its web-based interface. The database
resembles online auction systems in that it can handle massive
amounts of information while allowing users to find exactly
what they're looking for. Anyone can anonymously contribute
information, but to ensure accuracy of submitted data, the system
contacts the members of the government cited, giving them the
opportunity for confirmation or denial.
"History shows that when information is concentrated in the
hands of an elite, democracy suffers," said Csikszentmihilyi. "The
writers of the constitution told us that if people mean to be their
own governors, they must arm themselves with information. This
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project brings that American spirit of self-governance into the era of
networked information technology."
GIA is inspired by the federal government's Terrorist Information
Awareness program (TIA), an effort to monitor Americans' lives
in detail, from credit card purchases to pets' veterinary records.
But unlike TIA, GIA is maintained by a diverse population of
citizens rather than by the government. It allows people to explore
data, track events, find patterns and build profiles related to
specific government officials or political issues. Information about
campaign finances, corporate ties and even religion and schooling
can be easily accessed. Real-time alerts can be generated when a
politician of interest is speaking on television.
"We've had to solve the problem of how to build a useful,
egalitarian, and massively scaleable database of sensitive
information collected from diverse and unknown sources," said
McKinley. "Our approach is to provide tools and context for
individual citizens to decide what is and is not valid."
He said the apolitical system increases the ability of the public to
know who their government officials are and what they are doing.
"Computers alone cannot monitor the government," said McKinley.
"While we can aggregate data that already exists, a lot of valuable
information is not stored in existing databases, but rather in the
collective knowledge of the American citizenry. GIA introduces a
way to consolidate and share this knowledge."
"If we are to maintain a democracy, it's crucial to ensure
accountability," said Csikszentmihilyi. "At least as much effort
should be spent developing technologies that allow citizens to track
their government as for government to monitor civilians."
Currently the database contains information on more
than 3,000 government figures. It is accessible at http://
opengov.media.mit.edu.
Comments or questions about GIA may be e-mailed to
opengov@media.mit.edu.
--END--
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B - AP Article
MIT Aims to Provide Gov't. Search Engine
By JUSTIN POPE, AP Business Writer
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Its creators hope it will become a Google of
government, a massive Internet clearinghouse of information to
help citizens track their leaders as effectively as their leaders track
them.
On Friday, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (news - web
sites)'s Media Lab plans to debut a Web site called "Government
Information Awareness," a project that aspires to be far more than
just another, dime-a-dozen assemblage of government documents
and resources.
Instead, GIA hopes to create an enormous but self-sustaining
community where, as occurs with popular Web sites eBay and
Google, the users do the work of keeping it running and credible.
Its creators at Media Lab - a research center whose eclectic
projects bridge technology, the arts and media - view the project
not just as a way to pool the collective wisdom of government
watchdogs but also as a tool to counter new government
technologies that are consolidating information about citizens.
GIA's name and mission are a kind of reverse version of "Terrorism
Information Awareness," a $20 million project created by the
Pentagon (news - web sites)'s Defense Advanced Research Project
Agency to help sift through electronic information with the goal of
preventing terrorist attacks.
"It seemed very odd that the same level of effort isn't spent working
on technologies that help citizens understand the government's
links, networking and influences," said Ryan McKinley, the 26-year-
old graduate student behind the project.
McKinley isn't sure it will catch on. But he hopes it will offer new
ways to pull together disparate political information, helping
users, for instance, identify politicians who belonged to the same
fraternity, then cross-referencing the list to their voting records or
campaign contributions.
GIA will work like this, at least in theory.
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McKinley has "seeded" the site with a number of politics-related
databases to get it started. But beginning Friday it will rely largely
on users to contribute any information they like: posting an
environmental group's ranking of a senator's voting record, for
instance, or a nasty comment about the bathing habits of a judge
who lives next door.
Much of that information will prove unwieldy, not to mention
inaccurate or unfair. Because postings are anonymous (users pick
their own screen name), attacks on enemies are a virtual guarantee.
But GIA hopes useful, fair information will "rise to the top" just
as useful Web sites rise to the top on the popular search engine
"Google" (which ranks sites by popularity) and as dishonest sellers
are rooted out of the auction site eBay. Users will rank postings
for credibility, and, if all goes well, sort the wheat from the chaff,
similar to what is done on the popular techie site slashdot.org.
Liberals and conservatives are welcome; in fact, balanced postings
are essential. But users will develop their own definitions of
credibility, building a "circle of trust" that reflects their values.
One user may favor postings from gay rights groups, another
from gun rights groups, while someone looking simply for reliable
numbers could limit a search to official government documents.
Posters are asked to provide contact information for their subjects
(the site helps them find it), who are automatically contacted and
given the opportunity to confirm or deny information posted about
them. Their response figures into the credibility equation.
The original poster must then re-post the information with any
reply, which has another benefit: It requires just enough work to
defend against hackers or "robots" who might otherwise try to flood
the system.
Attempts to use the Internet to revolutionize how citizens
interact with government have largely flopped (the documentary
"Startup.com" portrayed one such failure). But Steven Johnson,
author of the book "Emergence," likes McKinley's idea because
"distributed masses" on the Web already keep watch on
government, there's just no obvious way to pool their information
and the endless but disorganized stream of data the government
itself produces.
"What I love about this idea is, it says, this is an information design
problem that the government is not going to solve on its own," he
said. "What we can do is take all the information that's there and let
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end users solve the problem of, 'how to do we make this relevant?'
It's almost like we're being informally subcontracted out by the
government about how to make this useful."
McKinley said he believes that, as on eBay, the technology will
police itself and create the counterweight he envisions.
"I have questions about how appropriate it is, how much
information we should know about public officials," he said. "But
looking at the world we live in and the level of privacy, given that,
I would say the most transparency needs to be on the leadership
level."
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C - Boston Globe Article
Published on Friday, July 4, 2003 by the Boston Globe
Website Turns Tables on Government Officials
by Hiawatha Bray
Annoyed by the prospect of a massive new federal surveillance
system, two researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology are celebrating the Fourth of July with a new Internet
service that will let citizens create dossiers on government officials.
The system will start by offering standard background information
on politicians, but then go one bold step further, by asking Internet
users to submit their own intelligence reports on government
officials -- reports that will be published with no effort to verify
their accuracy.
"It's sort of a citizen's intelligence agency," said Chris
Csikszentmihalyi, assistant professor at the MIT Media Lab.
He and graduate student Ryan McKinley created the Government
Information Awareness (GIA) project as a response to the US
government's Total Information Awareness program (TIA).
Revealed last year, TIA seeks to track possible terrorist activity by
analyzing vast amounts of information stored in government and
private databases, such as credit card data. The system would use
this information to analyze the actions of millions of people, in an
effort to spot patterns that could indicate a terrorist threat.
News of the plan outraged civil libertarians and prompted Congress
to set limits on the scope of such activity. The Defense Department
then renamed the program Terrorist Information Awareness, to
ease public concern.
But the controversy gave McKinley the idea for the GIA project. "If
total information exists," he said, "really the same effort should be
spent to make the same information at the leadership level at least
as transparent -- in my opinion, more transparent."
McKinley worked with Csikszentmihalyi to design the GIA system.
It's partly based on technology used to create Internet indexes
such as Google. Software crawls around Internet sites that store
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large amounts of information about politicians. These include
independent political sites like opensecrets.org, as well as sites run
by government agencies. McKinley created software that ferrets out
the useful data from these sites, and loads it into the GIA database.
The result is a one-stop research site for basic information on key
officials.
The site also takes advantage of round-the-clock political
coverage provided by cable TV's C-Span networks. McKinley and
Csikszentmihalyi use video cameras to capture images of people
appearing on C-Span, which generally includes the names of people
shown on screen. A computer program "reads" each name, and
links it to any information about that person stored in the database.
By clicking on the picture, a GIA user instantly gets a complete
rundown on all available data about that person.
The GIA site constantly displays snapshots of the people appearing
on C-Span at that moment. If there's a dossier on a particular
person, clicking on the picture brings it up. A C-Span viewer
watching a live government hearing could learn which companies
have contributed to a member of Congress's reelection campaign,
before the politician had even finished speaking.
All of the information currently on the site is available from public
sources. But GIA will go one step further. Starting today, the site
will allow the public to submit information about government
officials, and this information will be made available to anyone
visiting the site. No effort will be made to verify the accuracy of the
data.
This approach to Internet publishing isn't new. It resembles a
method known as Wiki, in which a website is constantly amended
by visitors who contribute new information. The best known
Wiki site, www.wikipedia.org, is an online encyclopedia created
entirely by visitors who have voluntarily written nearly 140,000
articles, on subjects ranging from astronomy to Roman mythology.
Any Wikipedia user who thinks he has spotted an error or wants
to add information can modify the article. Unlike at a standard
encyclopedia operation, there is no central authority to edit or reject
articles.
The GIA approach, though, raises the possibility that people could
post libelous information, or data that unreasonably compromises a
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person's privacy.
That troubles Barry Steinhardt, director of the Technology &
Liberty Program of the American Civil Liberties Union. "We
think that there should be some restrictions on the publishing of
personally identifiable information, whether it involves government
officials or not," he said.
But he noted that the public has a right to know some things about
a politician that would be properly kept private about an ordinary
citizen. For instance, voters have a right to know where a politician
sends his children to school, if that politician has taken a strong
stand on school vouchers.
"Do they have the right to publish every piece of data they're going
to publish?" Steinhardt asked. "It's going to depend on what they
publish."
In any case, Steinhardt said, McKinley and Csikszentmihalyi have a
First Amendment right to set up the GIA project. And he said that
it's a valuable response to the government's TIA surveillance. "I
assume the point of this is, turnabout is fair play."
On a page of the GIA website, at opengov.media.mit.edu, McKinley
and Csikszentmihalyi give their answer to questions about the
legitimacy of their actions.
"Is it legal?" the site reads. "It should be."
Copyright 2003 The Boston Globe Company
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D - Washington Post Article
By Jonathan Krim
Washington Post Staff Writer
Tuesday, July 8, 2003; Page Eoi
Ryan McKinley relishes the idea of turning Big Brother on his head.
Concerned about expanded government monitoring of individuals,
McKinley, a graduate student at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, has created an Internet repository for citizens to
provide information about public officials, corporations and their
executives.
The result, he hopes, will be a giant set of databases that show
the web of connections that often fuel politics and policymaking,
such as old school ties, shared club memberships and campaign
donations.
McKinley, 26, was inspired by the military's Terrorism Information
Awareness program, a controversial effort to use computers to look
for patterns from seemingly disparate financial and other personal
data as a way of tracking and halting potential terrorists.
"In order to avoid a totalitarian world, we need to figure out ways
to make sure it doesn't become unilateral," said McKinley, who is
careful not to disparage efforts to combat terrorism.
So McKinley, an Orinda, Calif., native who is using the project as his
master's thesis for a degree in media arts and science, is drawing on
the information-gathering prowess of millions of Internet users.
Dubbing it the Government Information Awareness project,
McKinley has written a series of computer programs that will allow
users to "scrape" existing online databases and add the information
to his site (opengov.media.mit.edu). Individuals can also plug
in information they might have developed or have access to, a
potential boon for whistleblowers, said McKinley's thesis adviser,
assistant professor Christopher Csikszentmihalyi.
So far, McKinley has populated the site with data from available
sources such as lists of White House appointments of agency heads,
biographies of members of Congress and campaign-contribution
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data compiled by public-interest groups. McKinley said he wanted
to "seed" the site with such information to give people a sense of
what was possible.
A search for a particular member of Congress yields a page of the
accumulated information, providing in one place what might now
require visiting multiple Web sites. Ultimately, McKinley said, such
a search might include links to lawsuits involving that legislator, or
information showing that a certain legislator and a big campaign
donor were fraternity brothers in college.
The site also breaks down information by category, including
the judiciary and major companies. McKinley even envisions the
system tracking local officials and companies.
But unlike the tightly controlled TIA, formerly known as the Total
Information Awareness program, McKinley wants no part of
determining what is relevant or important information. Otherwise,
he said, "there would be no hope of it being a democratic system."
McKinley acknowledges that this makes the site vulnerable to
political extremists or individuals with axes to grind who might
post scurrilous information about particular officials. The Web
has already been the scene of notoriously bogus sites aimed at
discrediting certain officeholders or executives.
McKinley developed some controls that he hopes will give
readers of the site the chance to properly evaluate the quality of
information posted.
Posters of information must identify themselves, although they are
allowed to choose aliases when using the system. The object of the
posted information is alerted, so that he or she can confirm or deny
the truth of the material. The material always will get posted, but it
will carry the response from the individual.
And a user can set the system to disregard certain posters whom
the user regards as untrustworthy.
Over time, McKinley said, he hopes the system will self-regulate,
with relevant and responsible information drowning out the false.
"I'm curious to see what happens," said McKinley, who pledged to
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stay with the project until it is self-sustaining.
Courts have generally held that Web site operators are not legally
liable for misleading or even libelous postings by others.
Some information, however, might be more than a little unsettling
to public officials, even if accurate. Soon after the Total Information
Awareness program was announced, for example, enterprising
Internet denizens posted for all to see the telephone number, home
address and a picture of the residence of John Poindexter, the head
of the program.
A TIA spokeswoman yesterday said the agency had no comment on
McKinley's effort.
Clyde Wayne Crews Jr., head of technology policy at the libertarian
Cato Institute, said the site is a natural evolution of the power of
technology-that can help check government abuse.
"If we're going to be watched, we have a right to watch the
watchers," Crews said, likening the program to individuals
videotaping police officers in the act of making arrests.
He said that if the McKinley site is hijacked by irresponsible parties,
a better, more judicious site will take its place.
Many features of the site are not yet working, in part because it has
been deluged with visitors and cannot handle the volume.
A special tracker monitors C-SPAN, the television network that
broadcasts government proceedings, and can alert users when
someone they are interested in comes on the air. Users can also
set up the system to monitor a particular lawmaker and be alerted
when new information on that person is added to the system.
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E - Survey Part 1
Year of Birth:
Zip Code:
Profession:
Political Party:
US Citizen:
(19XX)
(where you vote)
yes
Are you a government employee?
Do you work for a company that contracts for
the US Government?
Are you a resident of the United States?
How often do you check email?
What operating system do you use?
What is your internet connection?
Do you work at a computer?
Do
L]
Do
Do
Do
you use Instant Messenger?
Yahoo!
AIM / ICQ
MSN Messenger
Jabber
Other:
you read the newspaper?
watch the news on TV?
you read online news?
-ZI
EZI
-ZZII
-ZZII
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-ZZZ
-ZZII
What are your most important news sources?
Have you ever... yes no
- written a letter to an elected official? 0 0
- sent email to an elected official? 0 0
- donated money to a campaign? 0 0
- worked on a campaign? 0 0
- attended a city hall meeting? 0 0
Do you receive political action alerts?
If so, which ones:
How many times have you voted? - I
If have have ever not voted, why?
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procee>>
F - Survey Part 2
Who is your mayor?
Who is your
representative?
Who are your senators?
Who is your Governor?
Director of the FBI?
Secretary of the
Interior?
List as many members of congress you can think of:
(include party/state/position if possible)
Do you typically know
floor?
what topics are on the congress
Never 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 Always
Do you know the opinion of your Congress people on
these topics?
Never 0 0 0 00 O0 00 0 Always
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How important is it for you to know what is currently
happening in congress?
Not At all 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Extremely
What kind of information should be available to citizens
about government employees?
El voting records
R personal finance
l affiliations and memberships
l personal relationships
l vacation plans
o from their whole life.
O only since entering office.
In your opinion, what are the most important influences
on the US Political process?
In your opinion, who are the most influential people in
the United States?
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I
What is the most 
important information 
for you to know
What is the most important information for you to know
about your leaders?
Do you consider policemen your employees?
How much information should be available to citizens
about government employees?
A!
Do you believe that the president is from the
same socioeconomic class as you?
That he shares values similar to yours?
Do you believe that your Congress people are
from the same socioeconomic class as you?
That they share values similar to yours?
Do you believe that the Supreme Court Justices
are from the same socioeconomic class as you?
That they share values similar to yours?
ZE
-Z
L_
-I
LI
finh >
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G - Professions
prof % Retailer m Banker n Security/Networking m Consultant x Executive r Mathematician r Professor n garden
designer x Non Profit Finance u consultant m Student m lawyer n Consultant o Teachern Retired m RETIRED)% professor
u Education n self emp n Student / Researcher n Financial Services x retired u retired adm asst x% self employed
accountant r Systems Analysis n IT Director n Retired x property tax consultant m RETIRED n educator x artist n
Attorney/Law Student x Education/computer x Retired o Professor % Union Representative m Computer Tech A tech
geek n Care-Giver n Executive m Engineer n New Media Design x Unemployed u retired n retired nx Retired n Retired x
carbenter & theater tech n student A Customer Service A Database Administrator u RETIRED m student m Sales Manager
x physician m Management n tattoo artist x semi retretired x engineer x Computer Scientist m Software Architect A
Branding Consultantn businessn Educator u Retired Foreign Service Officern Retired u Contract Employee n Business
owner r retired n Professor x consultant n Technical Support n Travel Agent nx copywriter n Computer Engineer n
Retired n retired % Retired n Retired n Software i military n Corporate Executive x Supervisor x System/Business
Analyst m Industrial Consulting m retired - military u engineer (mostly software) x Engineer/Businessman X Engineer A
Computer Administrator x Botanist u Software Engineer n Unemployed n student x Computer Professional m Student
nx clerk n Network Analyst u Student m Retired n Programmer m Programmer % Student u software engineer n Quality
Assurance m Database Technician x attorney x waiter x Researcher x Pornographer x software engineer x web designer
m IT x writer m Developer x Professional Psychic & Metaphysical Minister m Film Score Composer n marketing n show
biz x classical musician x CEO x Self Employed n Designer n self employed painter x Software Engineer A Homeschool
momn Information Technology m Computer Technician i Entrepeneur x scientistx student x as400 operator X Student
n IT m Student n% Student n Hotel Sales Rep x Software/SysAdmin x retired teacher m real property improvement
technician nx Engineer x small business x Student ) Student x casual workers x logicistics % Retired n Tech Support x
Sales x Manager n physicist n GIS/Planning Specialist u Volunteer Advocate for Persons with Disabilities A Webmaster
x% Telecommunications n student x Entertainment m Weld )x IT % Student x Certified Engineering Technician X Politics
r computer programmer n Computer Programmer nx nurse m attorney x student x Tech Executive m managment n
retired x clergy ) self/music % Executive x Retired n Editor r homemaker x Musician r Robotics Engineer )X police
lieutenant x Retired n disabled n curmudgeon % Teacher u Technician % College Prof u I&E Tech nx printing x Student x
physician % unemployed geek n Management x student x retired % serviceman m Registered Nurse u None r Student n
Cartographer n English Teacher abroad x civil service x folk artist x IT n Political researcher n automation-
electromechanical engineer m Manager n Information Technology n service tech. r Retired % Professional x retail n
Process Server x unemployed m homemaket x Program Manager m programmer m Sales & Marketign u Software
Developer u Bookkeeper u govt. employee m retired n Machinery repair x self employed n mechanic u Computer
Specialist x lawyer n software development x receptionist r web application development % Student u Engineer n
Consultant Oil & Gas exploration u unemployed % retired r Retired n self-employed x Self-employed x disabled x
Mechanic m Retired % Software engineer m financial advisor n pharmacist x Educator x computers r retired u engineer
x Designer x info systems m Spindlemaker/woodworker x Business owner u Therapist-retired Bapt Minitr u Software
Consultant x Computer Consultant m Systems Administrator n Gvt Contractor u poet x Aerospace x retired % IT
Consultant r retired teacher x Sales x Student x Maintenance x retired educator u Paralegal x teacher % Software
Engineer n disabled, not working x Retired r information technology m Retired u contractor n Student m investor X
Retired x retired m retired attorney x Retired AT&T m pharmaceuticals u grad. student n Pilot A Technical n Computer/
Network Engineer n retired n social services n Network Analyst % retired CIA "Pest Control Contractor" X self v
homemaker x Student x retired Political Consultant m Software Programmer o IT Management m lawyer m Secretary n
clerical n% lobbyist m Engineer % Engineer x mechanical engineer m plumber o retired n Retired n Education
Administration i retired x plumber u retired m Retired US Naval Aviator x Student x engineer n retired n data
administrator m Consultant x retired r guy % Writer x artist u MD o Student x information technology m writer X retired
n marijuana grower x contractor x Retired n retired o manufacturing n marketing x computer)% Retired Engineer m
Software Engineer x Professional Counselor x Retired m student x% Artist/Programmer x Sales Clerk % Locksmith n
Truck Driver n Consultant n Retired K oil/gas production v real estate n selfemployed m Photographer K Self employed
u Retired x scientist x RADIO MANAGER u Telecommunications K Truck Driver x truckdriver x teacher m Writer x
Writer x Technical Trainer x Relief & Development n Retired (Computers) x RETIRED % Freight Forwarder u Retired
n Writer m Business x self employed sales K Student / Slob m researcher (PhD) u semi-retired u student % Unemployed
x Retired bookseller x Systems Analyst x scientist (ret) n Plumber u ARTIST % Engineer x Homemaker n Nurse P
Financial Planner x Retired m Student n IT Consultant x Semi-retired receptionist m computer/telephony tech u
Marketing K ATCS K Student/Customer Service K Telecom Tech n accountant K police officer K Sales Rep u IT X Retired
K anything/nothing K Manufacturing n cable n IT o IT professional K Musician m Physician x Retired K part time data
entry r Retired service (electronics communications) mgr. K Designer x developer u Management x National Account
Manager x Information Technologies m Pipefitter x Engineer K electronics tech K technical K Student K ret x engineer K
self employed K regional manager K web programmer K mgmt. K Deputy Sheriff K Retired nx Computer n retired X
Computers K Retired K military (ret.) x Sales/Marketing K Sales A Housewife K Psychology/Metaphysics K attorney x
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H - No vote
voterefuse x didn't like the candidates. Hated the process how they were chosen. x it's compulsory here in australia a
forgot, to for odd fote example may,2002 m missed cut-off for absentee ballot % The next election is the first one I'm
eligible for. x I have have occasionally not voted for multiple multiple reasons % never missed since 1948 1 i missed one
election (i even vote in small local oneso because i was out of the country and forgot to get an absentee ballot before i
left m Away at college and didn't take the time to write-in m no choice m I'm a slakker! % I skipped the gubernatorial
election in Massachusetts the year Dukakis lost the governorship. His loss cured me of my apathy. u immature belief
that my vote doesn't count, I'm working on it. x missed 1 year due to work related issues o (1) Traveling and could not
get absentee ballot (2) No important issues x Too difficult and time consuming to keep up with the views of the
candidates. I do not feel that I can make an informed choice. n No x Disillusionment with all candidates and issues. r
not for the last 2 years. Reason? Our elections are a joke (See Florida 2000) m Forgot one local election once. Other than
that I've never missed an election. % late registration A no good choice of candidates m recent coming of age mail-in
ballot sent to me too late, slow x Sheer Disgust x previous criminal conviction x The voting is clumsy, not-credible, the
procedure is obtuse, and the ignorance prevaling. Once there is internet "people machine voting, i will vote. no good
candidates = no choice r Meaningless elections x presidential elections are a joke $ the local level is where you can make
a difference. o minor races with little knowledge of the candidates and no direct impact x Can you fix the question so it
makes sense? x I'm underage :( n Because I was too young! (Does this question mean voted in presidential elections, or
in any government election?) x It was a recent primary election. I was way too busy that day. % Lack of Confidence in
the system r Democratic vote in Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas doesn't seem to have much effect in past years. However,
I believe Tide is turning and I must vote to contribute to change. % The Online Massachusetts voting registration fouled
up my application. n I'm only seventeen. Once I turn eighteen (almost exactly 3 months and counting), I look forward
to exercising my democratic freedoms. I can't wait to vote. % Some off year elections in the 90's due to personal situatio
- not jail. n% restrictions on US citizens living overseas -- it is most difficult for this group to vote, although we are a
growing voter group. u didn't like any candidate x i stopped voting cause i got convicted of dwi persistant offender
(Missouri). i was released on probation after 120 days "shock" time. to tell you the truth i dont even knwo if i can legally
vote anymore. n age % No candidate to vote for. No party differences no candidate worth the effort x When my opinion
has no chances to win nx I don't have children or pay property taxes,so I don't vote in school board elections.I have been
cut from ZVoting rolls even though I hadn't moved ,on 2 occasions x Not of age. I would if I could. Until then I will try
to influence other people's votes. )x Missed absentee voter deadline while abroad. (have been in China since end of 02/
02, outside of one month home in summer of 02) A Stationed overseas and my absentee ballot didn't get to me in time.
x no cndidates worth voting for n Disillusion during the Vietnam Era. x moving and wasn't able to get registration
changed in time n Too busy working to get to polls ontime o Although I have voted in every election since I became
eligible (about 35 years worth), I may never vote again. In my state of NC, election results are falsified (openly, and by
general statute 163-123(f) which prohibits counting some votes cast for constitutionally eligible candidates by properly
registered voters). The incumbent party is so well entrenched that I do not believe they will be unseated by means of the
ballot. In general, all entities at all levels of government in the US, with very few exceptions, are engaged in
authoritarian practices for ends with which disagree. Voting represents participation in a corrupt system even if none
of the candidates I have voted for have ever been elected. u always m Note; We Vote In every primary and general
election ) I always vote, if for no other reason than to vote against the worst idiot in the race. m Unepectedly in the wrong
hemisphere x because it is a citizens duity to be informed and to vote % I have _never_ not voted. x apathy n I'm a
mother.... % Thus far, and I am 55, I have never voted because of views I developed during the 1960's, regarding
government corruption. My distrust of gevernment is total, and I refuse to be a part of the charade. % Fix this question
"If have have ever not voted, why?" to "If YOU have never voted, Why?" )x I am a green card holder and am not eligible
to vote yet for 2 more years. x I don't vote in Canada because voting by proxy is a pain in the ass. and I am not allowed
to vote here in the US. x many times.....why... .don't know.. .I've been a scrutineer of votes .but not a big voter. like to
maintain my objectivity m NO x No o Under the age of majority. n Out of town No issues or candidates for my district
on that particular ballot n one primary - already settled & no point in it; one school bond - wasn't publicised & didn't
know about it u Time constraint/Actually no choice in candidates. n Lack of a choice that was meaningful. n Yes. Simply
forgot on a busy day. x Yes. Out of the country and at sea x illness x ILLNESS x Yes, too young. u I always vote r the
electoral college votes for me... m minor elections which I either didn't care about or know enough about to vote
intelligiently. x I vote cause it is my duty as a citizen of the U.S.A. to vote. u makes no difference. the outcome is rigged
beforehand. u No m Inconvient, lack of interest n Becuase my registration form got lost :-( o No n Not a citizen x i've lost
hope in our system of two partys only o I didn't vote in the 6os n I did not vote while in the military because I did not
want my military experience to be reflected in my vote. Also, because jury lists are usually made from voter registration
lists. x A FREEDOM MEN DIED FOR AND I LOVE MY COUNTRY x Seems hopeless, futile x It hasn't happened yet. u
I did not vote in the Presidential election of 1972, due to my then-county's purging of the entirety of the voter rolls in
converting to computers. I could have re-registered before the election, but was miffed at how this was handled that I
did not. i I have not voted due to disgust at the choices. Never again. x I am an Australian, not a U.S. citizen. m no belief
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in national system x Have never missed an election. x 1984 General Election (Reagan v. Mondale) - both candidates
were unacceptable to me. ) hell I live in a state thats all repulicans would you vote much? % No Good Choices a AT 76,
AM FINALLY BEGINNING TO WONDER IF IT ISN'T FUTILE AS FEEL WE'RE ENDING THE FIRST OF THE THREE
"GOINGS". WE'VE DEVIATED SO FAR FROM WHAT I LEARNED THAT FEEL THERE IS LITI'LE CHANCE TO
RETREAT. u I went to school in a town that was 300 miles from my house. Every govenor election and Presidential
election was held at a time that would be inconvienent for me to drive home to vote. When I got out of school, I
registered in the towns I was living, but never made it to the polls. Kinda a lame ass reason, but it is what it is. I also
knew GW Bush would win Texas electorial vote, and that is all that matters (Much to the shigrin of Dem across the
country). a I always vote! x Minimal voting due to poor candidate selections. u Democrats, Republicans...they are all the
same. Politicians. There is rarely a choice worth voting for. a Out of Country, then voted via absentee ballot. I always
vote. m Didn't like any of the candidates. a not of the parties available have ever said anything to merit my vote. a The
candidates seemed indistinguishable. a No a No elections since I have been 18. a Company Relocation; didn't get re-
registered in time and didn't get absentee balot. a i missed one (that's all) local election in 52 years. i think i may have
been sick that day. a I don't believe I ever missed a ex felon n Illegal Alien a I am 27 years old, and find it very difficult
to find quality information on the local politicians and issues in my community. I have up until this point only voted in
elections in which I can be informed, which are basically the national elections due to the heavy media coverage and
scrutiny they receive. a (Btw, you need to edit the question as seen online) A Our political system works for the benefit
of the corporations - Not the people: The Republicans cut the taxes for the rich, the Democrats raise the taxes on the
middle class, and the poor get screwed by both sides. a Yes, apathy a Not US Citizen a n/a a Gave up in '84 - I'm always
on the losing side a Yes, when there are no choices worth having. a This country fails to see that people under the age
of 18 have an intellect. a I stopped voting because I found out that votes really do not count. The last White House
pResidential sElections proved this beyond a doubt. I found a source that always knows who will be the next sElected
one to be the White House pResident based on pre planned strategy on the new world order club. This source said that
Bush Sr. & Clinton would go for 2 terms & Bush Jr. was next for 2 terms. This is predetermined and there is no vote that
the public can cast to stop it as seen in the 2002 sElection. The new world order club got exposed with the junk that
came out in 2002 sElections so now they are preparing the scene so they can put George Jr back in for 4 more years.
They are starting to set up computerized voting methods that can be easily minipulated to make it look as though
George actually "won" this time. The decision has been pre-determined based on a hidden agenda of the new world
order club. I think that it was good that so many Amercans did vote in 2002 pResidential sElectionsbecause it helped
to expose the corruption of the voting process and many people were able to see that this junk is already set up
regardless of how they vote. Many eyes were opened to see that this has been going on for years in the "land of the free".
I commend this site and others for their work to expose this corruption. Keep up the good work and I pray that God will
execute righteousness and justice for all who are oppressed. a Only miss voting when it has been unavoidable, such as
being out of the country, and even then, only if I have not been able to arrange to vote absentee. a local school board
elections; after my kid graduated; never missed statewide or national election since 1953 x small local elections
sometimes don't seem important enough to take the time. a underage x Unintentional oversight, disgust over the
options or lack of interest in ballot measures in that particular election... a Conflicting schedules A I always vote....local,
state, federal a under age at the time a Felony conviction for stealing 2 cars. a I have voted in every election since I
turned 21 nearly 40 years ago. a I was registered in Delaware and they never sent me my out of state ballot when I was
in California. a All canidates equally bad a N/A a underage a age a abolutely no one of importance, or I din't know jack
shit about the issues x no faith in system a wILL PROBABLY NOT VOTE IN THE FUTURE BECAUSE I BELIEVE ALL
THE POLITICIANS ARE LIARS AND DISHONEST TO SAY THE LEAST a Before the Reform Party - I never voted.
Since the party came to light, I've been voting since. I will not vote for the two main parties. a intervening circumstances
a Gave up voting after Democrats starting catering to the left wing. I am a liberal, but I understand that we have to have
a candidate that talks like a centrist. Starting voting again when Clinton ran. If the Constitution didn't prevent it, he
could have won 4 terms, and I would have voted for him all four times. a I did not want to vote for any candidates that
were running for office. a No need to comment, lol a Not 18. a illness, work, lack of interest x Only when both candidates
were the same as Bush/Gore - no point a When I was in my 20S in the military, I did not vote on every election cycle
because I did not start the absentee voting process soon enough. a away working a out of town a I don't care for the
politicians who have run for office. a 1984 moved to new district forgot to re-register in time. x When I traveled for
construction, I would miss some votes a Out of state. a Yes - because I worked overtime and could not get to the pols.
But I also considered not voting in the 1996 elective cycle because I was so disgusted with the Welfare Reform bill and
both party's bloodied hands that were in it. a "If have have ever not voted, why?" is not correctly written. a new to area
a If I want someone to win an election, I vote for him. How else would he win? Besides, I wouldn't have much right to
complain about the government, if i didn't vote. a I voted once, I no longer vote...its a fallacy, permeated by our
government to give the common man an idea that his or her vote counts..it was quite evident last election.. only
electorial votes really matter a unacceptable choices a VoteScam a Never been of voting age at election time. X I missed
one municipal election a few years ago because everyone was unopposed a I have missed election dates a in a coma for
3 months a Was never registered. And never think to register until its too late for an election. I will vote in this
upcomming election. a no one worth it a I have never been eligible to vote in any constituency or riding. x Not a citizen.
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x I will only vote if there is a choice worthy of my support. x i dont know enough about the political situation. A Not yet
legal voting age x I always vote, haven't missed since I became a Libertarian x none of the candidates garnered by
support m underage % Local Issues with no real choices. m Because I left the country on business and didn't have time to
register as an absentee voter. n 1)local elections of which i wasn't informed well enough to vote, 2) presidential elections
I thought were hopelessly one-sided (Reagan's) x moved and didn't get re-registered in time because was dsitracted by
health problems. m In hospital m lazyness I guess - did not thimnk it would make a difference atthe time, I was much
younger then. n I believe it does not matter who is elected, they are all crooked n YOUTHFUL IGNORANCE u twice
because of illness r NO! m Moved and lost absentee ballot. m I can't remember when I did not vote in a general election
x candidates not worth my time! x I've missed a few primaries and school board elections but no state or federal
elections o One time my absentee ballot didn't get to me in time.... 1967 Veitnam m Yes Polls closed before I could get
there I Only one candidate running in almost every race % every year since i was 21 years old....i consider it my duty to
vote... m never A Voted every chance I've had. % i dosent matter sometimes. Also, if we have complete idiots in office, we
should also blame the people that voted them in, i cannot be blamed in that aspect. x I have voted many times, but not
in your country n No interes u yes - if I feel I have no real choices x No candidate has ever been honest or devout enough.
x Was prevented by late ballots while stationed overseas in US Army -- state of residence was Oklahoma, whose laws for
absentee ballots intentionally excluded proper time limit for overseas voters. % Not old enough to vote , American
residential alien without voting power. m I am not yet 18. v sickness m no good canidate to vote for n Always voted, never
miss, x I have ALWAYS voted since I turned 18 in 1980. My sufferagate sisters demand it ... x Just became eligible x I
only just recently turned 18, and haven't seen fit to do so in the minor elections that've occured so far. A I will be able to
vote for the first time next election ) Not 18. n Out of country m I'm afraid of voting machines. I think they are alien mind
control devices. It's the only logical explanation... n Stated finally in 1988 got fed up with my own apathy, yelling at the
TV, and finally did something about it for once. x I have never missed voting at an election. I started when I was
eighteen and still vote at every election. x No x Because Tuesday is an odd day to vote and I occasionally forget. M No
big elections in the time since I've turned 18 u frustration with the "tweedle-dum, tweedledumber" style of politics %
NOTE - THIS QUESTION HAS A TYPO x Have not been of legal age; registered July 5th, 2003. 1 Only once, due to
missing reg. deadline after moving to new area. Have been otherwise registered since turning 18. x Did not want to be
called for jury duty x once, just moved to a new state at the time. m Not being well enough educated about issues or
candidates. It is often difficult to discover all of the information when one lives in Montana. Oregon is much better
suited for information on political issues. x feel helpless to change the system. x Living outside of US. X I Just became
a US citizen in March 2002 so I have voted every time I could ) Didn't like the candidates. x under age. n forgot to get
an absentee ballot x If have have ever not voted, why? (You have a typo)Apathy, no good choices. I occasionally vote on
local issues. x Living out of country. x see above political party A rarely n forgot ) I've skipped primary votes when locals
are not even contested and no referendum involved x I don't turn 18 until august m No difference between the 2 partys
r just became of age % I refuse to validate a flawed system such as the one currently in place by taking part in it. When
power is returned to an educated populance I'll take part. (On a related note, keep up the good work. Our country needs
more people like the ones who made this website to help restore the faith in those like myself.) x Could not figure out
who would be the lesser of two evils. x Didnt really care, no sound alternative choice to the two parties. x I have missed
some local, "off-cycle" elections. x If have have ever not voted, why?(you have a typo) no good choices, don't trust many
politicians x I always vote m I have just turned 18. c Once, I was very busy and it was a small municipal election-I forgot!
u Lack of suitable candidates m I probably will not vote again unless there is a viable 3rd party candidate, such as
Browne, Buchanan, etc. n I always vote x Too young n havn't missed an election in over 30 years x A recent move once
stopped me from registering in time. r I was not politically informed at that time, but have since made it a priority. x
Some local elections for minor issues. That plus work schedules, occasionally prevented my casting a ballot. r Does not
matter, all fraud. r Can't imagine not voting. x "too busy"...ahem... % I had to stop voting when I learned "voting" was
only for US Citizen, and that/how I am *not* a US Citizen, my not having been born in, residing or working in the
United States (defined by statute as only being the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Gaum, etc., and not the 50
sovereign states). u always, except some local issues T of little interest or waste of time. x Yes, moved and didn't register
in time. o I stopped voting 8 years ago....distrust of system x ONLY IF I'M HOSPITALIZED n lack of relevent candidates,
insecurity of information in voter registry, out and out fraud in vote counting/collection. "Those who vote decide
nothing, those who count the votes decide everything." -Stalin. x not registered in time; out of the country A Not a
citizen (ioy resident) x no choice I'd be interested in % Wasn't familiar enough with the local candidates positions on
issues. o i'm not a citizen. m Registration now means jury duty also. As a consultant I can not afford the time. It used to
be that you could claim a hardship, but no more. So I buy the books and contribute to the people and causes that I agree
with in the hopes that their works can influance more voters to vote the way I would. ) no realistic choice x Face it, it
makes no difference. T Not in the US, not anywhere else. x No m The choice of candidates in the UK palls. The
conservatives are way too conservative, Labour are now also too conservative and the Lib Dems are too ill-defined and
insubstantial to do anything about the situation. x I spent 13 years in prison and on parole. I have also missed some
local votes due to illness u overseas at the time A No good choice o travelling n no, always vote n I do not believe in
voting- just to cast a vote. I have never felt, in my lifetime, that candidates adiquately addressed the real issues. A
conscience m Failed to register when I moved r In transition such as moving or being transfered to a new base m The
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voting center that I am required to go to can only be accessed by car. From the hours of 8a-6p, this is all metered
parking, heavily policed. Everyone I know who has gone to vote received a $30 parking ticket. Additionaly, I have also
been out of town. n They made the parking lot of the school a gun free zone and I could not leave my sidearm in the
vehicle to go vote. u no choice ) I just voted for the first time in the 2000 presidential election...just stupid I guess...never
thought my vote counted! x I missed one election due to an unexpected business trip one november. u Ran out of time
to get to polls. $ occasionally couldn't figure out the lesser of the two evils. % Sheer laziness. a twice -left work too late
a Preferred candidate withdrew u Some Primaries I have not voted in because none of the candidates were not my
choice. a Local elections where both candidates are worthless, what's the point? a Health issues; apathy about those
running. m Out of town on that 1 day A N/A n Yes, only for local elections when I was overseas. u Out of Country Expat
situation u NO! a Disgusted with the entire political process and have decided to spend any extra time i have with my
kids rather than waste it on researching voting records. a scheduling conflicts a I feel it important for republican
conservatives to be in power because if they are not, democrats and especially liberals could destroy the great America
we have today. a All the choices were bad a I have not voted at times in protest. In order not to lend implicit legitimacy
to whomever gets elected. If there are no candidates that coincide with my ethical convictions, then I usually won't vote.
a I couldn't get to the polls that day. x Not a citizen x Generally feel that elected officials pay no mind to the public.
However, after a recent experince I am writing my legislators almost weekly, They may not vote as I would but they will
know my name, even if they associate it with "asshole" a once because i moved and didn't register in the new area in
time for the election. a When I was younger, I had no interest in local elections. I vote in all elections now though. a
Absent from Australia..... Tramping through some North Idaho Canyons. a lived overseas & absentee ballots were
almost impossible to get. a "Democracy is two wolves and a lamb voting on what to have for lunch." Ben Franklin x
Game is fixed. CBS computers change the vote to what our puppetmasters want. Local fraud is also massive that makes
Mexican elections look clean. a Waste of time--candidates same old, same old--little difference between them a maybe
some small local elections, just because I forgot or I was out-of-town. a not old enough A No worthwhile candidates. $
Didn't know about election (primary). a I felt that I had too little knowledge of the candidates to make an informed
decision. x If I miss a vote, it's because I don't feel informed enough about the candidate or issue. a Not able to get to
polls due to work, other responsibilities. a The one time I didn't vote it was because I arrived at what turned out to be
the incorrect polling place too near closing time to make it to the correct polling place. a Not a US citizen a i wasn't old
enough, and i was out of the country without an absentee ballot a I can not support tyrany x Felon a No a huh? a yes -
was out of state NAM x Election didn't matter. For example my present state holds primaries very late, after everything
of significance has been decided. x Once, I was unable to get to the voting booths before they closed that night. A The
system is in trouble! Clinton was one of the best Republican presidents ever. Yet he was voted in as a democrate. It
seems like regardless of which of the two major parties is in the White House, the same agenda is pushed. It's just a
question of which angle they will use. a I have not voted at times because it is a hollow excercise with choice between
dweedledee and dweedledum, which is to say no choice at all. Voting in what may now be rigged elections as the only
way for citizens to participate in their goverance is a farce. a I was sick. a I missed local elections just having got tied up
on a Tuesday with no particular interest in people or issues associated with the election day (except for that one school
bond issue...Tch) a note: your form has a typo on this question "If have have ever not voted, why?". My answer is: I have
never not voted. a Out of country, or some municipal election. a i strategicly vote, rarely forrepublicrats, & only to keep
certain issues in public discourse a Last-minute emergency travel beyond deadlines for obtaining ballot a I do not note
on uncontested a No A 2002 election, ny dmv neglected to register me to vote. albany dmv confirmed I checked the box
to register to vote on my drivers license application, but they neglected to process it. x poor candidates a Yes. Disgust
with choice of candidates and platforms. a Poor choices (why pick for the lesser of the evils) a I often don't participate
in local elections if I don't think I will be staying in that city for very long (I move around a lot) as it doesn't seem
appropriate to vote on something that will not affect me. a Underage. x Apathy. I did not vote in the fist 5 elections after
I reached voting age. It was around age 23 that I started to become politically engaged. a Never Not Voted! a NEVER x
No issues on ballot (when the ballot has only one candidate per office, it isn't really an election. Political parties do not
need me to rubber stamp their pathetic slates. a Change of address submitted too late. a no one to vote for 1 faulty
system a No longer vote, I do not wish to be a party to that which is so inheirently evil. a As the years go by, I become
more and more convinced that choosing "the lesser of two evils", is in fact a consistent choice for evil. a When I first
started to vote the residency requirements were fairly long and I had moved (twice) in periods which prevented me from
voting in the new district. a yes, lack of interest x Don't want to serve on Jury Duty a Was not old enough a I've probably
missed a local election or two. a There is evidence to support a conclusion that at the level of Congress and above,
popular votes simply do not matter. Furthermore, above a local level, there is evidence to support a conclusion that
those elected are not oriented towards "the people," but rather themselves. In both cases, it is clear that the system
ensures that only certain groups may successfully place a candidate, and that is reason enough to not participate in the
sham. a A lack of time a In Louisiana, due to the open primary, there may not be any Democrats on the ballot. I have
voted for a republican only once and that was over 28 years ago. x was not yet a citizen a In the hospital A Yes. Fed up
with politics as usual a n/a a Yes, I have decided to NOT vote on occassion. Sometimes it's due to the depressing choice
between "Dumb" or "Dumber" in Presidention elections. Instead of agonizing over such a decision, I might decide to
save myself a trip to the polls. What happens more often, is that I'll go to the polls to vote on local issues and for local
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I - Influences
influences m i) Money; 2)Blackmail x money x Duh. Money. m Press, PACs (not necessarily a bad thing). x lame media
% Money, politcal favors n Money and relationships x Money, race, education (or lack thereof) o money 1 ideology n
Lobbyists u Money as speech!! I do not believe money/support/etc should be allowed for any office in which the
person/supporter/etc cannot vote for said office or position. m Lobbying Groups Corporations Polls m money x
Money Momentum r big business lobbies n public opinion, to get re-elected and money to influence the elections
Money Lobbyists (money) Public opinion (only when the public is aroused about an issue) x big business pacs
MONEY m Money T Contacts (Who you know) Affiliations Ambition x MONEY... x money, money, money!!! x
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ m laws, individual personal interestsx PAC money, public relations, how good people
look on television x Big Buisness cash for reelection. The opinons of the rich (those overlap, obviously) Broad-based,
grass-roots campaigns m money and ideology A Lobbyists (for all types of organizations); individuals when working in
ad hoc groups; individuals n Money, money, money % Big biz / PACs x Long term personal interest and personal
philosophy usually. This is modified by significant short term exigencies or expediencies. x PC thinking, Liberals x
wealth and power x money-greed u Funding Sources Lobbyists $ political parties voters x money x Schools and
News Media u Money, ego. x money m Special Interest Groups and their money n Money m money x MONEY & POWER
x Corporate America. 1-Money 2-Money 3-Money n $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ x right now? money, corporationsx Money,
Groups like AARP, Teachers, Unions x money corporations size of voting group (ie senior citizens) X Corporate
donations; Short attention span of the electorate; Fear of the swing voter. money. r Voting x business lobbying groups
religious lobbying groups 1 public opinion polls A Money Public prominence Elderly PACs A Money x money m
Corporate money Private money x public opinion x Access to information, Access to actual records on the economy)%
Corporations % Big Money and Corporations x Regrettably PACs x Corporate influences, lobbyists, the Internet,
selfishness, power, greed x monetary contributions x Money x Corporate money i moneym money and conspiracies. x
Unfortunately, the biggest influence is corporate money m Corporations. They have the money, they control the laws. A
money, company interests u money x Money, corporate lobbying, religious ideology n Daily Newspapers x corporations
unions $ media, media, Media x Corporations. x money m money x money and power o special intrest groups that
donte much money u money power x cash infusion/bribery from large corporations and funds 1 voting lobby blocks
from aging people 1 voting blocks from christian interests m War; the cost of getting re-elected and the resulting
influence of the wealthy; businesses devoted near-entirely to extracting money from government and government
officials dependant upon these business for re-election; slanted news media u the exchange of cash and party lines x
money x money,political organization, secret influence through the use of sub audio influence o unsuspecting citizens
m Money and Religion x Federal reserve system x $$ from military-industrial-corporate complex x money power I
greed u money, greed, power r What should be important, or what is? Right now it seems to be money. This is not good.
r Unfortunately the corporate controled media and the LACK of education and understanding of the electorate. Clever
appeals to fears, hates and emotions by demogagues. x Campaign finance contributions u Money Cronyism A $$$$,
quid pro quos, favors, doing the right thing r The people should be - money, influence, and reelection ARE. X money,
greed, media x Money, money and moneyx Past Actionsx Television and Radio m Sadly, soft money. It is an influence
that is going to keep growing since the bill counteracting it's undue influence was gutted by the GOP. x money,lobbying
= institutionalize bribery == any developing country % media m money A Corporate Financing u Cash, soft money,
lobbies x Money r campaign contibutors voters x money X money, money, money x apathy, ignorance, myth, dis-
information, wealth, ownership x Pouplar Culture o money, big business m Lobying and greed m corporations x 1.
Money + Lobbyist 2. Foreign Countries 3. Other... m big media, especially television news x money o - Corporation's
ability to "vote" with $s x businesses/lobbyists with lots of money x corporations, religion, lobbying groups with money
(as opposed to low on funding) and large membership A Money & Power x Political Pork, re-election concerns X Big
Business, Religion, o Money and the Media x Money x Spin control liars lobby g money, power, prestige x money m
Money A money u mostly money and security right now. corporations are the most important economic concern of the
process at this point, as is money in general. security and defense are another big one. perceived threats from other
nations/entities are important too. x $ x Moneyn Hard cold cash n money n $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$ A Unfortunately greed and blackmail. It sure would be great if our politicians were everyday average (somewhat
educated but no degree required) citizens that serve a short term and return to private life. While in office there main
goal should be to strictly adhere to the restrictions of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. A The election of George
W. Bush n Citizen's desires x Short term: Money and the media Long term: Education A $ x Personal greed n Money
m money & power x Money, greed, winning. u Big business, money, secret societies m Money, power, sex... n Money r
Gaining control of Congress u Corporate money, pay offs, bribes, corrupt politicians n Please rephrase the previous
question. I DO NOT think "government employees" is what you mean, in any case I do not think these things are my
business per se. I do think you mean "elected officials"...in which case I think it is all relevant, all the way back to birth
m money u it should be the constitution x lobiests r Big business, special interest groups m Money ,Pressure(the squeeky
wheel gets the grease and subconscious group psychology o The people...but they are not currently very inflential. X
Money, money, money, the media (including web), popular opinion, and individuals with money and power. In some
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cases, the Constitution. n party conformity x MONEY, period. u money money money and corporate interests A greed
and power A money/greed i LOBBIESTS r Campaign contributions, religious affiliations o money, media, big business,
god m $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ money u money m MONEY & POWER! Politicians' job is to get reelected. Most are
bought and paid for these days. u Campaign Contributions Religion lobbyists, personal contacts or business
affiliations % Power, Power, Power o money n money, money, and money. x incumbent re-election, bogus crises n (1)
Money and opinions of Jewish or Zionist interests. Ariel Sharon thinks he controls the US political process. They got
Cynthia McKinney thrown out of office. (2) CFR/Bilderberg/Illuminati/Rockefeller. Globalists trying to take control
of the US for their own world-controlling nefarious purposes. (3) Neocons led by Mr. Kristol and Perle. Taking us
down the primrose path to endless war. No thank you. (4) US corporate-controlled Media, filtering out and dumbing
down what the great majority of the US audience sees/knows about the news including the political news. Over-
centralized corporate domination of the media means that only one point of view on political events gets disseminated.
Real alternative ideas are ignored. Alternative politicians such as Green Party candidates who have completely different
non-mainstream solutions to problems are Ignored. Truly important issues are Ignored. Joe in the street is kept
ignorant. x Paid lobbyists and personal preference of those in office (instead of the the majority of the ppl they represent
if the opinions differ between the two). i openess % lobbyist m Internet, television, radio m Lobbists & foreign
governments u Lobbyists/Corporations doing business with the Government m lobbist n MONEY m Progressive taxation
is anathema, the power to destroy. The blindness of omnibus spending bills that prevent us from knowing what they
voted for, and why. r I've thought about this quite a lot and I'm afraid to say I have no way of telling. A money, special
interests, electoral cycle, m $$$$ x Money from special interests is not only the most important influence on the US
Political Process, but it is also the greatest threat to our democracy. x Money. Way far down the line in importance is
political philosophy. money special interests n Unfortunately, saving face, political correctness, and money x
Money. Money. Money. Ego. x Money,Lobby groups,Corporate Monopolies,Big Unions,NRAAARP,Big Law firms x
Lobbyists, special interest groups seem to have the most sway with the government n money and reputation)% Corporate
contributions, Soft money contributions, the Religious Right, r Money, Influence, Potential Employment later, Photo
Ops n Money.)% Lobbyists and other givers of campaign money. n Moneyn THE PRESS, SOCIAL SECURITY m money,
money, money, desire to control others beliefs and behaviors in the extreme, and personal gain regardless of negative
consequences to others. x Big money,(the wealthy) lobbiest, large corporations x Lobbyists, especially some foreign n
money u money spent on research to influence government policy. x Lawyers x Special interests, followed by citizen
phone calls/email/letters u Currupt Media u The network of old fraternity brothers, once partying together in the Ivy
League schools ... nowthey are CEO's and President and in control of most major corporations. They are Reaganesque
in their economic actions, sacrificing the good of millions of average-income Americans for their corporate income
statements to look good. It's a giant contest in the Billionaire's Boys Club to see who can cut the most out of
companies budget - but they are laying off people to do it. x PACs, Lobbying, The desire for elected reps to stay elected
(career polititians). n MONEY, and money only! Bob Dylan said in an old song "money doesn't talk, it swears". % Money,
and knowing the 'right' people, in addition to who gives big money to the candidate. The voters are irrelevant. Sad.
We remember when President Truman took office. No one who is middle class could run for dog catcher any more. m
MONEY MONEY MONEY MONEY MONEY x Big business a NWO n Money x AIPAC x BIG BUSINESS Concerns X
news reports m Historical: Plato's Republic n National news media, voter input. m money, religion, politics,who known
% Special interest groups. x MONEY, OIL, RELIGION, MEDIA n Lobby $$ A Special interests x money n the voice of
the citizens of the US r money A Media, Money, Control x big business, especially military/industrial X Money runs all
% Money (Corporate) m Big Corportate Money-obviously. Extremist right wing conservatives. m Illuminati, Council on
Foreign Relations, Bildebergers, Vatican x Money, cash, dough,moolah,dinero... you get the picture X Money, Money,
Money m money n lobiest x money power n Global corpororate policy. Desire to keep the status quo. x $ m money r
PACS m Climbing the power structuren Duty n Money, Power x tv u Media n Money o greed & assuaging enough voters
to be elected, regardess of the politician's personal views m LOBBYIST INDUSTRIES x Money, natural resources,
business connections. o Corporations a CORPORATE AND MEDIA DOMINATION. m Political Action Committees,
Lobbyists g Lobbyists, Money from big business and Wall Street, News media u Campaign funding u MONEY A money
seems to be what talks all politico systems these days x PAC funds, corporate donations, foundation donations and
lobbyist. m Money. n corporate sponsorship of election campaigns corporate lobbies mainstream media (potentially
important, anyway))% special intrest groups ie, unions of all types,trial lawyers, teachers unions and most of all money!
% Television news media. x Unfortunately, money, personal enrichment after/during service, trading of favors between
business and gov't. x $$$ and lawyers % MONEY o Corporations x 1 $ 2 $ 3 $ m Corporate interests seem to be the
sole influence on our government anymore. % Money! The haves make it and the have nots don't. The haves are
interested in keeping the money flowing thus the common person who are the have nots do not benefit from the political
process due to what money can buy. x money, power, access, knowledge n $$$ m by important i assume you mean the
ones who have the most leverage and i would say that reflects anyone who has a large amount of money (be it
corporations, individuals, etc) u $$$$$ m PACS % money. ambition. x 1. Monetary contributions to parties. 2. Cosy
relationships between business and government (e.g. Cheney & Haliburton). 3. Keeping dealings secret or otherwise
out of the spotlight. % The money put forth by special interest groups and small but vocal religious groups. X corporate
money, corporate money, political parties, print media, radio media, TV Media x Money, Money and MO MONEYsx the
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potency of the Vote m Economy National News Media. Special Interest Money. t Global Corporations. x
you,me,everyone? not so, huh? should be but it's not. o There is none m money x money x Money,Religion,Political
party,Media x Activist judges; Executive Orders by Presidents; and CONGRESS NOT READING PROPOSED
LEGISLATION BEFORE VOTING AND PASSING IT. m Money,Money,Money x A well informed (NOT manipulated)
public. u The lobbiest and the political parties. n Money r Money. Corporate and Business Interests. Ideology. x
News media, paper and tv A Liberals lying on news programs x PAC money, partisan ideology, cultural factors x money,
power m Large Business m campaign financing )x Money m personal relationships, money (unfortunately) n Money and
any other currency of power. x lobbyists,Money x Special interest groups and the media. m Money and ideology n
Personal greed for power and money o money x 1) "conventional wisdom" as stated by foundations and think tanks.
2) political campaign donations r Money t Social linteractiona money and corporate support r bribery, greed, and fear
A Moneyx money m pac's x The "party system" and influence garnered by seniority or appointment x Corporate special
interests and their money backing it up ) Big business. x Money n fear laziness fear t apathy fear t I find it amazing
that under previous presidents we have been encouraged to not be afraid. "We have nothing to fear, but fear itself, or
something like that, I believe. But not today, Today it is "look out for the boogie man everywhere". Today the fear
mongers are in control. r money, religion, social position x money % All educators and all of the fourth estate x money
and the media u money & croneyism x Big money. Money buys advertising which buys votes which keeps them in office.
x( money and vested corporate interests u Cash x the amount of financing a candidate is able to garner in order to be
elected x Money, corporate entities n The consistent and (Public) erosion of the US Constitution, -Bill of Rights,-
Separation of Church State. Worst of all the resent actions of the Suprem Court, from 1960 to present.)% Money from
various lobbyist and special interest groups m Idelogy, money, Quest for power ie. Clintons x PACs r Corporate
Influence, Special interest (big oil, bg tobacco), Anybody with deep enough pockets, All of Bush's Cronies A Unfortunatly,
Money and these days fear x Corporate and Special Interest Lobbies x Corporations - and until we do away with their
right to be protected by the Bill of Rights, our political system will continue to decline until there is no democracy. M Big
corporate lobbyist-- particular detroit auto industry, pharmaceutical lobbyist, companies that benefit from war (GE,
halliburton, etc.), companies that need oil (exxon, chevron, texaco) x corporate money x Money Money 1 Money)%
Cable TV news, The Internet m money, corporate interests x power, idealism x Money o Money x money and big
business big business and money m Money (PACs) Polls A World Bankers A Lobbyists/PACs... which are not
necessarily good... I think they suck!!! x money x I think the news media is one of the most important infuences on the
US political process, because it is really the only method of accountability that the government has to the people of the
US. The problem with that is the News is like any other TV program, and their content is based upon their ability to sell
advertising time. I beleive this leaves many important events and issues unreported, in addition to the potential for the
various News outlets to need to hold back information for fear of slander\libel prosecution. x Large campaign
contributions A The desire to attain & retain amassed power, personal and institutional x "The People" n networks of
influence g Lack of education in rational thinking and in the political process among the majority of the citizens. u The
political process is influenced by special interest groups. The importance of these groups is debatable but any group
with enough members and money can and does influence the political process. x Egos x money and polls x money,
special interest groups, transnational corporations x multinational corporations who finance candidates and pacs X 1.)
Money 2.) Money 3.) Money i The shadow government, which runs the dark side of politics. I think every elected
official be held accountable to the people and removed if not doing his/her job x Money, Money and Money m (Above
question is vague: What kinds of employees? I should to know a lot more about the President than about the guy who
cleans his bathroom.) Most important influences are campaign donations and bribes, corporate interests, media
slant, and educational system (If the populace isn't educated, they're easier to hoodwink.) x corporations % lobbyists,
money, reelection, occasional substantive issues x Money x Money and self-interest o Important to the polititians -
Special Interest groups and large donors. x moneyx moneym Left wing radicals in the Democratic Party and Right wing
radicals in the Republican Party. x I am cynical enough to suspect that money/power is what drives the US political
process. I have no delusions of altruism anymore. No different than what drives global politics. g information x money
n the Conservatives ) greed r $$$$$$$$$$$$$ % everything except what matters most,and they are the people of this
country. x Money, personal power r Money unfortunately Ideology over thought r media, lobbyists, interest groups r
Money, Power. Personal agrandizment x campaign finance, caucuses m VOTING is the most important influence on the
US Politics .... and don't forget nepotism. m money n Money, money, money r PACS, money and re-election. X
government bureaucracies I frivolous lawsuits $ environmentalism x i) corporations (and their lobbyists) 2) wealthy
individuals (top 2% or so) 3) special interest groups who can afford to hire lobbyists 4) party affiliation/loyalty of
representatives & executives (they seem to toe the party line rather than think/act for themselves) X political interest
groups ngo's think tanks money n $ n MONEY, influence, power o money m i wish it was the will of the people, but
unfortunately it's lobbyists and PACs r Money, Lobbyists, Religous Manipulators x Public Opinion x Greed, t Greed 1
Greed Greed r( money x Attacks on the constitution by both parties, the justice dept. and the supreme court. Buying
political favors and protecting criminal CEO's who are friends and contributors. x Information availability. E.G., media
presentations... x Money r PAC money n group psychology u What should be or what is? Should be: the People. Is: Big
Business and Corporations, Big Money u the new world order club t the effects of the racist ideologies of zionism white
supremacy r money and greed x On the negative side-Wall Street. On the positive side-independent internet news and
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a few reporters left in the traditional media who are not afriad to tell the truth. x In my mind, by far the largest single
influence on the US political process is the will of the voters. I believe that with small exceptions, the political process
is the one that the voters have requested, either explicitly, through voting patterns and communication with elected
leaders, or implicitly, through lack of participation and lack of monitoring representatives' performances. The only
other factor that I think can push the electorate somewhere that it doesn't want to go are the rules of democratic
participation, e.g., the Supreme Court's decision that money equals speech. u corporate and large pac campaign
contributions % News media n PACs; It certainly isn't the common US Citizen. n Money m Interest groups, Money n
voters n Money, religious groups, PAC's x PAC's, Lobbies, n Money n It SHOULD be the voters and the Constitution.
In reality it is special interest groups. i excessively large corporations and the organizatinos they spawn r spin A
Special interest lobbing groups. % Lobbyists, PACs, Big Business x corruption and the link to the United Nations and
tendency toward One WOrld Government. x money n pressure from the party leaders, insatiable desire to continue as
a member of a poer structure that requires the inconvenience of having elections periodically. n lobbyists, business and
"influential people,"the threat of dooming apolitical career n EDUCATION, at alllevels andforms. I COMMUNICATION,
of information to public. x The Bill of rights. Don't step on my rights! x Unfortunately, it's the dollar and quid pro quo
politics rather than doing what is genuinely best for the country 'as a whole'. n campaign contributions, special interest
lobbies, the media (in that order) u Money)% Lobbyists, although it should be constituents. x Money A Money A media
n PAC money from the cheap labor lobby. n money, corporate and special interest lobby n corporations with money
Lobbyists Polls Political advisors n Rich people who give them money, their chances of getting re-elected, which is
based mostly on their money nx Lobbists; media - especial TV and AM radio; campaign contributions; desires of
corporations; and religious groups n Liberal Press and Broadcast TV Newsrooms n $$$$$$$$$$ n Lobbyists x
Corporate control of the government through campaign finance and interchanging of government officials and
corporate officials. x Big Business nx Money and a sleeping media m television news, political consultants n Money;
Special Interest Groups; and Congressional "insider trading" (eg: how the spouse benefits from what their elected
spouse does in public office, for example Diane Feinstein's husband or Colin Powell's son at the FCC, or Mrs. Dashel in
the airline industry). x preserving political party power bases and maintaining economic superiority over the rest of the
world. n Privet sector donations, influence of lobbyists, voting record with cross references on donations, illumanti
type alumni, friends/family members with financial interests local and abroad, and maybe some kind of honesty record
like campaign promises made than broken etc.. n Money x Corporations-Period n voting, lobbyists, media n Money. n
money, money, and money n money, money, money u People and money (sometimes people with money) X Money,
public opinion, constitutional requirements and limitations, fairness and justice, history n Campaign Contributions
Economy Interns Madison Avenue - Ad Media n Large interest groups (i.e: NRA, Pharmaceutical industry,
Christian Coalition, etc) x Media x money, re-election, what the president thinks, "security" and the 911 disease x
Lobbyists buying votes % Money, Money, Money n money from large business x political correctness x should be the
welfare of the nation...in reality party power comes ahead of all else % Money, information and access. % Media,
Corporate money, Oil, n Lobbyists, period! n lobbyists and money n lobbyists, campaign contributions, media coverage
n MONEY FROM SOURCES WHO WILL HAVE EVEN MORE MONEY IN THE FUTURE x money n who you know n
Money (greed), power, prestige n Money and Fuel n Money n Corporate power is firghtening. as a church attending
christina, I would say the chrsitian religious right is a close second, then the media - frightenbing for me is tht they are
owned by some of the richest and most conservative people around. m Election results, endorsements/ recommendations
by those in office, voice of the people n media (news, commentary and paid advertising) n special interest groups with
the most money 3x Money n special intrest groups nx Money, unfortunately. And voter apathy. x Sadly, it's money. n Safe
guarding American Government from Europian style Socialism. m If important means powerful then big money-lobby
groups have the most influence.If you mean how I think it should be, then character should have a much more
important influence than it presently does. We have way too many politicians and too few statesmen. A Money x Money
Media n Information that should be open are MILITARY RECORDS, esp. GWBs. (Goes with previous question). I
Israel T US politics are influenced by MONEY--big money from big corporations who get what they want by making
political contributions. The NRA has had too much political influence and now corporate media has too much as well.
u unfortunately, money u closed-door-meetings, Voting surveys, media feedback A Retention/expansion of voter base,
money, ethical standards. u Considering the fact that the so-called Supreme Court made the decision to allow George
to enter office, I would have to say them n Money followed closely by Money m Money, Loudness A money and political
campagain controbutions. n Money n Banking and Finance n Don't understand the question. m the desire to be re-
elected x GOP tries to hide our growing poverty by borrowing money. GOP in league with major media outlets - Fox
News, MSNBC, Rush Limbaugh. Using lies to appeal to voters hot buttons, rather than their logic. x Fear and money
i Oilindustrie cum Armsindustrie n Lack of voter knowlege and participation Money Non Elected Presidential
advisors and appointees n MONEY, and media pressure A Money. Money and power is the single concern of 95% of our
elected politicians. u Lobby, economy, press x money power nx Cash, Business and economic interest tend to
dominate. n money and polls r money r ability to get things done u News media n Lobbyists, special interest groups
and money. n t v n Money n Corporate Donations Strong political afiliations. Mostly due to the republican/democratic
party system n The desire of elected officials to maintain their offices. x money, religious zealotry nx Corporate Money
m money n Money o voters x money power x Power (gained by pandering to special interest groups) Money n big
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business x World events, the economy, party platforms x Lobbyists, money, power x what the people want % Money n
Money Money Money u media money certain individuals x Money, money, money, and personal quest for power.
m media x Corporate finance in campaigns.. .arrogance attaching to election to office... .apathy on the part of voters
(they're all crooked, why vote?)...lack of accountability for electeds x Lobby groups, self-interest, greed A PACs,
Lobbyists, Corporate Influence x Lobbyists u corporate money n The demands of society. n physical beauty, money,
level of fame x Money n money x Money, keeping the status quo, and lobbyists. o Citizen input r Money! n vox populi
u business interests x money, votes n For the US Representatives to just speak and think for themselves and STOP
kissing the butts of all the groups who give them monies to change their minds! n businss, religion % money u big
businesses and "fat cats" i representive of general populations views m money n money m Interest Groups )x Money,
power x $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ r The negative use of AM radio to the right. r Party over
Principle Politics Liberalism, Political Correctness Failing to recognize reality over fantasy. % Money, Big Oil,
MONEY, Religious nuts, gun nuts, Military ind complex, more money and busn interest, Media corps, insurance
money, medical industry money, most any industry with money and once in a great while some people called citizens
m PAC Money n people who tell the truth and not try to they are for everybody x Self serving Union activity of
Government employees Money no matter what the source x Sadly, big business and money influence our US Political
process. % Corporate money and control. We're back in the age of the robber barons. % $ A Money, Personal Connections,
money, selfish interests n Money u Corporations, media, polls % money u PACs Commercial/Industrial Lobbyists
General Elections Media Academia n Money n Large Corporations and PAC's A Money m Freedom of speech/open
meeting laws are essential for a true government of the people. n campaigne financing)% Money and lots of it. n money,
political power, for example, money would include lobbyists and their funders, political connections like the "legacy" of
Bush senior to Cheney and the current little bush n Money, Retention of Power, Public Opinion, Elections. That was
from most (Money) to least influential. x Money, Media (Prticularly Radio and TV), AARP, Labor Unions, PACs,
Organized Rligion, Certain POwer Brokers like Kissinger, Organized Gay and Lesbian, NAACP, UN (fortunately going
down), Cuban- American Foundation and certain high level political activist with media access like Rush and Ariana,
NY Times, Wall Street Journal and, as of late, the Internet. u Money, money, and money. Did I mention money? =
corporations, mostly. Oh, and let's not forget the Supreme Court, 5 justices of whom *S*elected the current *P*resident
despite the fact that he did not win the popular vote --- nor the electoral vote had the counting been allowed to continue
(and had the *P*resident's brother not ensured that numerous liberal voters in florida were wrongly struck from the
voting rolls ahead of time for allegedly being felons when they were not -- and when in some cases the "crime" they
committed supposedly took place on a date that happened to be in the FUTURE [shades of the tom cruise movie
minority report"].) x The economy & special interest groups r money)% The media and the kinds of stupid questions
they pose. m Liberal Press, Fox Cable News, Rush Limbaugh, Cspan I & II, Talk Radio, Presidential "bully pulpit", x
Money. u Never thought about it. r money, single issue ideologues % Those with the most money + royal blood x
Lobbyst o Money and foreign governments m money so big buisness x money A Publicity x lobbyist r Money is the
ONLY thing that matters in the US political process. x% CFR AND THE WORLD BANK ix free-thinking individuals (i can
only wish!) % Would like to know where their funds are coming from, Where they have credit, who pays for their
speeches what bills they sponsor. m It should be the opinions of the voters and not special interests money x Lobby X
THE RIGHT TO SPEAK FREELY ABOUT ALL POLITICIANS. NO LAWS SHOULD BE PASSED TO LIMIT OUR
VOICES ABOUT CANDIDATES, ESPECIALLY DURING THE ELECTION PROCESS! FOR EVERY CITIZEN,
WHETHER THEY VOTE OR NOT, TO HAVE ACCESS TO ALL POLITICIANS, ELECTED AND/OR APPOINTED,
COMPLETE BACKGROUND. TO INCLUDE ALL ORGANIZATIONS THEY ARE A MEMBER, SUPPORTED OR
ATTENDED. EASILY AVAILABLE STATEMENTS/QUOTES THEY HAVE MADE,WRITTEN OR ORALLY. ALSO
THEIR VOTING RECORD COMPAIRED TO THEIR PROMISES/STATEMENTS....ALL THE ABOVE ARE EQUALLY
IMPORTANT FOR OUR POLITICAL PROCESS TO WORK. ONE MORE...THEIR STAND ON THE MILITARY, AND
IF THEY DID OR DID NOT SERVE. OR WROTE ANY DRAFT-DODGING LETTERS/OR MADE ANTI-MILITARY
REMARKS. x The People x Campaign Finance!!! Lobbying also!!! Oh and the Saudi royal family. o Corporate and other
special interest money. v Money and greed.)% POWER and MONEY in their hands o Money)% Money - I'm trying to find
something else, but I keep coming back to the bottom line - i.e. money. x the truth % corporate ownership of media X TV
appearances and media hype i PACS, Lobbyists, industry x Money n Money n money money money n money x Money
and Power u Media, ideas, money u Money n Money n Money n money supplied by lobbying groups n Money, religion
x Buying influence T Excessive reliance on the flawed "ideologies" of conservatism and liberalism)% the lobbying and the
gifts that are given to buy the votes..the big money from the right,the oil lobby, u Unfortunately, I feel that money very
often influences the political process due to lobbying, etc. u Sadly, the special interests -- insurance industry, medical
lobby, corporate lobbies, etc. The interests of the American people barely make it in the door A money)% Large Industry/
money from PAC's m mass media u Lawyers x Money n money, drugs, weapons, race. n Money & religion ix election laws
that create the two party system, name recognition, money (but not overwhelmingly so) x campaign donations x The
constistution vs. special interest groups % Corporate interests and money for future campaigns r Money and special
interests x corporate lobbyists, large interest groups % money nx lobying companies )x Lobbyists and Corporations n
Government pressure to propogate itself and those on the government "dole" followed by various special interest
groups and corporations. m supreme court n Money from corporate donors, lobbying by high-powered pressure groups,
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foundations. x PAC's % big corportions and their lobbyists, NRA, fundamentalist religious organizations, media
conglomerates, Texas oil and big money groups. u $$$$$$$ & 1 power % voters lobbying groups thinktanks
campaign contributions m Corporate entities % Lobbyist x 1: centralization of power 2: legislative riders, grant &
contract awards, executive appointments and all other governmental tools which are the end game of 'money in
politics" 3: Activism from the bench. 4: Lack of long term vision by both voters 1 and politicians. A The weak and
easily influenced views of the voters r The Zionist controlled media and of course big money contributors. X money)%
paybacks x money x Family, example Bush, Gore; Associations Skull & Bones, Builderburgers, Jews, Catholics and the
like. The biggest is however greed and the payoff $$$$$. % Money Religion Public image m While I don't agree that
money is the most important influence, I believe that is the case. r Israel X Hegemony, ignorance, sound-bite mentality
and meglomania -- backed by a surplus of the previous administration g Political Action Committees, Fund raisers and
the meetings set up with elected officials based on contributing to them. x Money r The ability to buy or already have
access. u infuences? probably the average americans tendancey to be a sheep like follower. u Judicial System, campaign
contributions, lobbying groups m unfortunately business/corporations/economics first and maybe religion second. a
Civilian input - liberal groups are largely made up of civilians, and they have an enormous influence with votes. Such is
true in most cases where large numbers of civilians are involved, though unfortunately many governmental leaders
deem fit to keep their own counsel - the media is also a large influence, though typically a bit more subtle. m Big
Bussiness a money and inluence x Business, sadly n Lobbies u Greed. m corporate lobbyists m I don't think it has
anything to do with what the majority of the population wants. a MASS MEDIA u Political Donations Money Polls Votes
and then ideals x money u Congressmen just trying to stay in power, and if possible get more power % Money u If by
"most important" you mean strongest influence, then definitely money. Money to buy votes. % lobyists are definately in
the forfront (though they shouldn't be). The most important influences are personal correspondence between the
elected representative and his constituents. a PACs, Unions, Advocacy groups, I and my neighbors will always come last
unless we have a very powerful backing in Congress itself. a media access - and its biased promotional and/or distorting
portrayal of a candidate depending whether they're a left winger it supports or a conservative it opposes. a don't
understand the question. Could be worded differently. a MONEY a The costs of campaigns, especially for media
exposure. The desire to stay in office at whatever cost. a business a Lobbyists. a Polls n money pandering to voters a
Special interest groups. 1 The Media. Religion. The Camry/Minivan driver contingent. IE: soccer moms. the
'let's protect the children' crowd. a $$$$$$, intimidation and $$$$$$$$ a Money, connections to wealth, a Corporate
- Financial a i.) Money 1 2.) Money 3.) Money 4.) Money a war an tax a one vote per person, alive that is. Not
legislating from the bench. a money a Security/Taxes x Supreme Court, Partisan politicans, PAC's a Media, X power a
money, ego a Money and the quest for more. a Corporations a Corporations, media, PACs, and $$$ (and now, rigged
voting machines with no paper trail!!!) a GREED, political party affiliation, lobbyists a Lobbying/donations a Groups
and lobbyist a MONEY!!! (that buys the popular media) a big business interests voters a Too damn much pandering
to special interests, labor,trial attorneys,education,manufacturing,any and all lobbyists. X pac moneys, foriegn moneys,
corp moneys a Special interests groups corporations foreign countries a State representatives. a PACs, Lobbyists,
Corporations, Unions a Money Corporate Support Media Backing a money a money a Cash, newscoverage a money,
power a Money Need for power a Money, money and of course money a MONEY x Money, status quo, military
industrial complex revolving door. a The most important process is congressman exercising their ability to grant special
interest legislation for the purpose of vote buying. a money a This site (It is so exciting - maybe the truth will finally
come out) I intend to contribute. We need to have way less secrecy in Govt. A constituent opinion 1 money a Money
and corporations a The Constitution and Bill of Rights a money, power, money, fear of the media, money a my guess--
-the two dominating political parties a corporations. um, and corporations. a Lobbyists, large corporations a money x
Most important to me? (Question poorly worded) a campaign contributions, corporate relationships a PACs A Supreme
Court, Lobbying Groups, special interest groups x corporate campaign donations a Media hype a large money donors;
PAC's u money news conglomerates T personal gain partisan politics a corporate financial interests A All the
interference with swaying opinion by negative ads or statements put out there by opponents which we may never hear
the correction involved a Money and special interests a news media a moneyed interests a Business and PAC donations
Unions I Special interest groups I Current events and happenings in the world a Large Corporations in general, anti-
tax groups, Christian right, neo-conservative foreign ideologues, NRA, Right to Life, NARAL, Unions, Pharmaceutical
industry, HMOs, Trial Lawyers, Tobacco Industry, Pro-Israel Lobby, Automobile Industry, Oil Industry, Technonolgy
Industry, Media Industry, Civil Liberties and Human Rights Groups, a jewish controlled media, banking system and
entertainment a Personal Ambition Job Security Job Longevity a money a well-monied special interests power
brokers behind the scenes a blackmail/political preasures party politics a Your questions immediately above are badly
framed, too broad. E.g.: Voting records on all govt. employees are not proper to review. We used to have a secret ballot
in this country! But voting records in Congress, of our Congressional officeholders themselves and not of "government
employees," would be desirable and proper to make available. As well, "personal finance," "affiliations and
memberships." But, "personal relationships." "vacation plans" - - ?? What about personal privacy? Would not vacation
plans threaten trouble for Congresspersons? And for ordinary employees - persons whose homes would be vulnerable
while away on vacation! No, this is too much! a MONEY a Money a Power, ego, money influences a money a Lately it
seems this would be the supreme court a vested special interests (ie. trial lawyers, NEA, AFL-CIO, etc) a Special
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J - Important Information
who'se paying them money for their votes m that they have functional honesty and integrity guidelines forced upon them
x Their names. x how they conduct the publics busness a stand on issues A where do they get their money n Honesty,
Integrity n How what they do compares to what they say!! n Voting record x affiliations and memberships A What they
are doing Who they are funded by x actions relative to mouth u Their agenda for the U.S.and how they propose to
augment it x How they vote on certain issues. I would like to believe that they are all interested in the welfare of the
American people. It is obvious that this is not the case. ) there "true" convictions x How are they spending MY money
(tax dollars) and where is THEIR money going. u source and amounts of campaign contributions, then the relationship
of contributors to governmentprojects u who they have solited money from or accepted money from u I want to know
what they care about, and what their commitments are. u where the money comes from and how they vote. their voting
record and their commercial interests and affiliations - things that might bias them. o Who funds them, how much, how
they vote, whether there is a demonstrable correlation between funding and voting. $ I vote for who I believe has the
most rigid backbone. x info that exposes their hypocrisy m That they think about the "big picture" when making
decisions r Affiliations & where their money comes from x Significant events in personal life, source of finance and
record of actions or lack of them. m What they believe in x contributor list u Their true beliefs, attitudes and values
Who they are affiliated with % everything m Who owns them, how to influence them. How they vote. connections to
powerful business concerns x Who they are in debt too, voting record and views on upcomeing bills. X ARE THEY
TRUTHFUL n voting records, finances, address/contact info v Who owns them. u What they really belive in. m D / R /
C / L / UC / UL. m who is paying them off and whyn What they stand for and how they think A Discrepency between
words and actions. They say one thing and vote another. m Votes, and who's buying access. x Voting records, and which
legistlation passed by which campaign contributions contributed to them voting for the legislation x affiliations and
memberships, esp. before they entered public arena x Their records as opposed to their promises and stated positions
T Whether they are they honest or deceitful Whether they are captives of special interests Whether or not they work
for the common good Whether they are qualified for the position they hold Whether or not they have a social
conscience r How they vote % opinionsbeliefs n Who they are truly representing and what their real agenda is A Voting
records, financial records of government offices r Their stand on the issues r why they vote in particular directions r To
whom they are really obligated x Thier Stance x Their attitudes toward the Patriot Act parts one and two. a Their
position on issues and solutions u Who is paying them n Honesty n Hidden agendas. x When will they go away and leave
us alone. i What contributions they have received, who they have met with from lobbiests for what topics. A What's
influencing their decision-making processes. x Whether they hold Liberal or Conservative views, and what their
position is on pressing issues. x voting records, affiliations, who are their donors (both PACs and individual, corporate
contributors) m Their supporters. % if they are doing what the said they would r positions on the issues compared to
voting record. a finances, business connections and voting record a who donates money to them and how much m how
they vote % who is funding them n Who writes the bills they vote on, who pays their campaign bills, their positions on
political issues m Their opinions their friends and their bank balances a what they know about the use of sub audio
influence in the lives of citizens and the extent of their knowledge of the use of our telephone system as a listening device
into our homes, and their knowlege of what our agencies such as the cia are doing a Their contributors x the action and
voting records in comparison with the campaign promises x financial backers x what they're up to m Corporate/money
ties a after seeing Bush Jr in action, I'd say whether or not they are capable of murder. seriously. X Behavior which
highlights insincerity and hypocrisy and falsehoods. For instance GWB TRUE military record. a Their resume of work
experience, where they are reciving their campaign finances. o What they are REALLY doing, not what they SAY they
are doing or what they "believe" in. a When they are being truthful versus when they are lying. And why. a where they
get their money a What and who are they being influenced by... a Honesty a Voting records, political contributions, and
affiliations. a Where they stand on most of the issues that are most important to me. a What their true motivations and
intents are not only for the American people but whains they hope to earn through their actions. a how they were raised
a who supports them, what is their agenda a who they are working for, where they are getting all their money a What
their stand is on the issues I care about a voting record, actions, personal choices a their honesty, integrity, political
philosophy, commitment to serve, positions on issues, voting records, associations with special interests, a how honest
are they, what do they want to see happen, how do they want to make things happen, who are they fronting for a
Everything they do a what are they working on a Honesty a their history a Which leaders: Federal, State, or Local ?? a
Contributors. a - Real agendas, real beliefs - Who they receive what from a 1. Their philosophy/approach to tackling
problems. 2. Their success rate in accomplishing things. a voting record and funders a Voting history, willingness to
stand on principle. a Voting record, Who they recieved contributions from, "shady" personal dealings a Their private
lives a character (can I trust he/she will do what they said), experience, political philosophy a voting records, political
beliefs, criminal history, sources of income, residency a None of the above a voting record a I'd don't want to know
about their relationships, their drug use, etc. The most important things for me to know are: 1. are they trustworthy?
2. what are their opinions on issue x? 3. will they listen to the opinions of their constituents? 4. do they have any
bias towards one side or the other? (not necessarily party leanings) in other words, do they allow personal opinions to
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sway their decisions? ) Who their friends are, past & present business relations, campaign backers, political philosophy,
ideology, criminal record, voting record summaries, organization affiliations, public statements that are lies, summary
of past speeches. % Character m Where their money comes from. m who they are affliated with and where they get their
money. n Voting record Speeches made x Not what they say, but what they do and have done before they are able to
be elected. i What their political agenda really is. What they actually supported over an extended period of time X The
work they're doing, and how well it jibes with what they say they're doing a Their motives and affiiilations n How they
vote and to whom they are connected % their political opinions u I want to know how much they think about us, the
American people, and not just at voting time! I want to know if they hear us, if they hear our cries for help and decency
when something happens to change our lifestyle that cannot be reversed, such as a life threatening illness or disability.
I want to know WHY they take everything so much for granted when the people have to fight for everything we get:
necessities of life that other countries cover yet ours does NOT. I want to know why they don't do more to help the
American people: why people here die for lack of medicine they can't afford when we are purportedly "the richest nation
in the world". a What these groups are really trying to do. n Where the're connected in the web of deceit n Most of them
are in it for themselves. n Telling the truth n like most people, i stoped caring.........figure polatics will get its way......damn
the people. m Who owns them. n Show me the money o everything possible x personal history, voting record, special
interest group affiliation. x Who gives them moneywhat they really act on ..When the change their story n Where their
money is comming from. And on a more symbolic level to counter act TIA, everything. r Where they stand on issues,
how "dirty" they are, how much integrity they have. Accordingly, too, what they have said compared with what they
have done. a clearly stated stance on a dozen or so major issues. n How they intend to steer policy, and the thought
processes that get them there. % who pays them and how much m As much as possible to allow me to hold their feet in
the fire... I do not believe in goverment of the government, by the goverment, and for the government. u Who contributed
to their campaigns and how much. If they are supporting legislation for a special interest group (Drug Companies). n
their personnel views, not their 'party views' a Connections with organizations similar but not restricted to "Skull &
Bones" org., plus after this "MORON" has been SELECTED records of achievement and grades in college. x Who they
owe and why a What motivates them a Moral Character a voting records a What is their beleif system. n Who is giving
them money. u Political Ideology, Personal Moral Values Voting Record, Who is backing them finanically, a What they
*really* thinks and believe, if anything. u Their philosophy of government and their view I of the nature of the
relationship between government and us ordinary people. x Who is paying them off to take the positions they espouse.
u Their views on as many topics as possible, how t they've acted on the past on those views (whether it's an external
view or a real view), & any thing else that would let me know if I I really want this person representing me. a stances
on issues and sources of donations a honesty integrity a connections with organizations, unions, companies, etc A Do
they help their constituents? a Ties to companies benefitting from relationship with US Govt. a who they are and what
they believe x Integrity ,Honesty. n Voting records, although this does not tell very much due to the progressive tax
code. If you really want to know what leaders do, you must attach the appropriation of funding to the actual legislation.
a Where they expect the boundaries of the state to be drawn. a who are their donors, when have they changed positions
on issues, a who is influencing them a Transcripts of meetings with lobbyists and other special interest groups, voting
records, and speech transcripts to special interest groups should be publicized for the voting public. a How I can
influence their decision making. a who is controlling them a Who's paying them and who they listen to a Voting record.
a Which lobby group influences decisions made in various committees based on contributions and how they influence
them as this never comes out in the media. a What they are doing/ planning, and more importantly, WHY. a Who
contributes to them I What their "True" records are Memberships, alliances, such as PNAC, Cato, etc. I Histories.. .such
as being AWOL Corporate connections Family connections a Their associates and friends. Potential gain from what
the vote on, a Everything. Not just a voting record. I want to know WHY people vote the way they do and champion the
causes the lead. x Finances, Personal behavior, voting record, Official Actions taken or supported a ALL I CAN! a Who
contributes to them How big is their ego Where do they rate on the control freak scale a How corrupt they are,or
honest and who they actuallyrepresent a they're bought off or happy with tiny percentages from corporations. a voting
decisions they are faced with and the decisions they made, with some background on the issue. a Where they stand with
regards to the Constitution. a Values A What they actually DO about an issue after using it as a photo opportunity. Don't
just show them talking about making change. Make them prove it. a Position on limiting powers of federal government.
A Their criminal records a Educational background, majors, jobs and/or military experience, marital status, and
positions on affirmative action and abortion, and their foreign policy acumen, among a laundry list of things. However,
they will turn on a dime once in office, so perhaps pulling names out of hats might be a better idea! a Succinctly, when
they publicvly lied (not prevaricated or any of those other innocuous terms), what they lied about, how they handled
being caught in the lie; What promises the made, if they kept the promises, and if not, their explanation for not doing
so. a Their sources of campaign finance a Whether they abide by their oath of office to protect and defend the contract
of Union which is the Constitution. a We have no leaders a Honor a everything, leave no stone unturned A Who is
pulling their "strings." a Family stats. (divorced, remarried 5 times, happily married 30 yrs., etc) Voting records, how
strong they are republican or democrat and stance on issues. Possible vices they might have. Their personal strenghts
and weaknesses. a beliefs, intelligence a Where their money is coming from and what influence it has on their voting. a
How they vote. a Idealogy and if they live it. a financial resources, political allies a everything a What they plan to do a
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What they are for. Can they be bought or not. x Where they get their money; how they vote x EVERYTHING. Their pay-
offs, the total depth of their corruption, and the corporations paying them, and whose pockets their hands are in, and
who they are connected to, and how. x what are their hidden agendas m How much money they receive and from whom.
How they vote. Honesty. Ha! % how they voted, why they didnt vote, and if they intend to fulfill campaign promises, or
at least try very hard to x Voting records % Core beliefs T Honesty $ Integrity r Their positions on issues, financial
interests, who supports them r Honor A afiliations and financial x Money o how they support gay rights u Business
connections, criminal background. r Their real agenda for office x THEIR VOTING RECORDS INDICATE THEIR
SENSE OF HUMANITY AND COMPASSION FOR THE PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY AND THE WORLD. THEY
ALSO INDICATE MOST VOCALLY JUST HOW CORRUPTED THEY HAVE BEEN BY CORPORATE FUNDING AND
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS. T BARRING THESE FACTS, ONLY SPEECHES AND WRITINGS MIGHT BE SO
INDICATIVE. BUT THESE CAN BE EQUIVOCAL AND DENIABLE. x What corporations donated to their campaigns.
Whatis their honest position on issues x Just transparency n Military and other patriotic duties performed and if none,
why. x WHAT PARTY THEY ARE IN, IF THEY GET PORKHOW THEY VOTE,WHAT GROUP OF PEOPLE HAS THE
MOST INFLUENCES ON THEM. ix Positions on issues and voting records n all of it x Public stances compared with
voting history Political funding sources x they are not statesmen. o what enables me to discern their trustworthiness.
- previous statements on major issues (over their lifetimes ...even including college term papers or thinktank reports)
- prior involvement in government and the resuts from their initiatives - major campaign donators and follow-up
reports on governmen x where they stand on hot button issues. personal integrty. x Personal, financial, voting history.
o Everything x VOTING RECORD MORALITY x Where the bodies are buried. m Who/what influences their decisions
% Political philosophy and source of donations and funding x How they voted on issues, who is lobbying them and with
how much money. x Truth! m their principles x Life history (in general) % their character. i dont believe in voting for
someone for their political stances, i vote for someone because they make me think that when it comes right down to it
they will do what they honestly and truly believe is right for the country. Our senator Dick Lugar (R-IN) holds many
views i do not agree with, but Senator Lugar is a tireless fighter for what he believes in and a very honorable man. that
is what i look for in a leader. x Who are they REALLY working for? x Their ethical quotient, their I.Q., their birthdata
so I can erect a horoscope to see if, like Bush, they are more interested in war, fear and control than peace and the
American citizenry. r what they have actually done vs. what they have said or denied doing. X What they are really
doing; not what they say they're doing, or friendly media outlets say they're doing. u competent, ideologoy n What deals
they're making and with whom. x How have they made their money? x Who they are, who supports them, and how
many times do they violate their oath of office by voting against the Constitution. r honest ,integrity ,selfless n if there
will ever be a stop in immigration flow to us. m Thier integrity n who controls them (with money, influence, connections)
x Money (personal and political supporters), Religion, Family situation, stands on important issues X The political
backgrounds and early political activities; their religious upbringing; and their WORLDVIEW. x Who is giving them
money and how much. Inconsistancies in what they say and how they vote. x Character, Ability, Qualification. n good
question need to think about that. x They are not in politics for the money! x Past and Current Source of Income.
Source of Campaign Money. Past and Current Affiliations and Memberships. Relationships to Corporations. X
affilation of organizations, past and presentx Affiliations, Comprehensive Senate/House voting records available with
a flexible web GUI, Campaign Contributors, Public appearances, speeches and sponsored trips. r why, from whom,
how, when, and for how much were their votes sold. x Whether or not they are corrupt... x Who financed their
campaigns and what tangible results went to the people who financed them n their lies x Who is influencing their
decisions. u Morals,Record,Leadership Qualities x Who they have ties to. r The truth about what they say m What they
get out of their schemes. x Their honesty T Their political motivations x Why we do the things we do, and not the politcal
spin about WMD. We have been talking bout WMD and a force of 150,000 can't find one piece of evidence. I would
rather Bush say, this is why we did it, and this is why we will continue to do it. The whole WMD story was complete
bullshit. x if they believe in and will uphold all individual rights to Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness above all
else, as outlined in the Bill of Rights and U.S. Constitution. x Education, corporate affiliations, personal financial/
business status, Youth Group Memberships/associations (eg. Boy/Girl Scouts, Bloods, Crips, or in between). n their
voting record x are they honest x The difference between publicly stated position and individual action (voting and
negotiated deal). % What they believe, what they've done, how they've voted, how they will vote, who pays for their
campaigns, who tells them how to vote x Their voting record, especially the knowledge of how many votes they have and
haven't been present for. A Voting record & contribution records r How they believe anarchy and death equal liberation?
How they believe? u everything that impacts their ability to do their job; everything that they want to know about us.
n MILIARY, TOLERANCE, HUMOR A how they vote x Voting records, if incumbents, sources of campaign monies and
associations, personal values, and ability to lead, rather than be a good politician, precluding ability to win x polltical
leanings x what actions they are really taking, not just the fluff A What groups they belong to so that we know what they
believe in. x Who backs them and are they truly independent. )x Sources of funds, entanglements. Do they believe in
science and that thngs can be known and dealt with. o whether or not they are actually working for the people, or
whether all they care about is becoming a fatcat with a big pension for their retirement. as we all know, most simply
don't care about the people. o Who they get their campaign funds from x Do they ahve any Convection to anything they
say? - Who pays their bills! u Ideology r Anything that would relate to their vote. Finances, who gives money over 500
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dollars to their campaigns. What their vote has been in the past. Prior criminal records (even if they were found
innocent they will still have an arrest record...and if they had anything expunged). What is the price of their current
home (if it is out of proportion to the family income by a great degree where is the extra money coming from to support
that house). Debt load (the more debt the greater they could be influenced by money). What their former job was
(proffessional politicians are liars, people who have real jobs would make better representatives). What their
proffessional affiliations were (did they serve on boards of Big Oil, or Big Tobacco). And finally if they are currently
serving on any boards outside of charitable organizations (like big oil or big tobacco thats a minus...a plus would be
united way or red cross). If they are serving on boards and representing us they cannot do both at the same time (serious
conflict of interest). % Their votes and their policies )% Voting Record; Funding Sources; Associations % Who paid for
their election to office. How they stand on issues. Whether they have the independence and guts to vote according
to conscience. m who's really paying their salary x where their money is coming from ... who owns them X History of
Intergrity, loyalty, voting record, affiliation with larege corporations, law abiding record, compassion, fairness, stock
holdings, salary, vacation time x where their money comes from, who its going to x How they vote on critical issues.
Who benefits from their votes. Who slams the "pork" on to critical bills. Who's lying and who is telling the truth x their
ties to power, i.e. big business x Where did their wealth come from and how will it be affected by there decisions while
in office x thier commitment to the Constitution u Their opinions on abortion, free speach, prayer in school, pre-
emption, how they interpret the constitution... Note: I am pro-choice, an avid advocate of free speech, do not want
prayer in schools.. they are and should be secular, and the constitution should be interpreted in the literal sense.. and
absolutely no frivolous admendments... i.e., the proposed amendment to prohibit gay marriages.. and I am totally
against the pre-emption doctrine... r Political Affiliations Educational History Work\Job History I Volunteer\
Charity work history Legislative Voting Records Political Finances General Opinions on "Hot Topics" I Debate
Attendance x Where and how they develop the opinions that influence their votes in Congress m Voting Records (or lack
thereof) and reasoning behind, funding sources. x Are they representing our citizens demmands? m The principles they
hold dearest. That is, what principles would they die for? Secondly... What would they become pragmatic over? )X That
I can respect their intelligence and integrity; that they speak from one voice, not tailored to the audience m Their agenda
and who their campaign contributors are. x Voting record (your previous question was poorly worded... "government
employees"...) After that, it's a crap shoot. Hope you can clear some of the crap. x aside from their positions on the
issues most important to me, I'd like to know his/her first instinct under the stress of imminent failure...is it to fight like
hell, pull back and reassess, or aim blame at someone, something... u Where they are getting their money. How they
vote. % Their positions on issues. Note this is not how they will vote on individual bills. v If he/she is doing the job he/
she was elected for m Who supports them financially x Where they get their money, history of bribes accepted, voting
record while in office. ) whose pocket are they in x I assume you mean political leaders. Who gives them money
What is their professed agenda What is their voting record What did they do outside politics are they obvious idiots
u What are their true motives? r What their political agendas are, their personal beliefs on all social and political issues,
and how to contact them. rx the amount of tax dollars spent on personal use (chartered flights, high dollar dinners,
exccessive bonuses and pay raises, ect). As well as voting records, groups and special intrest groups they recieve money
from and other groups that they have involvment in. x how honest they really are x Their positions on topics, and thier
history)% Their underlying political philosophy and beliefs. m What motivates them and by whom they are influenced. A
everything x Nepotism and relationships with lobbyists m voting records, finances % their not MY leaders, but I would
like to know why they think like they do x who they really are controled by x That, for the most part, they are dishonest
and have their own agendas that have nothing to do with the people they are representing. )x Where their campaign
money has come from u financial contributions, voting records, political philosophy x Where the money comes from
and how that correlates to how they vote x their views on the issues x voting records and campaign contribution
information m what kind of "deals" have been made to get what s/he wants x How duplicitous they are. o I want to know
about their honesty, integrity and their ability to uphold their oath to protect the constitution. I also want to know
where they get their money and perks. x their stand on the environment the unions and the 2nd amendment m What
are their vested interests in various issues/measures (not just financial, but in terms of power, influence, philosophy,
politics, etc.)... % voting records campaign contributors x Whether or not they are serving public interests or personal
interests. x who put them in office... political contributions s position on choice u Where they get thier money, who
pulls their string x Their stand on current issues % Their integrity u Who is influencing them x Sen. Frist appears to be
more interest in advancing his family's finances than the welfare of the country and is not a leader. The president is a
liar, and maybe as the canadians stated, a moron. His business dealings in Texas were questionable if not illegal. He has
surrounded himself with second or third choices (more qualified people turned him down.) Ashcroft lost his senate seat
to a dead man and is a bible thumper more interested in putting diapers on statues and like Bush appears to have no
knowledge of the constitution or common sense. Ridge does not appear to be very bright (his duct tape and visqueen
announcement and the iodine tablet idea which only would work if a nuclear device were detonated, not a dirty bomb)
He also must like paint color charts. Rumsfield's planning for the Iraq attack was a joke and has cost many American's
their lives or caused them serious injury. x Same as that available from gov't employees -- personal relationships should
also be known, and all lifetime data should be available. x What they stand for x their personal religious views, their
lifelong political history, their financial ties, their criminal records x Why they do what they do. The reasons for
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dragging the United States into actions and consequences. The way they vote. Who takes them out to dinner during
campaign years. m Everything x The truth concerning what they do. For example, the media should be exposing more
openly that WMD have not been found in Iraq. The media should be telling the American people about the massacre of
innocent civillians by US soldiers in Iraq. The people should be informed more openly about the danger to U.S. soldiers
in Iraq. The media is a big part of the problem. x What decisions they make and how they come to those decisions. Also
what they prioritize and why. ) who gives them campaign money, voting records and voting consistency a Where they
really stand and who finances thier actives. o Belief structure (Religion; Patriotism; Family; Opposition/acceptance of
homosexuality/death penalty/taxes/privacy) x Honesty and integrity n Connections/Affiliation with interest groups
Previous voting records x How they vote and how they say they will vote. x Where they stand on the issues before they
vote so there is an opportunity to lobby them. x The truth and do they do what they said they would do before being
elected. x Whether or not they protect and defend the Constitution (Federal and State). x how deeply religious they are,
corporate ties, and what they've actually done. u voting history r Whatever backroom deals they are trying to pursue at
any given moment.And who's paying for it. x Who's pocket they're in. m What it is they are hiding from the public and
why they are so hell bent in destroying our country? r What they do and have done. % their voting records and their
actions, their personal interests and how that might conflict with their political actions x POSITIONS on the ISSUES. A
what he does to our rights! x Track record of integrity, dedication to the people vice self-interests, ethics and morality
% (Truly) why they hold they positions they do. Is it money, personal benefit, true public interest, or something else. %
Views and voting record. m How much money is contributed to them and by who. Who employs their relatives ( wife,
husband, children,) and for how much. Who they worked for before becoming an elected official. Where their income
comes from % Voting record, major contributors % any pattern of behavior m How much money they get from donors
and who those donors are. a honest, truthful accounting of their conduct and likewise straightforward, spare the smoke
and mirrors, statements of opinion and position of specific issues and broader issues and concerns of our times A Moral
Character integrity policy positions x How they vote on issues that are important to me m HOw they execute their
job. I want to know how decisions are reached and who was involved in the decisions. a Where they get their money,
their public and PERSONAL background a how they vote, and how that correlates to how they are influenced/lobbied
by special interests u all a position on 'the issues' a How they vote, and what their opinions are, and how those opinions
are formed; are they bought or are they original. % True stands on issues and associations with lobbyists and busines X
Who benefits behind the scenes from what they do on the floor of the House. What their overall agenda is; eg: global
governance. a Are they being truthful? a Depends on the leader. a Who is making large financial contributions a Who
owns them a their stances on issues a Financial Ties. A Voting record a I believe that the most telling indicator of a
politician's future behavior is where s/he has invested their own money. I believe that most politicians believe their
constituants too stupid to notice that the politicians have no personal or professional ethics about legislating favored
conditions for politicians own investment interests. a voting record a What are they really thinking. Who's pocket are
they in. a what shapes their core beliefs and why A Their political orientation. T Their history and associations.
Significant course changes in their public positions. Their support structure (in detail). x Employment/Business
Interests Source of Wealth Campaign Contributors and Amounts Voting Record a Any matter that is related
(influence) to their activities in public office, a if/how they represent me (voting records, affiliations, opinions),
campaign contribution details x Their background, Whether they have financial affiliations to Large corporations.
Whether they have served their country. a Tell me what they are doing??? a voting records on issues, financial
information that could cause conflict of interest, affiliations with charitable and political affiliations a they tell the truth.
a how they vote on important issues and how they conduct their lives a What their agendas are. x Who they are in bed
with a Detailed information about how much largesse they receive from various lobbyists. o The identity of those who
fund their campaigns. a Their voracity and level of integrity, their political leaning, what special interests they cater to,
their voting record a who is doing favors for them and receiving favors from them a Backers (financial supporters);
political and other relationships. A where does their money come from x where they actually stand on issues, not where
they say they stand on issues a Affiliations, associates and promotors a Where they stand on items that concern me and
my family. x What is their price?? a What issues they are working upon, who they are working with, what they are
saying to one another and to the press, where they go, what funding they recieve when they do all these things, and what
decisions they've made. a The history of following through on their promises with actions x their positions on issues,
especially broader issues (i.e., what is the responsibility of government, as opposed to whether we should give $$$ or
$$$$$$$ to seniors) a their TRUE beliefs x Financial (including soft) contributions to elected official campaigns.
Associations between elected officials and industry leaders. a Corruption/integrity a Their stance on the basic rights &
fundamentals of the human race as it exists in it's natural form, regardless of opinion or religion. After that, foreign
policy. a Are they for real! a Whose sphere of influence are they really a part of. a How corrupt they are a Their open
position on issues x THE TRUTH. I am tired of lies manufactured about some leaders (liberals like Clinton), and of
lies told by others (All the Bushes, Cheney and halliburton and Enron). a What type of individual is my leader...as far
as their integrity, honesty, ability to lead, that they are Godly men & women serving a Their position on current themes.
a Voting records, sources of support, affiliations. a Who's pocket are they in a Everything x Their record a His/her
affiliations and memberships A Are they honest and consistant. x where they get their money, and how a Do they
support the repeal of the patriot act? Do they know that the US has lost it's manufacturing base? Do they want to
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remove the deficit? x where their (and their relatives) money comes from and goes m everything u their curriculum vitae
n Who financed them How they voted m I want to know if they will stand up for what their constituencies believe in,
regardless if they personally feel differently on an issue. n Everything! n Their commitment to ethical practices and
constitutional views. n Voting records and past job positions. n their position on constitutional matters a Positions on
key issues that directly impact the country and its citizens. x every thing n Who they're politically indebted to A History
Campaign donations n (presuming this means elected officials) - their voting records m Major contributors Voting
records a How they vote, their past, who they socialize with, and where their personal wealth came from. a everything
x Who is paying the bills for them r that they are actually doing their jobs % Lifetime voting history u if they are acting
responsibly m Abortion m Who influences their decisions % where they stand on free markets versus government
action. x Who is paying them off. their character u They are mostly dishonest and without scruple x The number of
prostitutes frequented before and after entering office. n Past experience, including government service (local, state or
federal), and private sector experience. Position on topics and issues ranging from conservation to a woman's right to
choose. u every single time they are bought ) Voting record, stance on issues, contributors x It all revolves around trust.
x if their doing anything underhanded n Everything. Turnabout is the ONLY way to make this point A What party, what
they believe, voting records, are they trustworthy, character u Character, morals x Dependencies, linkages and all
support that they've had in the past. r That they use their position to represent the will of their constituents, not to
improve their own self interests. x how they spend my hard earned tax paying dollars x any connections to corporations
u Are they REALLY honest! i who is funding their political campaigns x where they stand on issues and who they are
getting money from. A affiliation with interests -- direct impact of influence on decision making r What their view is on
the drug war and drug laws. If they're for or against big gov't or for the growth of gov't (i.e. increasing federal spending,
etc.) n whether they represent the people, voting habits, public statements % All they care about is being re-elected A
who and how much are contributiting to them monetarily... u Who is giving them money. And, why they believe that
their religion is part of running the goverment. n What they REALLY believe and who supports them (with money).
Are they honest, of good character, and not afraid to lead. r Who Did they grow up around, Where did they go to school,
What brand of religion do they follow is it the nut branch? x Voting Records x that they give out information we need
to know and yet not compromise the seccurity of the country n Voting record vs public statements, exposure of Red
Herrings and two faced behavior x They are bought and paid for by big business. n Who their friends are, where their
campaign funds are from x voting records as they vote % The ability to double check any information they provide. n
which money is buying them at the moment A campaign contributors, affiliation with lobbyists ) their histories a Voting
record, financial information, corroboration of public statements with actual voting record. n True Character u Who will
do what needs to be done rather than what is easy. a What they believe and who contributes to them m motivation for
their vote A Who is paying them off for favorable legislation. a exactly where they stand on every issue, their voting
records, their political and economic connections n In no particular order - the financial connections/affiliations of
themselves and thier spouces, past and current organization memberships, education, a lot of detail on their religious
beliefs, physical health, mental health (no more lunatics), clear and DETAILED records of military service, past and
current criminal records m I waould like to know if they are people of conviction or poll dancers. I want to know wo
has teir ear and why. a EVERYTHING ABOUT THEM FROM THE DAY THEY ARE BORN a why do they want to lead
m Are they truthful. a Their Christian background and philosophy a How much honesty and integrity they have. a I want
them to be honest and stop insulting my intelligence. a business & political associations a ? a what their true beliefs area
bout life a their philosophy re wealth and power a stand on specific issues a Are they honest. a who helps them
formulate an agenda and set policy. who thier advisors are. a Who bought them and how much it cost n How crooked
they are. a THEIR WILLINGNESS TO ABIDE BY THE ORIGINAL INTENT OF THE CONSTITUTION n Who they are,
What they stand for, How to plan to do things and why. m who pays them x voting records. A CLEAR explanation of what
is being voted upon. a Do they believe "In God We Trust"? a Are they practicing Christians, do they support our
Military. Do they know and support the US Constitution. % Whether they are following the laws they are elected to
adminster, whether they have ulterior motives, whether they are racist, bigoted, arrogant. a Who finances their election
campign and who handles their fianances. Example: Heard that G. Bush Jr. placed his stocks under father. Then Father
placed large sums of it into Military Industries especially bomb manufacturing. Stock goes up as Gov. buys more
replacement munitions while at war. At end of Presidency father sells back to Jr with more profit! n Everything there is
to know. a I have mentioned above a Affiliations and Political contributions a Their agendas and policies - and who
their friends are. a the truth m extent of their support from the israli lobby. esp AIPAC a Financial ties Advisors
backgrounds a who has contact with our leaders on a regular basis a who gave who money for what a Their voting
record What they own Business connections a beliefs system, as I am socially liberal but fiscally republican. a money
from lobby a where their money is coming from and what political or corporate conections are there to the money they
receive. A campaign funding sources a If they are honest a How much money they have received and from whom. a
Who's contributing to them a The source of campaign funds, what corporations they are involved with a are they
looking out for our best interests, which may be different than what we say we want. Half the people in the country are
dumber than the other half, after all.. .and maybe more. a How they vote on issues and whether they seem to vote with
their consituency in mind. a Everything that affects their work -- especially who's buying them a Their character,
beliefs, past history a their record for truth-telling, ie, what have they lied about? a Whether they are people of integrity
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K - What Information
As much as they know about the citizenry, squared - some x as much as is not too personally intrusive. a blurred line, I
know. m About their worklife, everything. Once they leave the office, nothing. o all (see above) m Depends upon the
employee position x considerable A Personal information that influences political decisions. x If a government
employee, all information which provides Motives valu,relationships,etc should be public, certainly not hidden behind
some fraudlently security label, as seems to be the norm today! o oodles o Everything about what they do in their
capacity as public officials (including who they reach out to raise money and support) Almost nothing about their
personal lives m everything that might be equally available to those governement emplyees about me X If they are
qualified to do the work for which they are employed, and if they do it x All the the public desires to know as long as it
is pertinent to their duties as public servents. x as much as is available about the public in general A As much as is
available about non-government employees. r Performance record, criminal record. )x qualifications; relationships with
entities that the employees perform governmental functions to be fully disclosed; x all finances, all political connections,
all people who try to infuence them x No more than is publicly known about any other citizen or worker. u depends on
the level of influence the person has. i don't care about the copy boy at the office of housing and urban development, but
i am curious about the cia and fbi directors, judges, elected officials, key cabinet members etc. x Little or nothing about
low-level employees. Financhial disclosures, party affiliations should be available of higher level management. Full
blown disclosure of heads of departments. x relevant information. usually not private lives except for those that take
public stands on my private life x Depends on what the position is - if it's a political appointment, that's different than
an IRS clerk, for example. x A lot. x Enough to be embarrassing! x As much as possible including financial but excluding
exact address and early indiscretions. o Info should be available only about elected officials x the higher upa political
leadet is, the more we should know about him or her. u A lot. Government should be utterly transparent X none r
Everything about high level managers. Nothing on workers. x EVERY THING THAT IS NOT CLASSIFIED m everything
before hitting "tabloid" status )x As much as they want. x Any info pertinent to their leadership role m See Above x as
much as possible about everything but their personal live (i.e. sexual relationships, family) u For those we vote for--
most everything but if low level hiree, then not much publically. x We should have information on anyone that is
elected. Government workers are still private citizens and should be treated as such. )x Public figures should be open
source. All actions, vacations, meals, limo rides, dinner parties, everything should be public knowledge for as long as
they are in office. x Everything in aggregate; Everything in particular if the employee in question has been convicted of
something to do with their office; Salary and position history otherwise. x relevant information- Sex in the bedroom is
not relevant. Going AWOL from the Air Nat'l Guard is relevant. SEC Fraud is relevant. Lying about WMD's in Iraq is
relevant. Scamming Texans out of serious tax money to pay for a stadium is relevant- Appointing a friend a job that pays
$350 million, then turns around and pays $325 million to buy a baseball team which HE currently owns to make a
profit, is relevant. x Only that related to the performance of their jobs x We neeed enough to determine their
qualifications and character but not so much that they can be demonized for minor flaws. x Everything x much x More
o No personal information, but nearly everything related to their jobs and the performance of those jobs X as much as
needed x All with the exception of personal information about their underage children. x Everything that can be
exposed without putting lives at stake. x That depends on how much my personal, financial, political security is affected
by their actions o A lot % All save for their private lives. o Whatever is desired that may affect the decisions they make
or actions they take. ("Gov't employees" is, to me, politicians and political appointees, not rank & file.) X any i can get
my hands on. as mark twain said our congress is the only rela crimal class and the employess follow suit x Everything x
all, even their tax records x A LOT more than we currently get. u As much as possible. There is plenty of dirt available
on Bush, Cheney, Halliburton and so on, but it doesn't get much press. By all means, spread the word. x Everything they
do at work, but only a limited amount of their personal lives. If it is outside the home and not work related, then it
should be available. x As much as the government has availble on the citizenry - if we currently had as much information
on them that they do on us, we would probably have more rational privacy laws enacted x Enough to identify corruption
or wholesale misappropriation of public tax monies. x The most power that they weild, the more information that
should be known. % everything x as much information as they have on us. x everything that effects theirjob performance
u criminal records % for anyone who is establishing or enforcing policy: as much as possible x As much as does not place
the employees and their families in threat of physical harm. x They should be required to fill out resumes and financial
statements at intervals x all pertinent to the job x Lots. )x More, or at least the same, as the info available to governement
about private employees x total information awareness when it comes to their political & governmental work X TONS!
m Professional information should be readily available. Personal information beyond basics is debatable. x it depends
upon the job they are doing x Only that which pertains to performance of their official duties, EXCEPT to make the
point you are making here. But I put ELECTED officials in a different category altogether. x Executive levels of office
that are voted in. x Everything about their job / funding / affiliations x any and all info related to their responsibilities
u As much as they want to know about us! Their private lives are their own business, but when what they do or believe
affects how they run the country it becomes ours m government employees should have the same privacy as any other
citizen o As much as possible x Enough to find out if there crooked or not. m Much; all pieces of information that are not
considered "personal life." o Little to none for low level positions, graduating slowly to very much information for
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elected officials and agency heads. m Enough so that citizens can make informed choices about whom to elect with limits
to respect their privacy. m all m not enough info... what kind of gov employees? The more important the more oyu should
know. o anything work related. i dont care about their personal/sex life, but anything relating to the job should be put
up for scrutiny n regular employees should be treated the same as any other employee, it's only people with policy
making roles that should be subject to citizen scrutiny)% all x as much as is relevant to the discharge of their duties A all
information is public domain. o All u who they talk to A Work history. n depends of what kind of employees A Depends:
Federal, State, or Local!! x All of it. n every detail n a lot. as much as they collect from us n Only that relevent to their
doing their job. m no more than any other citizen As much info as is available to my employer. Information should
be disclosed about Police, judges, and elected officials u EVERYTHING! rx Elected, everything. Appointed or hired,
just what you'd know about any employee. u anything that relates to their performance and behavior o Their conduct
in office is what matters A all n their criminal convictions (i.e. background check-style), the things listed above for "the
most important information to know about your leaders." perhaps their party affiliations or religions, but I'm not so
sure about that. n everything they have about us rn Business relations, income, clubs, organizations, board of directors,
lobbyist employment, crimes, political party affiliations, friends, social opinions. There should be limits besides the
US CONSTITUTION. n The same information that is available to them about me. n Everything listed above for any one
in a policy making position. % not sure u Depends on what type of employees they are, but as they say "turnabout is fair
play". They should not be cloaked in secrecy or protected from prosecution while in office. n Everything except what
happens in their own home x That depends on their position. Joe or Jane Paper Pusher's voting record and financial
status and so on do not need to be public knowledge. However, for anyone choosing to be in a position to make (or, in
the case of candidates, potentially make) legislative decisions for others, all information relevant to forseeable decision-
points should be available. They are being hired by the public to decide the fate of the public, and the public should thus
know the basis from which those decisions will be made. I think of it somewhat like lawyers selecting a jury: They need
to know information relevant to how the potential jurors might decide the case. n Plenty, and it should be widely
disseminated n Income. Criminal History. n everything r Everything: it is my opinion that if they can see or ask for
every kind of information they want from US (more and more every year), then they should not be above all the other
citizens of this country and their information should be open to the public as well. If the President can read MY email
and see what's in my bank account just because he or his staff are "curious" about me, then I believe I have the right to
see HIS. n Line employees - none. Top management - as much as politicians. n Only those in policy making
positions,including those in the armed forces o As much as possible m Every thing x everything, why not thats what they
want of us.......again to help us and keep us safe yada yada yada.......who cares if rights get trampled on. n Those areas
which effect their job perfomance and which will cause them to violate their office. n that depends on the level of
responsibility of the given employee. Above mentioned policemen are authorized to use deadly force...I want to know
everything about them. The janitor at the Lincoln Memorial should be left in peace. u all n everything possible n It
depends on their position. If they are in positions that could pose a security risk, a detailed background investigation
should be completed. I fthey are low level employees, the background check should be similar to others in the business
world. x Everything job related n Everything. If they want to have there TIA I want to know everything about them. n
As much as humanly and legally possible. x criminal record, yearly income, m Anything that will allow us as citizens,
taxpayers, and owners/participants in the processes of governance to mke well-informed decisions about how those
processes work. n it depends upon whether they are in policymaking positions or not. No one needs to know anything
about our mail clerks but people have every right to know about the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Affairs! x EVERYTHING. Once one accepts a public funded job, his life becomes an open book
to his constituants and employers. r( Any information that could influence in how they vote on issues. A everything,
including urine tests and hair samples m See above related question. A Every penny they receive from constituents, the
names of these constituents, full voting record, employment history, current investments, trusts, etc., all potential
conflicts of interest, all campaign promises ever made, all trips taken as a government employee with who paid, how
much and possible favors needed at the time. u everything! x No more or less than is available on us! m everything m
enough to keep them honest & knowing they work for the people. n AS much or more than government employees (at
any level) have about citizens. n At least as much as they want to know about individual citizens. n just the facts. when
the public responsibility and personal gain cross. an issue of malfeasance x Civil servants should have their privacy,
however, all elected official's life should be an open book. n all n This much [hold fingers six inches apart]. n Exactly as
much as is available to government employees about us citizens. r More information not less. x As much as the
government knows about the rest of us. And it should be extremely easy to find & use. r a whole hell of a lot x none n
Actual time spent on cases (federal judges). m As much as possible o any n How few are left n Everything. They should
live in a glass house if they want to take the Kings shilling. u Everything there is to know. n more. m everything ) There
is a privacy issue here--elected officials, yes, but just regular employees, no. Working for the government does not open
one's life to scrutiny, but being elected does. n I'm not sure. There certainly needs to be a line between privacy and a
need for the public to know, but I do not know where that line should be. Arguably because of the strength of christianity
in the country, our society believes that an individual should be allows to overcome his/her past. When reduced to it's
essence, that means that a person's moral, criminal, etc. past should not be relevant to a judgement of a person who is
in a position of authority or importance. Yet everyone believes that a person hired for a job, and that is what we do when
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we elect someone, must have the knowledge, education, skills, and experience that qualifies him/her for the job. In
any case, when a person's performance or actions are called into question, then I think the person's entire history is a
valid area for investigation. A civil servants: not much elected: as much as possible % as much as is available on
me.. .they are citizens a Which "government employees" do you mean? Elected officials, or mailmen? This question is
too vague. x Everything to do with their government duties but not intersted in their personal peccadilloes. x As much
as can be presented. Risks to National Security can effect this somewhat, but not nearly as much as they'd like us to
think. o The higher the position, the more that should be available. Elected officials... as much as possible. Appointed
officials... as much as possible. Public Employees, limited. % All n If we are ever going to clean up the current mess all
government employees will have to be open to scrutiny about just about everything. They are spending and taking our
money and often controlling our lives. We have to know who they are. x EVERYTHING a The maximum information
should be availablie on the top people, ie the "leaders" who are supposed to be our REPRESENTATIVES. (including the
presdient who shoul not have a capital 'P' like the cappital 'K' and king's title like "King of England" x any and all, we
pay their salaries m all applicable. x a lot. o See above. n For elected officials - ioo% o affiliations, memberships n All
that is relevant to their performance in office. This sometime may include personal information. m ALL x For those on
an elected level,be it local, state or Federal, or Cabinet appointees and judges, I feel that they should reveal as much as
the President. x More than what is being given to us now. It should also be easy to attain and understand. x The same
types and amounts of information given to governmental entities when an individual applies for governmental
assistance (i.e., what they would want from me, I want from them). x As much as possible, especially qualifications,
education, salary, and who they have contributed to in political campaigns. m Everything x All o Most x all of it u all x
As much as necessary to hold them accountable for their actions. In other words, anything you would have a right to
know about someone in your employ. x Everything. "If you can't stand the heat, stay out of the kitchen." X depends on
the position and the higher up they go the more information should be available. almost everything, they want to
know everything about you. x Depends on their position - low level not much. High level almost everything. A No more
than is available on anyone else. u Everything x areas in their professional sphere m everything a Fair amount x
everything r everything... x all information about money; votes; residence; public comments/speeches; religious
affiliation; travel history/plans; x All of it, everything, from the time of birth, to where and what they are now, and how.
A complete mapping. Nothing should be withheld, regardless of its seemingly insignificance. all of it. x All information,
except their personal lives. u Everything except what is going on with their childrens personal lives, such as bush's
twins, they need to be left alone by the media, we all have trouble with our kids and kids are going to make wrong
decisions, the whole country does not need to know about all of these wrong decisions. x All of it that is job related X as
much as they have on us r Elected officials should disclose how they voted, how many official meetings they missed,
who contributes to their campaign, and account for differences between their campaign statements and voting record.
u All information. x All but medical x Depending on level--the higher the more complete the information should be A
All x Everything. But their private lives. all u Employee information should be private, information on elected officials
should be public. x Depends u we should know if they are capable of reasonable decisions. i want SAT, LSAT, GMAT,
IQ, and sanity test results. % All but what is necessary to protect national security. m AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE.
GOVERNMENT AND ITS EMPLOYEES --- ESPECIALLY THOSE UNELECTED AND IN POSITIONS OF POWER ---
MUST BE TRANSPARENT. x Government employees have the same right to provacy as all other citizens % The same
as about us and more if in leadership n The amount of information needed depends on the amount of authority/
responsibility of the employee. I want to know everything about the President, and nothing about the school janitor. x
AS MUCH AS POSIABLE WITH OUT GIVEING OUT GOV. x Everthing a everything a Any that might affect how they
do their job. m Educational background, family life and affiliations. m Not so much information about their personal life,
but rather a more transparent view of their actions. x depends on the employee ...nothing on DMV workers, but any
elected or appointed officials that control policy decisions: a lot. x full disclosure o A plethora. x Gov't employees should
have to waive their right to personal privacy because too many use it as a shield. o Everything x ALL LEGAL
IFORMATION A Everything m All relevant info, including personal info if it's relevant to any power they excercise over
others x As much as the citizen wants. I can't see anything wrong with nearly 1oo% transparency unless it involves
national security. It's something that's required of ME... why should it not be required of government employess. I DO
see THEM as my employees. m Everything. They can obtain everything about the common people so why can't we have
the same knowledge about them? % everything that is available to the government about its citizens should be made
available to the citizens about the government r If you're referring to politicians - life history. o unless the scope of the
employees' jobs are public (ie politicians, policemen, cabinet members, etc.) none. x Their health record, their
purchasing habits, their financial records, their personal and business affiliations. u there is a differance between
elected gov't employees and civil servants, those working as career gov't employees, postal mail cariers as an example.
Elected officials should be subject to a much higher level of accountability. u Tons and tons. a Any information that
would give us a picture of the type of person holding a particular office. a GS 12's and up, personal history, finances,
relationships a Much x Much. x As much as The Government knows about them. x EVERYTHING!! % everything they
serve the people a see above a as much as they want to know about me x All a ANYTHING WE WANT TO KNOW. THEY
ARE HIRED SERVANTS OF "WE THE PEOPLE" a As much accurate info as is available in an accessible format x
Anything that would indicate they do not have the character, ability or qualification to maintain a position of trust. a
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Any elected official should have available anything and everything regarding how they achieved their finiancial
situation, their polictical ideology from when they first started voting til now and all their business dealings A The same
amount or more than is known about US citizens by the Government or Corporations. m Everything past and present u
a lot n All political affiliations during the term of employment. Such info as would be needed to determine conflict of
interest or a Hatch Act violation (such as with Katherine Harris in Fla 2000 election). n everything about them and their
contacts n As much as the poeple want - personal relationships should not be included m Those factors that influence
their votes n everything u everything possible o As much as possible. n Nothing personell, everything else is fair game.
u Only information relating to their official duties. m Enough to know that they are competent and support democratic
principles n Everything!!! m unlimited m medium amount - work related mostly o Their finances Their political
motivations m Low level employees (None) Why does the IRS clerk need to have her address posted on the net. That just
hurts your cause. Anyone associated with Congress (Senators, Aides, staffers, HOR) they need their info posted.) u
EVERYTHING -- from what they say behind closed doors 'off the record,' to how they vote on every issue, to what issue
groups they personally favor. n Everything m any info. connected with their office. u everything - similar to and perhaps
more pervasive than entertainment celebs. n Everything related to the decisions they make and the jobs they perform %
All of it. n Anything requested by the citizens n I do not believe it should be open season on all government employees
private and public information. After all, many of these people are also citizens of this country and therefore should be
afforded the same considerations every citizen, or legal immigrant, should receive. What is good for the goose is good
for the gander. x everything that impacts their ability to do their jobs u all public records x Lots! But difficult without
more time to consider. m almost anything u Enough to know what their true motivations are for the way they vote. Since
they don't keep promises anyway, we need a better way to determine how they will act and who they are truly loyal too.
n Political affiliations and funding. n All non-personal info, m everything about them, including their entire personal
lives. they've decided to become public servants, now let's see them serve. A As much as possible Where and from
whom is the money coming. m Everything that is available about me should be available about them n Ideology and how
if affect public policy n As much as is available to them about citizens. u A modest amount. Unless it is an appointed
position, then all information like that of politicians should be available. If it is you run of the mill postal employee or
social security worker than I don't see the need for all their information to be out there. n Only their professional
resumes n As much as possible. Maybe leaving out specific addresses, listing City, State, maybe road. % Everything
relative to their ability to carry out the job. I do not believe personal sexual factors should be public unless they impact
the job. u any and all that concerns their job performance--- but nothing personal-- don't care about affairs, sexuality,
drugs, alcohol, what they smoked in college and whether or not they inhaled m the higher up they are the more we
should know ... criminal records for all n All of it! u sane as a servicemans record % The same information my boss and
the government has on me. % all m It varies with their level of power. Higher power should require more disclosure. i as
much as possible. we get practically none now. n All m alot x Whatever they can know about me I should be able to know
about them n Absolutely everything that may impact how they enact laws or the enforcement of laws.. n I don't beleive
information about most government employees should be made available to the general public. Most government
employees are simply people "doing a job" who do so under the supervion and discretion of our elected Leaders. To
make information about them pubicly available would be an intrusion into their basic right to live their own lives.
Government employees should fall under a separate model of scrutiny and liability then our elected officials. x As much
as possible n On an equal footing with the rest of the citizenry. u Anything we can get % the same information that's
available re all of us.... which is pretty much EVERYTHING, nowadays. n Any and all that is needed to be able to judge
their conduct in office, no more. n Financial records, voting records, group affiliations, campaign contributors, criminal
records. n Some, but not total. We have Grand Juries and the like.. n As much as is available to them about us. % conflicts
of interest, felony convictions, duties and responsibilities, funding source. u Performance and any misdeeds m
Information about the performance of their jobs (e.g. disciplinary records) x Everything that effects his/her decisions.
u Everything not subject to national security n About *all* government employees? Not much. About elected officials?
Finance records, records of meetings with anyone who gives them money, record of legislation voted for, record of
membership in lobbying groups/societies/fraternities. as much as possible. m Everything. Private citizens have no
expectation of privacy anymore - work surveillance and drug testing are only obvious examples. Politicians and gov
employees should expect to live in a goldfish bowl n All of it. x At least as much as is available to the government about
individual citizens. n financial interests conflicts of interest u everything except personal info on family members. n a
lot m hmm, on the leadership sure a bunch but on the agents and others working none r Key decision-makers should be
subject to the same examination as political office holders. u Depends on the level of involvement in the Gov. Certainly
work benefits and job performance should be public. Any elected person should reveal all activities (social, business and
religious), meetings and all sources of income. as much or more than they have on us n This should be an Open Book
issue u everything related to their public work n anything that is not personal ( how they act in private) A as much as
possiblen i don't know if it matters anymore - when something bad comes to light nothing really happens but a lot of
noise. m there should be lots for elected officials and anybody who has to be approved by the senate, relatively less for
federal employees - as long as they are civil service there are rules about what they can and cannot do in relation to their
job duties (shouldn't knowingly own stock in companies that they regulate - etc.) n see above x For political appointees,
everything For Rank and File, their resume x most information within reason that would affect how they perform
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L - News Sources
CNN; Ft. Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel; Miami Herald; Florida TODAY; Tampa Tribune; Sacramento Bee; Long Beach
Press-Telegram; ABC-TV u CNN, Boston Herald, Washington Post, New York Times x abc.net.au , smh.com.au ,
freshnews.org A boston globe,cnn,c-span m Fox News, Local Paper, Fox News Alert (on email), US News and World
Report, Weekly Standard, Wall Street Journal. x google m Le Monde on line NY Times daily % Primarily online
newspapers and radio. Also, specialty online publications or sites. x NY Times, Boston Globe, Boston Herald, NBC
News, NESN x Baltimore Sun Google News nyt.com n NY Times u Boston Globe New York Times CNN m Web x
Internet, newspapers m NYTimes, WashPost, MotherJones, Time x Denver Post, msnbc, cnn, pbs u Google News
CSPAN Salon Portside m internet - national & international, papers for local n New York Times, NPR, The N ation,
The New Yorker, The New Republicn The internet Local news 1 Network news Cable News m newspaper internet
x MSNBC.COM CNN.COM T San Diego Union-Tribune CNN Headline News (TV) MSNBC (TV) r Fox News,
Drudgereport.com, BBC.com, Anavona.com, Asiantimes.com, wirednews.com, reuiters.com, spaceweather.com, etc.. x
Newspapers x tv & newspaper x bbc world service, NYTimes, SF Bay Guardian, WSJ X www.cnn.com,
thedrudgereport.com r Local paper; NPR; NY Times; Washington Post u NY Times, Boston Herald, Town Hall.com.,
MSN instant news, Tampa Tribune, etc. A net scraper, Newshour on PBS x On-line news x LA Times, NY Times online,
local paper, various web sites. r Google News, Pravda online, Debka File, CNN online n newspaper,cable,web,radio X
Talk Radio T Boston Globe (altho I don't read the op-ed page {why bother?}), and I only scan the headlines. A New York
Times u independent.co.uk n Concord Monitor New York Times online Antiwar.com Tompaine AlterNet
Information Clearinghouse x Houston Chronicle u Novato Advance, San Francisco Chronicle, KTVU, KCBS, Wall Street
Journal u NPR, newspapers n CNN, FOXNEWS, WWW.NEWMAX.com, www.wnd.com X My.Yahoo n NPR, BBC, a
variety of online news sources, including newspapers but also Information Clearing House, Common Dreams,
Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR) Middle East Digest x TV x dallas morning news, new york times, c-span, slashdot,
alt newsgroups n CNN, MSNBC, CNBC n Radio, TV, Internet n Local Newspapers; Local TV Stations; Network News;
Fortune Magazine & Cumumers Report. x Daily show, internet indie newspapers x CNBC CNN FOX Internet,
Newspaperx Blogs, Online news sites (CNN, Google News, etc) x CSmonitor.com; MetaFilter.com; various aggregators;
NPR x Buzzflash.com, Democrats.com, drudgereport.com, bartcop.com n CNN, ABC News x The Island Packet, Hilton
Head Island Lehrer News Hour x WMUR TV channel 9 Manchester NH WGBH TV channel 2 Boston Manchester
Union Leader Weekly Washington Post Time The Washington Spectator r Google News, weblogs % Fox News
Channel m on-line news m Information Clearinghouse, Commmon Dreams, Infoshop News, Unknown News, U.S. News
and World News digest, the Week v internet, informationclearinghouse.org, bushwatch.com, nytimes.com,
islamonline.net, drudgereort.com, cursor.org Denver Post n Wired News (online), NPR x tv x nytimes.com,
washingtonpost.com, cnn.com x slashdot.org news.google.com ) fox)x Newspaperx Internet followed by TV x Boston
Globe CNN MSNBC CSpan x Internet news subscriptions. x Yahoo ("My Yahoo") NewsMax CNN (TV) FOX
(TV) x Internet, NY Times, Rueters new service A Internet is primary, local newspapers second, e-mail third. I mostly
discount anything I hear on TV except as an alert that something has happened. A NPR. Google searches. o truthout.org
u Slashdot, Linuxtoday, Google News on the Internet x www.cbc.ca www.slashdot.org r Cursor.org,
thismodernworld.com % Google, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Washington Post, Christian Science Monitor, Lycos,
Reuters, CNN, Village Voice, The Age, New Scientist, Wired, Slate, The Guardian, Slashdot.org o Slashdot.org,
news.google.com, NYTimes.com x news.google.com www.salon.com I npr x Non-corporate sites on the Internet, BBC
m Slashdot The Register)% internet alternative media sourcesn ABC news and a few minutes of cable news untill all the
crawls and multi pictures and moving/flashing text gets the best of me. r eff.org, theregister.co.uk, slashdot.org X NPR
and on-line sources x csmonitor.com T nytimes.com drudgereport.com slashdot.org bbc.co.uk news.google.com
tompaine.com wired.com villagevoice.com o Drudge Report, Fark, Slashdot, CBS, ABC m news.google.com
indymedia.org T slashdot.org T timesofindia.com T pravda.ru news.bbc.co.uk o drudgereport.com, unknownnews.net,
slashdot.org % Local newspaper, BBC, Plastic, Slashdot, Eschaton, Talking Points Memo, Conservative News Service,
Fark x townhall.com,rush limbaugh,WBAL radio,Forbes,Vanity Fair(????) m new york times yahoo A ccn internet /
google news x news.google.com, news.bbc.co.uk n Internet (BBC) o Inet, trusted private business, markets indicators,
x The Nation, progressive online sites (the Guardian, alternet, etc.); nytimes online (my home page) % non-tradtional
news sources m Google News links ) buzzflash.com, The Guardian online, conspiracyplanet.com, BBC online, NYTimes
online, Washington Post onlinex Reuters and BBC)% Independents of all varieties and persuasions, MSNBC, NYTimes,
Dallas Morning News x http://news.bbc.co.uk (better world coverage) m The Independent (online) I The Guardian
(online) The New York Times (online) The Washington Post (online) The Los Angeles Times (online) The San
Francisco Chronicle (online) Google News Alternet.org Commondreams.org The Village Voice (online) Science
Daily News (online) m net)% New York Times Online, BBC News Online, Slate, % googlem Major news services gathered
by Google News x CNN, Reuters, Google m whatreallyhappened.com msnbc % Slashdot, Newsforge, Kuro5hin,
news.google.com v enn netscape yahoo ) www.google.com/news www.queery.com u The internet and state and
local newspapers. ) KPFA FM New York Times x buzzflash.com; news.google.com m http://www.commondreams.org/
index.htm I http://atrios.blogspot.com/ http://www.truthout.org/ m The Daily Show with John Stuart M Foxnews.com
and TV, Google News, Reuters.com, local news x slashdot.org, news.google.com, cnn.com u www.drudgereport.com x
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Newsweek CNN o Slashdot CNN I MSNBC Local TV m Google Washington Post NBC X nytimes, google, bbc,
electronic telegraph, cnn, straits times, etc u google.com/news cnn paper word of mouth m Public radio x news.com
I news.google.com x Slashdot.org m news.google.com, local newspaper (for local events), various major papers from
throughout the world (read online) u counterpunch.org atimes.com x bbc, wash post x CNN.com, MSNBC.com,
news.GOOGLE.com, news.YAHOO.com x Internet m NY Times, BBC, NPR, CBC, Washington Post n local daily
newspaper public radio new york times u alternet.org, advocate.com, motherjones.com, news.google.com,
slashdot.org. blogforamerica.com(okay, so it's candidate specific news) m Internet, Newsgroups, Newspapers g Drudge
Report (online), CNN (online), New York Times (online), CNN Headline News % Fox News, Internet News (Various
Sources starting from Drudge.) u Drudge report,alternet,guardian,mirror,npr,bbc, washington post n *Slashdot,
ZNet, CNN, Local newspaper u Buzz Flash, Alternet, Jim Leher, Bill Moyers, IMC, News Alternative, google,
International Herald times, Yellow times u Drudge Report x Drudge report, National Public Radio, Tampa Bay Online
& variety of other internet news services. x http://www.drudgereport.com, http://www.infowars.com, http://
www.wnd.com, http://www.cnn.com, http://www.cryptome.org, http://www.namebase.org, http://news.google.com,
http://www.google.com, http://www.mega.nu/TPDL/ m FOX, Weekly Standard, National Review, Harvard Business
Review, Yahoo News, Rush Limbaugh, Usenet, nm.general, online newspapers, rumors m drudgereport.com cns.com
whatreallyhappened.com r Drudge, Google c enn u Slashdot (computer related) Boston Globe I Public radio station
A drudgereport rense rumormillnews m Usenet, Drudgereport.com, Fox News on DirectTV, Wall Street Journal,
Local Liberal rag, % Drudge report Geostrategy-Direct.com Fox news Global Security.org NewsMax.com
WashingtonPost.com A google New, BBC, CNN, Washigton Post, NY Times, Alternet, Salon.com Chicago Tribune,
Chicago Sun-Times and various foriegn papers. 75% dailyu NPR n worldnet daily, rense, newsmax, drudge, what really
happened, rumormill news... x CBC, BBC, Agonist.org, GlobeandMail, NYTimes, Guardian, and other international
webnew sources u Drudge report and ABC New.com Off the Wire A Google News, CNN n internet, paper, tv x Google
news, New York Times, BBC, blogs, listservs u cnn google news m Newspaper: Boston Globe & Berkshire Eagle %
drudge, washington times, american prowler, new york times, worldnetdaily, media research center, spinsanity X
Drudge report and local news i websites that aren't connected to U.S. media corporations.Generaly scan several toget
an idea of whats going on.Usually find the Guardian reliable. u Fox, CNN n Fox News x Fox news , Web (dozens of
sights) and radio x Internet news sites. x European and Foreign news sources, CNN, BBC The US does not have any
news sources any longer only bias entertainment displays A FOX NEWS u news.google.com is my homepage, I simply
can not get enough of it! x Google News, Newsday.com, BBC, LETA, DELFI, Apollo (last three are local for Latvia) X
Guardian UK Drudge Report x FOX NEWS x talk radio A internet & newspapers a Democratic Undergroun A varied-
Pacifica radio Washington Post London GuardianAmerican Spectator ,the Economist,Google News ,many others A The
Progressive Magazine Slashdot Al Jazeera BBC m www.drudgereport.com / slashdot.org / www.sacbee.com
(sports) x Foxnews, Drudge, Townhall, Weekly Standard a Buzzflash.com x SmirkingChimp.com, CommonDreams.org,
Cursor.com, BBC, DailyHowler.com A NY Times, Washington Post, Irish Times, Sueddeutsche Zeitung, LA Times,
salon.com, tompaine.com, drudgereport (have to know what the enemy is saying) x The Drudge report, Worldnet daily,
newsmax, fox, forbes, wall street jornal, various foreign news, BBC, Londen times, and local sources. plus FAS, and
numerous security and policy groups and think groups. ) Google, Yahoo u C-span and mostly alternative news media
via refdesk.com and the local college station, WRPI whixh carries "Deomcracy Now", "Counter Spin" and similar news
oriented services. a 1. TV - ABC, CNN, CBS 2. Radio - PBS, Local 1 3. Newspaper 4. Web m Drudge Report,Sierra
Times, Google News, numerous other internet news sites. x Worldnetdaily and drudgereport m bbc online, Guardian
online, Google news, New york Times a Google News, Austin American Statesman, NewsHour (PBS) m bbc, news world
international, online bbc, reuters, drudge LA Times n Internet m drudgereport, cnn, bbc a Radio, internet sites a
BBC,CNN,FOX,NPR o Internet, local newspaper, TV x Drudge Reports...not just his information, but it provides easy
link to just about everything. x BBC Radio, Pacifica Radio, Buzzflash.com A yahoo.google news services o fox news and
netscape news a online newspapers A newspaper including internet versions, radio, g news.google.com o online news
sources: nytimes.com, washingtonpost.com, drudgereport a Drudge, Fox News, Raleigh News & Observer, ScienceDaily
Magazine, Wall St. Journal, Google news search, listserv, usenet a Daily Post Athenian (for local news) Knoxville
News Sentinel Chattanooga Times x Internet. nomorefakenews.com; whatreallyhappened.com; drudgereport.com;
and many many others. a slashdot.org local news (various stations daily) world news (out of new york at 3am) $ PBS
(it's various news shows & related) a Drudge report a news.google.com abc news guardian x cnn cbs fox a TV cable
news a Drudge Repor, Law.com, Fox News x NY Times, Guardian, BBC Online ) fox news channel a Boortz, Drudge.
NRA, Fox. x Stratfor, Space Daily, Wash Times, NYT, Drudge, NewsMax, Wash Post, National Review, NRA, cronies a
BBC / Weblogs / The Times (London) a nytimes.com, drudgereport.com, washingtonpost.com Financial times, wall
street journal a wnd.com sierratimes.com and other online news sources a Internet a Television a NYTimes,
Buzzflash a foxnews, msnbc, yahoo, google news, npr morning edition a Sydney Morning Herald 1 Drudge NRO
CNN Fox news a Usenet/Drudge Reprt/CNN/Fox TV/ABC/ a FOX, talk radio, at time listening to the liberal TV as
NBC, CBS, ABC, and at time the BBC on the internet a Crap that the monopolistic american media throws at me.I have
to go to Indian websites of indian newspapers to get the truth. a Cnn.com, excite.com a yahoo news cbc.ca a Drudge
Report - FOX News a on line sources, news papers, public TV a email contacts from political action groups a CNN a
news.google.com, nytimes, bbc a Minneapolis Startribune, NYT, Washington Post, The Guardian, BuzzFlash,
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